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 Chapter 1  
 

Fluorescence Spectroscopy in Polymer 
Science! 

 

  

 

Abstract 

 

 

Polymer science is an interdisciplinary field, combining chemistry, physics, and in some 

cases biology. Structure, morphology and dynamical phenomena in natural and synthetic 

polymers can be addressed using fluorescence spectroscopy. The most attractive aspect of 

fluorescent reporters is that their fluorescence parameters can give information on the 

nanometer length scale with an exceptional sensitivity, which allows data acquisition with 

submicrometer spatial resolution and millisecond time resolution. The use of fluorescent 

reporter molecules is, in principle, an invasive technique. Because of the large size of 

polymer molecules, however, small fluorescent reporter molecules of a length scale of < 2 

nm can be considered a small perturbation.  

Because of the enormous importance of synthetic polymers in our technology-based 

societies, almost every conceivable experimental technique has been applied in this field, 

but most of these tend to address the sample on a macroscopic scale. This chapter gives 

illustrative examples of the power of molecular fluorescence for investigating several 

microscopic aspects of polymer science. 

 

                                                

! Published in part: Advanced Fluorescence Receptors in Chemistry and Biology III - Applications in Sensing 
and Imaging. 2011. Springer. In press.  
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1.1 Introduction 

Paints comprise colorants (usually pigments), binders (often polymers) and a solvent. 

Water borne paints can be based on so-called latex materials, aqueous dispersions of 

polymer particles, which contain 40 - 50% of organic material and are made by emulsion 

polymerization. A typical recipe of emulsion polymerization comprises water, surfactant, 

water-soluble initiator, water insoluble monomers and additives. During emulsion 

polymerization micelles are formed when surfactant is added into water above the critical 

micelle concentration (CMC). The locus of polymerization is within these submicron 

micelles. Inside the cavity of micelles monomers undergo free radical polymerization in 

the presence of a water-soluble initiator and after polymerization it transforms into a latex 

particle, which can be regarded as a microreactor. One of the major advantages of 

emulsion polymerization is the excellent heat exchange due to the low viscosity of the 

continuous phase during the whole reaction. Emulsion polymers are widely used in the 

preparation of paints, coatings, paper, adhesives and many more. 

Latex paints have gained intense attention due to their outstanding environmentally 

friendly nature. These materials have circumvented the extensive use of volatile organic 

compounds (VOC) ubiquitously present in large quantities in the solvent borne paints. 

According to the pollution prevention programme of European legislation, EU Directive 

2004/42/EC, an organic compound having a boiling point lower than or equal to 250 °C 

at atmospheric pressure 101.3 kPa is classified as a VOC. The VOC limit for a waterborne 

paint was fixed to 30 g per litre in 2010 and this law was completely imposed in the same 

year.1 

The subject of the present Thesis is the study of film formation of waterborne latex using 

fluorescence spectroscopy. The use of fluorescence is not new in polymers; it was started 

with the pioneering work of Morawetz in the 1970s.2-4 Since then a number of issues in 

polymer science has been solved by using fluorescence methods. In one of his Science 

papers Morawetz discussed the use of fluorescence to investigate several features 

including conformational mobility of polymer chains, viscosity of polymers, glass 

transition phenomenon, polymer compatibility and the kinetics of diffusion controlled 

intermolecular polymer reactions.5 

This Chapter presents an overview of the use of fluorescence spectroscopy to study 

polymers.  Various types of solvatochromic, rigidochromic and fluorogenic fluorescent 

dyes can be used to probe numerous features such as polymerization mechanisms, 

kinetics, glass transition, film formation of latex emulsions and morphology, etcetera. 
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Due to the diversity, heterogeneity and complexity of polymeric materials it is very 

challenging for polymer scientists to investigate processes occurring at the molecular, 

microscopic level in these materials. While most polymeric materials are not fluorescent, 

they can be investigated by embedding fluorescent probe molecules that can be used to 

detect properties of their immediate surroundings, and dynamical processes that change 

the local environment on a variety of timescales. The combination of fluorescence 

techniques such as steady-state, and time-resolved fluorescence and fluorescence 

microscopy provides excellent opportunities to polymer scientist to investigate structure 

and dynamics in polymers. Some examples will be given in this chapter that deal with 

monitoring polymerization (kinetics and mechanism), the glass transition, film formation 

from latex materials and characterization of morphology etcetera. 

We will first briefly discuss the typical fluorescence experiments and the information they 

can provide that is of importance for polymer science6 and then go into a number of areas 

in which these different experiments have been used. At the end of this Chapter an 

overview of the content of the Thesis will be given. 

1.1.1 Steady-State Fluorescence  

Steady-state fluorescence spectroscopy is relatively simple to perform and can provide 

significant information about the location and environment of a fluorescent probe. The 

shape of the spectrum (e.g. pyrene)7-9 and the position of the emission maximum (for 

solvatochromic probes)10-12 can provide information on local polarity and mobility. Energy 

transfer, as a measure of distance, between different fluorescent groups, can be detected 

from the emission spectrum.13-15 Excitation with polarized light combined with 

polarization-sensitive detection allows to measure anisotropy, a property that can give 

information on the rotational mobility of a probe molecule.16, 17 The emission intensity can 

be used to obtain information on dynamical processes, using properly designed probes. 

For example, a probe molecule can be fluorogenic, the fluorescence being turned on when 

it is built into a polymer18, 19 it can be rigidochromic20 or fluorescence can be quenched by 

diffusive processes.21 It is often difficult to quantify the emission intensity from a polymer 

sample because the absorption is usually not known, and samples are often scattering 

light. Ratiometric methods overcome this problem to a large extent.22 Dynamical 

processes are, generally, more accurately quantified using time-resolved spectroscopy. 

1.1.2 Time-Resolved Fluorescence 

The excited-state decay times of fluorescent molecules range from picoseconds to (many) 

nanoseconds. Dynamical processes that occur on these timescales can thus be monitored 

via time-resolved measurements. When dynamical quenching processes are of interest, 
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time-resolved detection gives more reliable information than intensity measurements, 

which suffer from the uncertainty associated with light absorption versus scattering, 

which commonly occurs in polymer samples. Molecular reorientation, a measure of 

viscosity, is most directly measured via time-resolved anisotropy.23, 24 In simple cases, the 

population of an excited state decays via first-order kinetics, that is, exponentially. In 

heterogeneous samples molecules in different environments decay with different time 

constants, which leads to a multi-exponential decay or to distributions of decay time 

constants. Medium reorganization on the timescale of the decay can lead to spectral 

evolution. In such cases it is helpful to include additional experimental variables, e.g. 

different excitation or emission wavelengths, to get a data set that can be subjected to 

global analysis.25-27 

1.1.3 Fluorescence Microscopy 

In the past decades laser confocal fluorescence microscopy (LCFM) has emerged as a 

powerful technique to study the three-dimensional distribution of luminescent entities in 

biological and material sciences. In its basic form, LCFM offers a lateral diffraction limited 

imaging resolution of the order of a few hundred nanometers, and an axial resolution of 

one to several micrometers. In recent years, advanced techniques have been developed, 

and mainly applied to the life sciences, that allow sub-diffraction resolution imaging.28-30 

LCFM can gain further resolving power by use of multiple detection channels for different 

colors or different polarization, or by including the fluorescence decay time as a variable 

(Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging (FLIM)).31 For thin films, for which depth-resolved 

information cannot be obtained anyway, direct 2D imaging (wide field) of the fluorescence 

intensities allows more rapid measurements, because scanning is not necessary. 

Fluorescence microscopy using a near-field approach offers higher resolution than LCFM, 

but only at the sample surface.32 

Fluorescence microscopy is the key to single molecule spectroscopy (SMS) because of its 

minimized detection volume, which allows discrimination of the emission of a single 

molecule from the background.33 SMS provides information on dynamics of individual 

molecules in heterogeneous environments. In contrast to ensemble measurements, which 

yield information on average properties, SMS provides information on rare events and 

gives access to distributions and time dependencies of properties of individual molecules. 

This technique can be applied to investigate various processes in polymer science such as 

complicated relaxation processes of polymer chains near the glass transition temperature 

in amorphous solids34-36 rotational diffusion of single molecules in polymers37 visualizing 

the dynamics of polymer chains and translational diffusion of monomers in polymerizing 

solution.38 
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1.1.4 Types of Fluorescent Probes 

In this chapter we will focus on fluorophores that are added as “molecular spies” to 

nonfluorescent samples. Polymers that are intrinsically fluorescent are outside the scope. 

In practice, polymer samples usually contain fluorescent impurities, which precludes the 

use of dyes absorbing in the UV (< 350 nm), unless special precautions are taken. 

For some properties of interest, any dye with a suitable brightness and spectral properties 

can be used. If one is interested in properties related to diffusion, the molecular size is 

important. Energy transfer can be studied with appropriate pairs of energy donors and 

acceptors.13, 39-42 Rigidochromic dyes are typically based on a nonradiative decay process 

that is suppressed when the molecule’s environment is rigidified, giving emission of a 

photon a chance in competition with the radiationless excited state decay process.43 Re-

complexes44 and substituted olefins45-48 are typical examples, but also other large-

amplitude excited state processes involving electron transfer can be used.20, 36, 39, 49  

In many cases, it is desirable to covalently attach the reporter dye to the polymer of 

interest. In that case, invariably some steps of organic synthesis are required. Most 

authors use dyes that are easily derived from commercially available ones, such as dansyl 

derivatives.50 On the other hand, commercially available dyes are normally not 

complicated to synthesize, so modification of the starting materials in order to arrive at a 

copolymerizable dye is usually not difficult. 

Solvatochromic fluorescent probes are dyes of which the absorption or emission color is 

sensitive to solvent polarity.51 These are generally electron Donor-!-Acceptor molecules, 

which exhibit a relatively small dipole moment in the ground state and a larger dipole 

moment in excited state. Among the known solvatochromic compounds, the s-coupled 

donor-acceptor systems developed by Verhoeven and co-workers are still the most 

sensitive.52 

1.2 Monitoring Polymerization 

Fluorescence methods can be fruitfully used to investigate various dynamical phenomena 

in polymer science such as different types of polymerization processes (including 

crosslinking and gel formation), irreversible film formation by the physical 

interpenetration and diffusion of polymer chains across interfaces, phase separation, and 

reversible transitions such as the glass transition. This section will focus on the 

monitoring of polymerization processes. 

The polymerization process starts with monomers, which are often low molecular weight 

and low viscosity liquids, which undergo a polymerization reaction and are converted into 
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high molecular weight polymers, with a much higher viscosity. The polymerization process 

may take place through different mechanisms:  

• chain-growth reaction: addition of unsaturated monomer at the end of a growing 

chain. 

• step-growth: through a stepwise reaction between functional groups of monomers.  

Step-growth polymers increase in molecular weight at a very slow rate at lower conversion 

and reach moderately high molecular weight only at very high conversion (> 95 %). The 

mechanism and kinetics of different types of polymerization are very different but a 

common feature is the increase in viscosity as polymerization proceeds, which can be 

effectively followed by fluorescent probes that are sensitive to the mobility and rigidity of 

the medium. 

The increase in viscosity can be probed in different ways. Emission will be anisotropic 

when the molecular rotation of the probe molecule is hindered on the timescale of the 

excited state lifetime, typically several nanoseconds. Rigidochromic probes fluoresce 

weakly in a medium of low viscosity due to a radiationless decay process associated with a 

large-amplitude motion (“molecular rotor”), which is suppressed when viscosity is 

increased.53 Solvatochromic fluorescent probes are also sensitive to viscosity because the 

stabilization of the excited state dipole requires medium reorganization. Finally, diffusive 

quenching processes can be used to probe translational diffusion. 

Pioneering work by Loutfy54 established 4-(N,N-dialkylamino)benzylidene malononitriles 

as prototypical rigidochromic probes. The fluorescence during homogeneous-phase 

polymerization of styrene or acrylates turns on rather abruptly when the free volume 

drops below a certain value (Figure 1). At low conversion, and at high conversion, these 

probes are not sensitive to the degree of polymerization. 

A) B) 

 

 

1 

 

Figure 1. A) Prototypical “molecular rotor” 1; B) fluorescence intensity change as a function of styrene 

polymerization time.54 
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fluorescence increase, all depend strongly on the rate of polymerization (temperature,
initiator concentration and monomer reactivity) as well as on the particular polymer formed.

In Table 1 the fluorescence yield, f, of 3 at the limiting conversions are listed. The

observed increase in 4f going from the fluid monomer to the glassy polymer at 70° C was a

factor of 17, 3.4, 1.8 and 4.7 for MMA, EMA, n—BMA and styrene respectively. The

polymerization region in which fluorescence intensity increases sharply appears to correspond
to the increase of medium viscosity from fluid to rigid glass.

TABLE l.Spectroscopic Data for Julolidine Malononitrile in Various Media

Dye
Absorption

Dye fluorescence
In monomer In polymer dF

Amaz (nm) AF (nm) 4F (X103) 70 23°C

methyl methacrylate 450 493 3.0 0.05 0.12

ethyl methacrylate 449 492 3.0 0.01 0.046

n-butyl methacrylate 448.5 486 2.8 0.005 0.02

styrene 454.5 485 3.0 0.014 0.04

vinylacetate 449.5 490 2.9 ... ...

ethyl acrylate 449 491 2.9 ... ...

styrene/butyl methacrylate 450 490 2.9 ... ...

The importance of viscosity and free volume in the molecular relaxation processes of excited

dyes has been well documented in the case of polymethines, di and triphenylmethanes and

coumarin dyes (ref.13—21). For dyes in which rotation—dependent non—radiative decay (knr)
links the excited state conformation to the media free—volume, Vf, one can express knr in

terms of solvent free volume as:

k = k0 ex(32)
(3)

Here knr0 is the intrinsic rate of molecular relaxation of the dye, VO is the occupied (Van

der Waals) volume of the dye and f3 is a constant for the particular dye. The non—radiative

decay rate, knr is related to the fluorescence yield according to:

1
k =k (——1)
nr r (4)

-ECHS-CH+

60

REACTION TiME (mm)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

REACTION TIME (his)

Fig. 4. 3 fluorescence intensity change as a
function of styrene polymerization time.

12

Fig. 3. Dependence of 3 fluorescence

intensity on the polymerization of methyl

methacrylate (MMA), ethyl methacrylate

(EMA), and n—butyl methacrylate (n—BMA).
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The rapid excited state decay through double bond rotation is related with the 

characteristic electronic structure,55 and is found in many Donor-!-Acceptor 

systems.46,47,56 This kind of fluorescent probe is intrinsically also solvatochromic, so the 

increase in viscosity is accompanied by a shift of the emission to shorter wavelengths. The 

solvatochromic effect is more pronounced in more extended Donor-!-Acceptor 

compounds.45, 46, 57, 58 

Jager et al. monitored photopolymerization of dimethacrylates of various molecular sizes 

and polarities.57 

 

 

2 3 4: n = 1, A = SO2Me 

5: n = 2, A = SO2Me 

6: n = 1, A = NO2 

Chart 1. Chemical structures of fluorescent probes used for monitoring the degree of (photo)polymerization of 

diacrylates.57 

For all five solvatochromic fluorescent probes used in this study (Chart 1), the emission 

shifted towards shorter wavelengths upon polymerization because the dipolar excited 

states of the probe molecules are less stabilized in polymeric networks than in 

corresponding monomeric phases. Enhancement of fluorescence intensity was observed 

upon polymerization, which was most pronounced for 4-(dimethylamino)-4’-

nitrostilbene.11  

The blue shift increases when monomers with shorter spacers were used, because this 

leads to a denser polymer network. This behavior was found in accordance with the fact 

that solvatochromic probes mainly monitor the changes in rigidity of the medium upon 

polymerization. 

Exceptionally large fluorescence solvatochromic shifts are found in the sigma-coupled 

donor-acceptor systems investigated by Verhoeven and coworkers.59, 60 The prototype 1-

phenyl-4-(4-cyano-1-naphthylmethylene)piperidine (7),52 has a highly dipolar excited 

state with a dipole moment of 25 (±2) D.61 Depopulation of this dipolar excited state 

occurs via remarkably efficient radiative decay to the ground state, with quantum yields 

up to 85 %.62 Because of these outstanding properties compound 7 was given the 
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nickname FluoroProbe. 

Time-resolved spectral and polarization measurements were carried out to follow the 

dynamics of 7 during polymerization of methyl methacrylate (MMA). The emission 

maximum !max of 7 in MMA is 565 nm. Curing of MMA was carried out at 85 °C for 15 h. 

Initially, a gradual hypsochromic shift occurred, but after ca. 4 h a jump of ca. 100 nm 

accompanied by an increase of fluorescence intensity was observed (Figure 2). The degree 

of fluorescence polarization was also measured, which served as a measure for the 

rotational mobility of the probe molecules. The anisotropy increased rather suddenly 

during the curing, but well before the large shift in the emission maximum occurred: 

anisotropy and emission maximum probe molecular rotation and medium relaxation, 

respectively. The anisotropy reaches its maximum when the rotation time of the probe 

molecule exceeds the excited state decay time, but the solvatochromic shift retains 

sensitivity to the extent of polymerization longer because it is caused by side chain 

rotations of the polar groups in the polymer. 

A) B) 
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Figure 2. A) Chemical structure of 1-phenyl-4-[(4-cyano-1-naphthyl)methylene]piperidine (Fluoroprobe) (7), 

B) Fluorescence maximum (open squares) of 7 in PMMA and fluorescence polarization (closed triangles) 

! 

p = (I
II
" I# ) /(I

II
+ I# )  as a function of the thermal curing time at 85 °C.  From reference 52. 

For evaluation of heterogeneous systems, such as polymeric materials, where many 

species with different microenvironments are expected, steady-state spectroscopy has its 

limitations. Fluorescence lifetime as an additional observable can help to get a more 

accurate picture of such complicated structures. To show the combined power of steady-

state and time-resolved fluorescence Fluoroprobe 7 was applied to study the structure of 

polystyrene (PS) latices and polystyrene-diglycidylmethacrylate (PS-GMA) core-shell 

latices.63 The emission maximum !max of 7 in toluene is at 475 nm; in PS it is blue-shifted 

to 445 nm. In PS-GMA Fluoroprobe 7 exhibited three emission maxima at 380, 410 and 

NPh

CN

Polymerization probed by charge-transfer fluorescence: H. J. van Ramesdonk et al. 

4 5 0  

470 

490 

® 

-~ 5Io 

55O 

/ 0 .3 

0.2° 

O_ 

O.t 

55C i .--- I I i i i i 0 
0 I00  2 0 0  ;500 4 0 0  

Curing t ime(rain) 

Figure 2 Fluorescence maximum (I~) (in nm) of l in (P)MMA and 

fluorescence polarization (A)  (p = (111 - I ±  )/(Iii + I±) as a function of the 
thermal curing time. Curing was performed at 85°C; spectroscopic 
measurements at  room temperature in time-gated mode with zero delay 

been stored for several weeks after distillation. 
Prepolymerization of this sample is evident from the 
shorter fluorescence wavelength at zero curing time and 

the shorter time needed for complete thermal curing 
(compare Figures 1 and 2). 

The data presented in Figure 2 clearly demonstrate that 
the fluorescence shift occurs over a wider range of 
polymerization than the increase of the fluorescence 

polarization. Moreover, the steep rise of the fluorescence 
shift occurs only after the polarization has started to level 
off, i.e. after the rotational mobility has largely been lost 

on the 5 ns timescale. The maximum value observed for 
the polarization (p=0.35) approaches that (p=0.5) 
characteristic 6 for randomly oriented molecules 

exhibiting parallel absorption and emission transition 
dipole moments. 

The observations presented above indicate that the 

optical emission of 1 is a sensitive probe for the 
conversion of MMA to PMMA, even if the 
polymerization has progressed to a stage where 

rotational mobility has been lost on the photophysical 
timescale. This behaviour stands in marked contrast to 
that of optical probes based upon the kinetics of inter- or 
intramolecular (hetero)excimer formation 8-~3 or upon 
the measurement of fluorescence polarization 7 only. 

These systems lose their probe function if the viscosity of 
the medium rises above a level which still lies far below 
that typical for total curing of many polymers, including 

PMMA. 

Temperature-dependent emission of 1 in PMMA 

It was observed that even in completely cured PMMA 
the maximum emission wavelength of 1 seems to be 
sensitive to changes in the rigidity of the matrix as 

brought about by temperaure variations over a large 
temperature range. As shown in Table 1, cooling the 
sample below room temperature causes a blue shift, while 
heating leads to a red shift. 

In Figure 3 this temperature-dependent behaviour is 
shown by plotting the ratio of the fluorescence intensity at 
two different wavelengths (430 and 480 nm) versus the 

temperature. This procedure was adopted to avoid the 
arbitrariness in determining the position of the maximum 
of the broad (see Figure 1) emission band in the 
continuous experiment. A reversible behaviour was 
observed in the temperature range from - 170to + 150°C 
over several cycles of heating and cooling, the only 
apparent change being a decline of the emission intensity 

with increasing number of cycles owing to the 

decomposition of ! at high temperature (> 140°C). The 

change of the emission maximum proceeds rather 

gradually; even in the region of the glass transition 
temperature (Tg~120°C) no sudden change was 
observed. 

Temperature-dependent measurements have also been 
performed over a more limited temperature range with 
the gated multichannel system in which the spectra were 

digitized, thus enabling more precisely the determination 

of the emission maximum. The results obtained are also 
displayed in Figure 3 where the relevant wavelength has 

been plotted versus the temperature for 'zero' time delay 
between excitation and emission. Once again a red shift 
with increasing temperature is evident. Furthermore a 

slight jump in the amount of red shift is now observable 
around Tg. This may be caused by the change in the time 
dependence of the emission profile that occurs as the 
viscosity sharply decreases around Tg (see below). 

The shape of the curves in Figure 3 suggests that, upon 
increasing the temperature, relaxation pathways become 

energetically available, leading to a stabilization of the 
excited state of 1 on the photophysical timescale. This 

stabilization (as well as the accompanying destabilization 
of the Franck-Condon ground state) causes a 
bathochromic shift of the emission. 

Time-resolved emission studies of l in PMMA 

To obtain more insight into the molecular dynamics of 

1 after excitation, time-resolved emission spectra have 
been recorded both in liquid and solid (P)MMA. The 
time-resolved spectra have been measured by scanning 
the 5 ns wide detection gate of the optical multichannel 
system with respect to the exciting laser pulse. The 

detection delay ranged from 0 to 250ns. However, for 
reasons of fluorescence intensity, most measurements 

were carried out up to a time delay of 100 ns, representing 
about 10 times the fluorescence lifetime of the excited 
state; the intensity has dropped then to about 10- 5 of that 

corresponding to zero time delay. 
In liquid solutions of l  (MMA, benzene, etc.) no shift of 

the fluorescence maximum as a function of the time delay 

was observed. This suggests that the reorientation of the 
surrounding molecules with respect to molecule 1 is a very 

fast process compared to the detection timescale ~3. In 
solid PMMA the situation is very much different; a 
pronounced red shift (about 20 nm) occurs within about 

~" " ' ~  480 
I. 2 " i ~ ,  

, 

~_o.8 

0.6  F ~ , ,  . 

0 .4  I I I t t t i ' "  "~ ~ ...J 4 5 0  

I O0 2 0 0  3 0 0  4 0 0  5 0 0  

T (K)  

Figure 3 Effect of temperature on the fluorescence position ([ ] )  (2ma x 
measured in time-gated mode with zero delay) and the ratio of the 
fluorescence intensities at two wavelengths (O) (measured in continuous 
mode) for 1 in P M M A  

470~:~ 

460  

POLYMER, 1987, Vol 28, May 953 
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450 nm. Steady-state spectroscopy revealed that the 380 nm component is due to a 

decomposition product of 7 formed under the radical curing conditions. Time-resolved 

emission was applied to obtain a clear picture and explanation of the three emission 

maxima in the PS-GMA matrix. The lifetime distribution of 7 in the PS latex, quantified 

using the Maximum Entropy Method (MEM),64 is clearly different from that observed for 

the core-shell PS-GMA latex. It was noted that in high viscosity matrices the fluorescence 

lifetime depends on the emission wavelength. In addition the heterogeneity of the matrix 

adds to the complexity of the fluorescence lifetime data. Due to such complications it is 

not possible to use lifetime data in a quantitative way. 

In the previous examples, the fluorescent probe molecule was simply mixed with the 

sample. The disadvantage of that approach is that the sensing molecule may accumulate in 

specific parts of the sample, e.g. in the monomer phase, and only report on those parts 

rather than on the sample as a whole. This problem can be solved to a large extent by 

introducing fluorogenic probes, of which the fluorescence is turned on only when they are 

covalently incorporated into the polymer. Warman et al.,65, 66 applied fluorogenic probes to 

study radiation-induced polymerization of MMA. Introduction of a maleimido moiety on 

Fluoroprobe 7 leads to the non-fluorescent “maleimidofluoroprobe” (MFP) 8. Removal of 

the double bond of the maleimide turns on the fluorescence of the chromophore (Scheme 

1). 

  

Scheme 1. Fluorogenesis of maleimide substituted probe molecules. MFP 8 and MPy 9 are non-fluorescent. 

Removal of the double bond in the maleimide unit turns off a quenching pathway. 

Warman et al.65 monitored the course of radiation-induced polymerization of MMA in a 

cobalt gamma ray source by in situ fluorescence measurements. During polymerization of 

MMA a gradual increase in fluorescence intensity of copolymerized 8 was observed during 

the first 5 h. During this period the wavelength of emission remained almost constant, 
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indicating that there was no serious increase in the viscosity of the medium (Figure 3A). 

At close to 6 h elapsed time a dramatic increase in the intensity and decrease in the 

maximum wavelength took place, indicative of sudden rigidification of the matrix (Figure 

3). 

A)      B) 

 

Figure 3. A) Dependence on irradiation exposure time of the wavelength maximum (upper) and integrated 

intensity (lower) of the fluorescence from a methyl methacrylate solution of MFP 8; B) fluorescence intensities 

of MPy 9 and pyrene under the same conditions. From reference 66. 

Although the dual information provided by MFP 8 is useful, it is more difficult to extract a 

quantitative measure of the degree of polymerization from the data. That is more 

straightforward when the photophysics of the incorporated probe are unaffected by 

changes in viscosity or dielectric constant of the medium. This requirement is met by the 

pyrene derivative MPy 9. The fluorescence of the pyrene chromophore in MPy is 

completely quenched but it grows on irradiation of the MMA solution as the fluorogenic 

conversion of MPy occurs (scheme 1, Figure 3B).  Interestingly, both MPy and pyrene 

show an increase in emission intensity when the gel point was reached. 

Other pyrene derivatives also work as fluorogenic probes, e.g. N-(1-

pyrene)methacrylamide, which was also applied for quantitative monitoring of radiation 

induced polymerization of MMA by Warman and co-workers67 or N-(2-

anthracene)methacrylamide, which was recently used to monitor the kinetics of 

microemulsion polymerization.68 
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These examples clearly demonstrate that application of fluorogenic probes can determine 

concurrently both the degree of polymerization and the changes in viscoelastic properties 

of the medium as polymerization proceeds. The same concept has been used in the studies 

described in this Thesis (Chapter 2, 3 and 4). A fluorogenic fluorescent probe was 

covalently attached to the co-polymer during emulsion polymerization and photophysical 

properties of the probe were used to investigate the mobility, viscosity and polarity of the 

medium in bulk as well as in film formation. 

Interestingly, Warman and co-workers recently used the fluorescence monitoring of 

polymerization as a tool for the detection of gamma-radiation.69 

Other phenomena that can be used to probe polymerization via the viscosity of the 

medium are those based on excited state interactions of fluorophores with other 

molecules. Excimer formation, energy transfer, and any quenching mechanism can be 

used. For example, Valdes-Aguilera et al.70 used the quenching of pyrene and its excimer 

by the initiator AIBN during the polymerization of MMA. The ratio of monomer to 

excimer emission increased during the process, because the quenching by AIBN affects 

mostly the excited monomer, which has a higher energy than the excimer and is much 

more reactive. The authors observed that the fluorescence ratio was a good measure of 

microviscosity around the fluorescent probe, which changes linearly with concentration 

up to 20 – 30 % polymer, but beyond a certain degree of polymerization, became 

independent of polymer molecular weight. Thus, the methods based on diffusive 

quenching are particularly suitable in the early stage of polymerization, where 

rigidochromic probes are insensitive and solvatochromic probes have a weak response 

(see Figure 4A). A correlation between the rate of polymerization determined 

gravimetrically and that of fluorescence is presented in Figure 4B. On the basis of this 

relationship, Valdes-Aguilera et al.  concluded that the rate of increase in the fluorescence 

ratio is a direct measure of rate of polymerization. 

A related application of pyrene was explored by Pekcan and co-workers. Pekcan and 

Kaya71 investigated the formation of gels when styrene in the presence of different 

concentrations of the cross-linker divinylbenzene (DVB) is subjected to Free-radical 

Crosslinking Copolymerization (FCC). Using excited state decay time measurements of 

pyrene they could monitor the consumption of styrene, which acts as an excited state 

quencher, in samples with various DVB content. In this way it could be shown that early 

gelation takes place at high DVB content, which leads to relatively large amounts of 

unreacted monomer. Slow polymerization on the other hand results in a larger increase in 

the decay time of excited pyrene because fewer monomers are trapped in the gel.  
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A) B) 

  

Figure 4. A) Increase in the fluorescence ratio R (= ratio of fluorescence intensity at 393 nm (pyrene 

monomer) to that at 476 nm (excimer)) during polymerization of MMA at 50 °C; B) correlation between the 

rate of increase in fluorescence ratio and the rate of polymerization measured gravimetrically. From reference 

70. 

1.3 Physical Properties 

1.3.1 Glass Transition 

Among the physical characteristics of polymers, the glass transition temperature Tg is one 

of the most important. Above the glass transition, in the rubbery state, the polymer has a 

larger free volume, the polymer chains are more mobile, and the material is softer than 

below Tg. Such differences in environmental properties can be probed e.g. with malachite 

green.49 Like other properties, the glass transition changes when polymer films are made 

very thin, that is, when the thickness becomes comparable with the size of the 

molecules.72-74 In the early 1990s seminal studies showed that confinement of amorphous 

materials at the nano-scale led to significant deviations of Tg from the bulk values. Keddie 

et al. used ellipsometry to characterize Tg by measuring film thickness as a function of 

temperature.75 In 40 nm thick polystyrene (PS) film supported on a silica substrate a 

reduction in Tg was observed. A 17 nm thick PS film exhibited a 21 K reduction of Tg 

relative to the bulk value. 

Ellison et al.76 reported the first use of a fluorescence method to determine the effects of 

decreasing film thickness on Tg. They studied pyrene-doped polymer films of polystyrene 

(PS), poly(isobutyl methacrylate) (PiBMA) and poly(2-vinylpyridine) (P2VP) spin coated 

onto fused quartz. 
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Figure 4. Correlation between the rate of increase in fluores- 
cence ratio and the rate of polymerization measured gravimet- 
rically. The slope and intercept of the line are (3.53 h 0.10) X 

L/g  and (2.5 h 2.1) X min-', respectively. 

the value in the absence of polymer. The term involv- 

ing the density is the volume contraction factor and can 

be taken as 2.7 X 

A correlation between the rate of polymerization deter- 
mined gravimetrically and that measured by fluores- 
cence is presented in Figure 4. On the basis of this rela- 
tionship, we conclude that the rate of increase in the flu- 
orescence ratio is a direct measure of the rate of 
polymerization. To the best of our knowledge, this is 
the first report showing a 1 to 1 correspondence between 
the fluorescence increase of a fluorescent probe and rate 
of polymerization determined at low conversions. In con- 
trast, jubilidine malononitrile and similar probes devel- 
oped by L o ~ t f y ~ - ~  are insensitive at low conversions. As 
shown by this the emission intensity remains 
almost constant up to 60% conversion. 

L/g for the contraction factor, we obtain (l /ao) d.rl/dc = 

3.8 X L/g for poly(methy1 methacrylate) in MMA. 
This value corresponds to the limiting viscosity number 
of a polymer containing 33 monomer units.36 Thus, in 
analogy to what has been proposed for polyethylene3' 

and poly(dimethyl~iloxane),~~ we propose that 33 mono- 
mer units is the size of the segment whose motion con- 
trols the viscous flow at the microscopic level in poly- 

(methyl methacrylate) solutions. 
The ratio monomer to intermolecular excimer can be 

easily controlled by adjusting the concentration of pyrene. 

Preliminary results indicate that a pyrene concentration 
of 1 X lo-' M has no effect on the rate of polymerization 

of methyl methacrylate. Thus, it should be possible to 
use this probe to study the polymerization of monomers 
considerably more viscous than MMA. The ability to 
control the ratio monomer/excimer by adjusting the con- 
centration of the probe is a definite advantage over the 
intramolecular caseg-'' where, of course, no such control 

is possible. This lack of control is part of the reason why 

Stroeks and co-workers6 were unable to study quantita- 

tively the polymerization of epoxy resins. 

Conclusion. We have presented evidence that quan- 

titatively relates the fluorescence of a molecular probe 

included in a thermally polymerizing sample of MMA 
directly to the rate of polymerization of the monomer. 

In principle, this is a powerful tool that portends to sub- 
stantially simplify such measurements of polymeriza- 

tion rates and to provide a straightforward probe wherein 

photopolymerization rates can be followed in situ and 

potentially in the transient time domain. Before appli- 

cation of the technique the influence of the monomer/ 

L/g.23 

From the slope of the line (Figure 4),  using 2.7 X 

Macromolecules, Vol. 23, No. 2, 1990 

initiator system on the photophysics of pyrene must be 
investigated. 
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Figure 5. Pyrene emission spectrum in a 350 nm thick polystyrene film at 398 K (bold curve) and 298 K (thin 

curve). From reference 76. 

Figure 5 shows the effect of temperature on the fluorescence of pyrene doped at trace 

levels in a PS film. The fluorescence intensity is significantly reduced with increasing 

temperature. This is commonly observed with molecular fluorophores because rates of 

nonradiative decay increase with the thermal energy in the system. Importantly, the 

temperature dependence of the intensity is different in the glassy and the rubbery states. 

Tg values were obtained from the intersection of the lines associated with the linear 

temperature dependences of the fluorescence intensities in the two states (Figure 6). 

A) B) 

 
 

Figure 6. Fluorescence intensity as a function of temperature monitored at emission wavelengths of 395 nm 

(circles) and 384 nm (triangles). Pyrene-doped PS films were, A) 487 nm and B) 24 nm thick. Data were 

normalized to the intensity at 365 K and the 395 nm data were arbitrarily shifted vertically. From reference 76. 

Figure 6 shows the temperature dependences of the emission intensities at two 

wavelengths (384 nm and 395 nm) for PS films on fused quartz that were 24 nm and 487 

nm thick. These results were obtained by heating the polymer films well into the rubbery 

state and then measuring intensities during stepwise cooling. In the case of the 24 nm and 

487 nm thick polystyrene samples, the apparent Tg values were 362.6 ± 2.2 K and 372.8 ± 
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Fig. 1. Pyrene fluorescence emission spectrum in a 350 nm
thick polystyrene film at 298 K (bold curve) and 398 K (thin
curve). Data have been normalized by the maximum intensity
of the spectrum at 298 K. Also shown is the molecular structure
of pyrene.

An intensity measurement was recorded, and each subse-
quent intensity measurement was taken 5 min after the
sample had cooled to the next temperature setting.

The P(iBMA-MATC1) copolymer films used in ag-
ing experiments were spin coated on fused quartz and
mounted on a special cell that was temperature-controlled
by flowing water. In using two recirculating water baths,
the films were annealed and immediately quenched to the
aging temperature prior to collecting intensity data. Each
sample was annealed for 10 min at 343 K prior to quench-
ing to the desired aging temperature. Fluorescence emis-
sion measurements were taken approximately 2 min after
quenching the sample and all intensity data have been nor-
malized to this point. Emission intensity was monitored
at 576 nm. The sample chamber contained anhydrous cal-
cium sulfate desiccant (Drierite) and was purged with dry
nitrogen to eliminate plasticization of the films due to wa-
ter sorption from the ambient air.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Fluorescence measurement of Tg in ultrathin
polymer films

Figure 1 shows the e!ect of temperature on the fluores-
cence of pyrene probes doped at trace levels in a PS film.
The highly structured fluorescence spectra, with peaks
at ! 374, 384, and 395 nm, are characteristic of pyrene
monomer fluorescence, i.e., emission from the excited sin-
glet state of a single pyrene molecule. The wavelengths of
maximum intensity for these peaks shift by 1 to 2 nm to
the red upon increasing temperature from 298 K to 398 K.
There is a significant reduction in the fluorescence inten-
sity with increasing temperature, in part associated with
the fact that the ability of excited-state chromophores to
the return to the ground state via internal conversion or
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Fig. 2. Fluorescence intensity as a function of temperature
monitored at emission wavelengths of 395 nm (circles) and 384
nm (triangles). Pyrene-doped PS films were a) 487 nm and
b) 24 nm thick. Data have been normalized to 1 relative to
intensity at 365 K and arbitrarily shifted vertically. (All mea-
surements made upon cooling from elevated temperature.)

nonradiative decay increases with thermal energy in the
system. Because of the very low concentrations of pyrene
employed in these studies as well as the low local mobil-
ity of the polymers, no evidence of pyrene excimer fluo-
rescence, i.e., emission from an excited state dimer com-
plex of two pyrene units, was present in any of the work
reported here. It should be noted that excimer fluores-
cence from low levels of pyrene dopants can be observed
in polydimethylsiloxane films which possess a much lower
Tg (146 K) than the polymers employed in this study and
in which pyrene is very insoluble [64].

Figure 2 shows the temperature dependences of the
emission intensities at 384 nm and 395 nm wavelengths
for PS films that are 24 nm and 487 nm thick. Measure-
ments were also made at an emission wavelength of 374
nm, yielding similar results. These results were obtained
by heating the polymer films well into the equilibrium,
rubbery state and measuring intensities upon cooling. In
the case of the 487 nm thick sample, an apparent Tg of
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1.4 K and, respectively. The reduced Tg of the ultrathin film was attributed to the weakness 

of the interactions between the substrate and PS. 

 

Figure 7. Fluorescence intensity as a function of temperature monitored at an emission wavelength of 374 nm. 

Pyrene-doped P2VP films were 119 nm (circles) and 28 nm (triangles) thick; data normalized to 1 relative to 

intensity at 375 K and 400 K, respectively, and arbitrarily shifted vertically. From reference 76. 

The temperature dependence of pyrene emission intensity for two P2VP films, one 24 nm 

and the other 119 nm thick, showed apparent Tgs at 398.0 ± 0.9 K and 379.3 ± 1.4 K, 

respectively. The bulk Tg for P2VP was 372 K (see Figure 7). The rise of Tg with decreasing 

thickness of film was attributed to the strong polymer-substrate interaction between the 

nitrogen atoms of the pyridine units of P2VP and the hydroxyl groups at the quartz 

surface. 

The examples show that positive as well as negative deviations of the ultrathin film-Tg 

from the bulk Tg can occur, which can be attributed to the interaction with the surface.  

In 2008, Kim et al.77 reported determinations of Tg in freestanding single-layer polymer 

films using a self-referencing fluorescence intensity ratio method. The fluorescence 

spectral shape of co-polymerized 1-pyrenylmethylmethacrylate (MApyrene) was found to 

change as a function of temperature, and the changing intensity ratio of two vibronic 

bands could be used to characterize Tg. This I3/I1 ratio is well known to depend on solvent 

polarity.7, 8 In this case, this “solvatochromic” effect was effective only when the pyrene 

unit was connected to the methacrylate with a short spacer. Figure 8 shows that 

temperature has a strong effect on the fluorescence spectral shape and intensity of 

MApyrene-labeled PS. Kim et al. concluded that freestanding films exhibit much stronger 

effects of confinement on Tg than substrate-supported films. The self-referencing 

fluorescence method worked in polymers other than PS such as poly(isobutyl 

methacrylate) (PiBMA) and poly(butyl acrylate) PBA. In more recent studies, the 

confinement effect was shown to be strongly reduced when polymer films contained 
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Fig. 3. Fluorescence intensity as a function of temperature
monitored at an emission wavelength of 374 nm. Pyrene-doped
P2VP films were 119 nm (circles) and 28 nm (triangles) thick,
and data have been normalized to 1 relative to intensity at
375 K and 400 K, respectively, and arbitrarily shifted ver-
tically. (All measurements made upon cooling from elevated
temperature.)

372.8 K ± 1.4 K was obtained by determination of the in-
tersections of the straight lines denoting the glassy-state
and rubbery-state temperature dependences of the pyrene
fluorescence as measured at 374, 384 and 395 nm. (The
1.4 K error is the standard deviation of the Tg measure-
ments at the three wavelengths for a single film.) In the
case of the 24 nm thick film, the apparent Tg, obtained by
a method identical to that for the 487 nm thick film, was
found to be 362.6 K ± 2.2 K. (In determining Tg, linear
fits of glassy- and rubbery-state temperature dependences
were applied to data points lying well outside the neigh-
borhood of the transition. Correlation coe!cients, R2, for
these trendlines were greater than 0.99 for Figs. 2-5.) It is
also noteworthy that the relative di"erence in slopes above
and below Tg is significantly reduced in the 24 nm thick
film as compared to the thicker film. Both the reductions
in Tg and in the relative strength of the glass transition, as
denoted by di"erences in rubbery and glassy slopes, with
decreasing thickness in ultrathin PS films are consistent
with recent observations by Kawana and Jones [27].

Figure 3 shows the temperature dependences of the
pyrene emission intensity at 374 nm for two P2VP films,
one 28 nm thick and the other 119 nm thick. These mea-
surements were made in a manner identical to those de-
scribed above for the PS films shown in Figure 2, i.e., upon
cooling. In the case of the 119 nm thick film, an apparent
Tg of 379.3 K ± 1.4 K was obtained by determination of
the intersections of the lines obtained by measuring inten-
sities at 374, 384, and 395 nm. The form of the tempera-
ture dependence of pyrene fluorescence is similar to that
found in the PS films shown in Figure 2: the slope in the
rubbery state is less than that in the glassy state. In the
case of the 24 nm thick film, an apparent Tg of 398.0 K
± 0.9 K is obtained. It is noteworthy that for both P2VP
films the Tg values obtained via probe fluorescence exceed
that obtained for a bulk sample characterized via di"er-
ential scanning calorimetry (Tg = 372 K). These results
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Fig. 4. Fluorescence intensity of a 20 nm pyrene-doped
(2 wt.% based on dry polymer) PS film as a function of tem-
perature monitored at an emission wavelength of 395 nm. In-
tensities for both heating (circles) and cooling (triangles) tem-
perature schedules are shown. Data have been normalized to 1
relative to intensity at 375 K and arbitrarily shifted vertically.

are consistent with those reported earlier by van Zanten,
Wallace, and Wu [31] who found via X-ray reflectivity that
Tg of P2VP supported on silica substrates increased by 28
K in a 26 nm thick film and by 11 K in an 89 nm thick
film relative to bulk.

Interestingly, there is a striking dissimilarity in the
form of the temperature dependence of pyrene fluores-
cence in the two films shown in Figure 3. In contrast to the
results for the thicker P2VP film as well the results for the
PS films shown in Figure 2, the thinner P2VP film exhibits
only a very weak temperature dependence of fluorescence
in the rubbery state, causing the temperature dependence
to be stronger below Tg than above Tg. We postulate that
this di"erence may be due to the strong positive interac-
tions between the P2VP and the substrate that have a
much greater relative e"ect in dictating the properties of
the thinner film (and which also explain the rise in Tg with
decreasing thickness). P2VP interacts strongly with fused
quartz substrates via secondary interactions between the
nitrogen atom on the P2VP repeat unit and the hydroxyl
groups at the quartz surface. The e"ect of the interaction
is so strong that it is not possible to float ultrathin P2VP
films o" fused quartz substrates [65], something that can
be easily done with PS or PiBMA films on the same sub-
strates. This strong interaction may in turn mean that it
is not possible with short-time heating above Tg in the
rubbery state to easily anneal away the e"ects of stresses
caused by spin coating history in extremely thin P2VP
films. This could be the origin of the di"erent responses
of the two P2VP films shown in Figure 3.

In order to test this hypothesis regarding impact of
process history on P2VP ultrathin films, we compared the
temperature dependence of ultrathin PS fluorescence ob-
tained upon heating a freshly spin coated sample (with-
out first annealing above Tg) through the glassy state and
into the rubbery state with that obtained by following the
protocol used with Figure 2, i.e., upon cooling from the
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additives78 or when poly(vinylacetate) films were wet.79 A technical advancement was the 

use of fluorescence decay time instead of intensity.80 

A) B) 

 

 

Figure 8. (left) Temperature dependence of fluorescence emission spectra of free standing films of MA-pyrene 

labeled PS, (right) temperature and thickness dependences of the ratio of intensities at the third and first 

peaks of free standing MA-pyrene labeled PS films; 190 nm thick film (circles) and 50 nm thick films 

(squares).77  

1.3.2 Other Mechanical Properties Probed by Solvatochromic Probes: 

Morphology 

By using steady-state fluorescence, thermal and mechanical properties of block 

copolymers doped with FluoroProbe 7 were investigated by Hofstraat et al.81 They studied 

block copolyether-polyesters, composed of alternating blocks of polybutylene 

terephthalate (PBT) and polyethylene glycol (PEG) composed of 70 wt % PBT (Mw 9000) 

and 30 wt % PEG (Mw 4000). Fluoroprobe 7 was introduced into the copolymer by 

swelling polymeric sheets or threads in dichloromethane solutions of Fluoroprobe. 

Fluorescence spectra of 7 in homopolymers of PBT and PEG and in block copolymer 

PBT/PEG at room temperature are shown in Figure 9.  

 The building blocks have rather different physical properties: PBT is hydrophobic, rigid 

and semicrystalline, but PEG is hydrophilic and flexible. In the PEG 4000 homopolymer, 

the emission maximum was at 515 nm, but in PBT it was red-shifted to 540 nm. This 

unexpected result showed that a mobile environment exists in PBT, in which the polar 

ester groups can stabilize the highly dipolar excited state of 7. Interestingly, an even more 

mobile environment seemed to be present in the PBT/PEG copolymer thread than in the 

homopolymers, as indicated by the !max of 560 nm. The emission of 7 in copolymer sheets, 

on the other hand, was strongly blue shifted (Figure 10). This was taken as an indication 

depends on the polarity of the local dye environ-
ment. In a polar environment, there is an
enhancement of the intensity of the 0–0 band
(first peak starting at low wavelength in a highly
structured spectrum) relative to the other peaks.
In particular, the ratio of the fluorescence inten-
sity of the third peak to the fluorescence intensity
of the first peak, I3/I1, can provide a quantitative
indication of the polarity nanoscale environment
surrounding the pyrene dye, thereby making it
useful in polarity-sensitive applications such as
determination of critical micelle concentrations.82

Free pyrene and pyrene covalently attached to a
polymer via a methylene linking group exhibit I3/
I1 values that are strongly sensitive to polarity;
however, a longer linking group leads to a loss of
sensitivity.81

Figure 2 provides plots of I3/I1 as a function of
temperature above and below the Tgs of the
MApyrene-labeled PS, MApyrene-labeled PiBMA,
and BApyrene-labeled PS films supported on
silica (quartz) slides. (The downward-pointing
arrows in Figure 1 indicate the approximate
wavelengths at which the intensities of the first
and third fluorescence peaks were measured.) In
Figure 2(a,b), the lines are fits to the rubbery-
state and glassy-state temperature data well
above and below polymer Tg, which is determined
from the intersection of the two lines. Thus, Fig-
ure 2(a,b) indicate that the temperature depend-
ence of I3/I1 can provide good determinations ofTg

in MApyrene-labeled PS (Tg ! 375 K via this fluo-
rescence ratio method and DSC) and MApyrene-
labeled PiBMA (Tg ! 338 K via this fluorescence
ratio method and DSC). In contrast, Figure 2(c)
indicates that the temperature dependence of I3/I1
does not provide sensitivity to Tg in BApyrene-
labeled PS, which has a Tg of 375 K as measured
by DSC and the temperature dependence of
integrated fluorescence intensity. (The BApyrene-

Figure 1. Temperature dependence of the fluores-
cence emission spectra of pyrene dye-labeled polymers
supported on silica (quartz) slides: (a) 270-nm-thick
MApyrene-labeled PS film, (b) 405-nm-thick MApyr-
ene-labeled PiBMA film, and (c) 345-nm-thick BApyr-
ene-labeled PS film. Spectra have been normalized to
one by the peak intensity in the low temperature
emission spectrum. Downward pointing arrows indi-
cate the approximate wavelengths at which I1 and I3
intensities are measured. Inset: Molecular structure
of MApyrene (a) and (b), and molecular structure of
BApyrene (c).
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the sample from Dalnoki-Veress et al.28,29 The
filled circles represent Tg values obtained by use
of our fluorescence method on cooling the free-
standing films from the rubbery state to the
glassy state. We also provide two data points

(open circles) that represent Tg values obtained
by use of our fluorescence method upon heating
the free-standing films from the glassy state to
the rubbery state. We obtain good agreement
between the measurements taken on cooling and
on heating. This agreement may influence how
future studies of the Tg-confinement effect are
undertaken, because a large fraction of free-
standing films undergo hole formation on cooling
from the rubbery state, meaning that only a mi-
nority of such experiments lead to Tg determina-
tions. Although not eliminated, hole formation
effects may be reduced by taking measurements
during a first heating cycle from the glassy state
to the rubbery state.

In agreement with the results of Dalnoki-
Veress et al.28,29 for free-standing PS films with
Mn ! 691 kg mol"1, we find that there is no effect
of confinement on Tg down to a film thickness of
# 90 nm in our free-standing PS films withMn !
701 kg mol"1. However, with decreasing thickness
below 80–90 nm, there is a sharp reduction in Tg,
with a 41-nm-thick film exhibiting a Tg of 326 K
or 53 $C.

Figure 4. Temperature and thickness dependences
of the ratio of intensities at the third and first peaks
of free-standing films of MApyrene-labeled PS: 190-
nm-thick film (circles) and 50-nm-thick film (squares).
(Data were obtained upon cooling.)

Figure 3. (a) Temperature dependence of the fluo-
rescence emission spectra of free-standing films of
MApyrene-labeled PS: (a) 190-nm-thick MApyrene-la-
beled PS and (b) 50-nm-thick MApyrene-labeled PS.
Spectra have been normalized to one by the peak in-
tensity in the low temperature emission spectra.
Downward pointing arrows indicate the approximate
wavelengths at which I1 and I3 intensities are meas-
ured. Inset: Molecular structure of MApyrene.
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that processing of the copolymers into sheets leads to orientation and rigidification of 

parts of the amorphous material. 

 

Figure 9. Emission spectra of 7 in PBT 25000 homopolymer, PEG 4000 homopolymer, PBT/PEG block 

copolymeric sheet, and PBT/PEG block copolymeric thread. From reference 81. 

In stretching experiments the isotropic thread showed a monotonous blue shift upon 

extension. This was attributed to increasing orientation of the polymer chains, which 

results in a reduction of mobility of the environment of the probe molecule. The 

fluorescence of 7 in the sheet initially showed a bathochromic shift (decreased order) upon 

stretching, but after 50 % stretch a hypsochromic shift set in, much like in the thread. 

 

Figure 10. Response of the !max of 7 to stretching of the PBT/PEG copolymeric thread and sheet.81 

Figure 11 shows the effects of temperature on the emission maximum, together with the 

specific heat (Differential Scanning Calorimetry). Going from -50 to 0 °C the mobility of 

338 Hofstraat, Veurink, Gebben, Verheij, and Verhoeven

Fig. 2. Fluorescence spectra of Fluoroprobe embedded in PBT 25000 homopolymer, PEG 4000 homopolymer, PBT/

PEG block copolymeric sheet, and PBT/PEG block copolymeric thread.

urements reveal melting peaks that are broadened and

shifted to lower temperatures for the copolymer with re-

spect to the homopolymers (Fig. 3). The PBT in the

copolymer is about equally present in amorphous and in

crystalline form; however, the effect is especially strong

for PEG, which is predominantly present in amorphous

form in the copolymer.

The fluorescence maximum of Fluoroprobe, when

measured in the copolymeric sheet, is strongly hypso-

chromically shifted compared to that in the thread (see

Table I). This indicates that, upon processing of the co-

polymers into sheets, parts of the amorphous material

have been oriented (the polymer chains have been either

lined up or forced to form small crystals), thus dimin-

ishing their stabilizing ability toward the probe mole-

cules as a result of the reduced mobility of the probe

molecules.

Stretching Experiments

After the reference experiments described in the

previous section, two types of experiments were con-

ducted, in which the copolymers were submitted to

physical and thermal changes, respectively. First, the

PBT/PEG threads and sheets have been stretched (in a

controlled manner) up to their breaking point, and the

concomitant changes in the Fluoroprobe fluorescence

spectrum recorded. Thus induced changes in the micro-

structure of the polymer should reveal themselves by a

shift in the fluorescence wavelength. The results of these

experiments are represented graphically in Fig. 4.
4
 The

percentage stretch is calculated by comparison of the

length of the sheets before and after stretching, i.e., if a

1-cm sheet is stretched to 2 cm, stretch = 100%. The

elongation at break is at about 550% stretch.

The isotropic thread shows a monotonous blue shift

upon stretching. This is attributed to the increasing ori-

entation of the polymer chains, which results in a de-

crease in their stabilizing ability toward the probe

molecules due to a concomitant reduction of mobility,

thus causing a hypsochromic shift of the fluorescence

wavelength. The fluorescence behavior in the sheet,

however, is markedly different. Upon stretching initially

a bathochromic shift of the fluorescence maximum oc-

curs (up to ~50% stretch); the "expected" (hypso-

4 It should be noted that it was checked whether there was a measur-

able difference in fluorescence wavelengths upon stretching of the

samples parallel or perpendicular to the direction in which they were

stretched during the flat die extrusion. Within experimental accuracy,

no such effects could be measured. However, to make absolutely

certain that the stretching experiments would not be influenced by

such effects, all samples were stretched parallel to the direction in

which they were stretched during extrusion. Also, it was verified that

no spurious effects were detected due to nonrandom polarization of

the exciting or the emitted radiation; the fiber-optic bundle which

was applied to guide the radiation resulted in complete depolarization

of the transmitted light.

Fluorescent Probes of Thermal and Mechanical Properties of Polymers 339

Fig. 3. DSC traces of PBT/PEG copolymer (top trace) and the

corresponding homopolymers (bottom traces).

Fig. 5. Stress-strain curves for the copolymeric sheet, for PBT, and

for a rubber.

of a red shift of the fluorescence in the (isotropic)

threads as a result of stretching supports the above in-

terpretation.

When the reversibility of the stretching process is

examined, it is found that the shift of the fluorescence

maximum is completely reversible over the entire

stretching range, with one important exception: when the

copolymeric sheet is stretched, for the first time, in the

0 to 30% stretching range, the wavelength shift is found

not be be reversible! If, for instance, a PBT/PEG sheet

is stretched from 0 to 20% (Lmax shifts from 520 to 540

nm), and then released (upon which it will return to its

original length since it is still in its elastic trajectory),

the fluorescence maximum will only shift back to ~536

nm! After this initial change, the wavelength shift is re-

versible on this trajectory, i.e., when the sheet is re-

peatedly stretched and released between 0 and 20%, the

fluorescence wavelength will shift from 536 to 540 nm

and back. The initial irreversibility and subsequent re-

versibility of the wavelength shift corroborates that a

certain degree of ordering is (irreversibly) lost in the

early (0-50%) stretching region of the sheets. This ob-

servation is confirmed when the tensile behavior of both

copolymeric sheets is investigated (Fig. 5); at ~30%

stretch a distinct "yield point" (the point at which there

is a sharp change in stress, required to elongate the sam-

ple) is found [14]. Thus, in the stretching region below

the yield point the copolymers resemble a "hard" poly-

mer like PBT; once past this point their behavior resem-

bles that of a pure elastomer like rubber. Interestingly,

although the sheets become mechanically irreversibly

deformed in the 30% break stretching region, the wave-

length shift is reversible in this stretching region.

Fig. 4. Response of the Fluoroprobe fluorescence maximum to

stretching of the PBT/PEG copolymeric thread and sheet.

chromic) shift occurs only beyond this point (~50%

stretch until break). The remarkable bathochromic shift

must be a result of increasing mobility (by a decrease in

ordering) in the regions in which the probe molecules

are dissolved. In view of previous studies on the changes

in morphology of the PBT/PEG sheets [10-13], it seems

likely that the loss in spherulitic structure of the PBT-

rich regions is responsible for the increase in mobility.

Since the Fluoroprobe molecules will occupy predomi-

nantly amorphous regions, the change in morphology is

also reflected in the intercrystalline regions. The absence
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the matrix increases, leading to a red shift of the emission maximum of 7. The red shift 

accelerated at 0 °C due to melting of PEG blocks (confirmed by DSC and TMA). The blue 

shift encountered between 170 and 200 °C was attributed to premelting of small PBT 

crystals. The fluorescence data of the incorporated probe molecule nicely reflect the three 

transitions occurring in the copolymer in this temperature range. 

 

Figure 11. Differential Scanning Calorimetry and temperature dependence of !max of 7 in PBT/PEG copolymer. 

From reference 81. 

1.3.3 Mechanical Properties: From Latex To Coatings 

Waterborne aqueous polymer dispersions are increasingly important in numerous 

applications, e.g. as paints and adhesives. Environmental concern is a major driving force 

for the replacement of solventborne coatings. Film formation from e.g. latex materials 

created by emulsion polymerization is not a trivial matter. It requires a low Tg for the 

particles to merge after application of the film on a substrate and evaporation of water. In 

order to achieve this, organic co-solvents are added, which is an undesirable practice that 

needs to be minimized.  

Swelling of the polymer particles in waterborne latex materials by these so-called 

coalescing agents was observed by Raja et al.82 using a fluorogenic and solvatochromic 

probe molecule similar to 8. The emission wavelength could be correlated with the 

concentration of co-solvent, which forms the basis for a method to follow the kinetics of 

redistribution of co-solvents when different latices are mixed.19 

The mechanism of film formation from waterborne organic coatings is an important issue. 

Film formation is thought to take place in three83-85 or four steps.86, 87 After application of 

an aqueous dispersion on a substrate water evaporates and the spherical latex particles 

come into an irreversible contact. In the next stage the voids between the spheres are filled 

340 Hofstraat, Veurink, Gebben, Verheij, and Verhoeven

Fig. 6. DSC trace and temperature dependence of fluorescence maxima of Fluoroprobe in PBT/PEG copolymer.

were measured at different temperatures for Fluoroprobe

in the PBT/PEG copolymeric sheets; for reference, DSC

and TMA scans were recorded for the same samples. In

Fig. 6 the change in the fluorescence maximum of Flu-

roprobe in the PBT/PEG sheet during a temperature scan

is compared to a DSC scan of the same material.

The fluorescence maximum displays a continuous

red shift between -50 and 0°C as a result of the slowly

increasing mobility of the matrix. This red shift accel-

erates at ~0°C (inset, Fig. 6), which seems to be a result

of the melting of the PEG blocks (DSC trace in Fig. 6);

this assumption was confirmed by thermal mechanical

analysis (TMA; see Experimental) of the copolymer

(Fig. 7). At ~0°C, the TMA signal starts to deviate from

the baseline, revealing the start of the PEG melting pro-

cess. In previous studies on homopolymers the fluores-

cence wavelength of probe molecules appeared to shift

hypsochromically upon melting of the matrix (probably

above the melting point solvation of the charge separated

state becomes impaired as a result of the thermal motion

of the matrix molecules [15,16]. The bathochromic shift

encountered in this experiment upon melting of the PEG

molecules must therefore be a result of the copolymeric

Fig. 7. TMA scan of the PBT/PEG copolymeric sheet.

Temperature-Dependent Fluorescence

Measurements

In the second series of experiments the influence of

temperature on the fluorescence of the incorporated

probe molecules was investigated. Fluorescence spectra
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by the deshaping of particles to polyhedra. Finally, coalescence of particles followed by 

chain diffusion and entanglement lead to the formation of a coherent film.  

A) B) 

 
 

Figure 12. A) Effect of co-solvent DPnB on the emission of copolymerized probe; B) dependence on the 

position of the emission maximum on the amount of co-solvent for different polymers.19 

Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) is a versatile approach to investigate 

coalescence and interdiffusion in polymers.88 In FRET two kinds of fluorescent dyes are 

used, one is excited and acts as energy donor and the other is the acceptor. For 

investigation of coalescence or diffusion during latex film formation equivalent amounts 

of latex particles are labeled with each of the dyes. When the particles are intact, the 

distance between the two dyes is large enough that energy transfer does not occur. 

However, when the film is formed donor and acceptor labeled latex particles come into 

close contact, and the dyes approach each other to a distance that is small enough for 

energy transfer to take place. Therefore FRET provides a clear indication of coalescence 

and interdiffusion of latex particles during film formation.88 

In 1990 Winnik and coworkers89 reported the first experiments on nonradative energy 

transfer to study polymer diffusion across the particle boundary during latex film 

formation. PMMA particles of 1 µm diameter, of which one batch was labeled with 

phenanthrene and the other with anthracene, were mixed, spread as a thin film and 

annealed above the glass transition temperature of PMMA. Energy transfer measurements 

effectively followed polymer diffusion across the particle boundaries during drying of the 

latex film. They derived a diffusion coefficient D, which characterized polymer diffusion. 

For PMMA particles at temperature between 403 and 450 K, diffusion coefficient values 

ranged from 6 ! 10-18 to 9 ! 10-14 cm2 s-1. 

More recently, interdiffusion of polymers in latex film formation was studied in real 

time.15 Haley et al. employed time-resolved fluorescence to measure donor fluorescence 

decay from 0.5 mm diameter spots at various positions in a drying film. It is well known 

that drying of latex films takes place from the edges of the film inward. The film drying 
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process was temporarily arrested by sealing the film in an airtight chamber, and reducing 

the sample temperature to near or below the glass transition temperature Tg, which 

stopped polymer diffusion. Latex particles with a low Tg were composed of butyl acrylate : 

methyl methacrylate : methacrylic acid in 50 : 49 : 1 ratio. The donor fluorescence decay 

was measured at various positions across the arrested latex film. The extent of polymer 

diffusion was demonstrated as a function of distance from the wet-dry edge in the latex 

film. Energy transfer efficiency revealed a rapid evolution of film structure. Subsequently, 

the new technique was applied in a number of case studies of film formation at ambient 

temperature.90 

Turshatov et al.91 employed time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy to monitor 

intermixing of polymer particles during film formation of labeled 

poly(methylmethacrylate). Drying of the films was monitored by the efficiency of energy 

transfer between the phenanthrene donor derived from monomer 10 and non-fluorescent 

nitrophenylpyrrolidine acceptor (monomer 11) (Figure 13), as well as the scattering 

intensity and the lifetimes of donor units. Scattering can provide valuable information 

when analyzing the drying of the latex film: the disappearance of scattering marks the end 

of the compactification stage. The changes of the donor lifetime over time closely correlate 

with the changes of scattering intensity. When the interstitial water voids disappear, the 

light scattering also disappears, and the donor lifetime shows a small but sharp decrease. 

On the basis of the FRET experiments Turshatov et al. concluded that a well-intermixed 

layer of 20 nm develops at the interparticle junction soon after particles come into contact. 

This does not develop further, and thermal annealing is needed to bring about further 

interdiffusion. Interparticle cohesion as reflected by FRET efficiency frequently develops 

before the interstitial stage disappears. These findings prove that the neighboring polymer 

spheres develop an intermixed layer after they come into contact. 

 

Figure 13. Chemical structures of monomer donor and acceptor dyes used in reference 91: donor 

phenanthrene methacrylate, Phe-MA 10, acceptor ([1-(4-nitrophenyl)-2-pyrrolidinemethyl]acrylate, NPP-A) 

11.  
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1.4 Microscopy: Single Molecule Studies And Imaging 

Confocal microscopy has become a very popular tool for investigating many processes in 

biological, medical and material science.92 The application of a wide variety of fluorescent 

molecules made it possible to tag the specific position in the sample and study 

components and processes with sub-micrometer resolution. It is also possible to 

investigate phenomena at the single molecule level by using confocal microscopy. The 

main advantage of confocal microscopy is that it offers to collect serial optical sections 

(0.5 to 1.5 µm) from thick specimens up to 50 µm.  

Single molecule fluorescence techniques (SMD) offer exciting new possibilities for the 

study of polymer dynamics.93 Individual fluorescent molecules show the same observables 

as can be measured on an ensemble of molecules, such as spectrum, polarization and 

decay time. SMD allows determining the distributions of these properties, but more 

importantly, fluctuations of the properties can be monitored on time scales from 

milliseconds to hours. For example, fluctuations of the emission rate of very efficient 

emitters could be correlated with fluctuations of the local density, in other words, the free 

volume, in polystyrene films well below Tg.94, 95 Molecules embedded in polymer films 

show molecular reorientation jump on timescales of seconds and longer at temperatures 

near and above Tg.96 These can be observed by measuring the polarization of the emitted 

light, but more elegantly by wide field imaging techniques, which allow direct 

determination of the direction of the transition dipole moments.97 Zheng et al.98 recently 

applied this approach to demonstrate the rotational motion of dye molecules covalently 

attached to PS in very thin films. Diffusive motions can be observed with nanometer 

spatial resolution, which enables optical microrheology.99 A combination of fluorescence 

correlation spectroscopy and wide field imaging has been used to monitor different stages 

of polymerization based on the mobility of copolymerizing probe molecules.38 

In the above-mentioned examples, the molecules used should be bright and photostable, 

and preferably not do anything other than absorb and emit light. More complicated 

systems, for example showing photoinduced electron transfer, can have additional value. 

Hofkens and co-workers measured the fluctuating intramolecular electron transfer of 

donor-substituted perylene imides to obtain information on fluctuations of the polymer 

free volume in PS near ambient temperature.100 

Siekierzycka et al.36 showed that the fluorescence of the perylene bisimide 12 could be 

switched off and on reversibly when heating and cooling films across the glass transition. 

Interestingly, the control of photoinduced electron transfer in this case is not related to 

stabilization of the charge-transfer state by dipolar groups in the medium, but by the 

kinetic limitations imposed by the lack of free volume (Figure 14). 
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A) B) 
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Figure 14. A) Chemical structure of 12, a perylene bisimide substituted with calix[4]arene, B) number of 

fluorescing molecules of 12 detected in a 26 µm ! 26 µm area in a poly(vinylacetate) (pvac) matrix (left axis) as 

a function of temperature and part of the DSC curve (right axis) with the determined Tg of the polymer. From 

reference 36. 

Confocal microscopy as an imaging technique began to attract the interest of materials 

scientists in the 1990s and continues to be used on a modest scale. The polymer field so far 

has largely failed to pick up the spectacular developments in microscopy techniques in the 

past decade. There is a great potential here. 

Blending of different polymers is a way to create new physical properties using existing 

materials. Most polymers, however, are poorly miscible, and phase separation commonly 

occurs. The properties will then be dependent on the spatial arrangement of the different 

phases, in other words, the morphology. In an early application of confocal microscopy, a 

depth resolved study of films formed from a mixture of PMMA and polystyrene was 

carried out by Li et al.101 They prepared a blend of PMMA labeled with the dye N-methyl-

N-(4-(7-nitrobenzo-2-oxa-1,3-diazole))-2-aminoethylmethacrylate (NBD-MMA) with PS. 

Films were prepared by solvent casting and examined with a confocal fluorescence 

microscope (see Figure 15). Different morphologies of the film were obtained; a surface 

slice of 0.5 µm thick at the air-film interface showed a uniform size of PMMA spheres of 5-

6 µm with a remarkable periodicity.  In a slice of the same film 3 µm below the surface 

PMMA particles were present in larger as well as smaller sizes. On a spatial scale of 1-2 µm 

a sharp transition was observed between surface morphology and the bulk morphology of 

the system. A further slice of 6 µm beneath the surface showed a higher content of smaller 

droplets with a large size dispersion. These were supposed to have arisen from phase 

separation through a nucleation and growth mechanism, but the regular pattern of 

PMMA-rich droplets on the surface could not be explained. 
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Figure 15. Laser confocal microscopy images of solvent cast films (from toluene) comprised of 10 wt % of 

PMMA labeled with the dye NBD and 90 % polystyrene. The left image is the film surface, the middle image is 

a slice of 3 µm beneath the surface and the right image is of a slice 6 µm beneath the surface. From reference 

101. 

Winnik and co-workers continued to use confocal microscopy over the years.102-104 

Recently, they investigated the morphology and miscibility of blends of thermoplastic 

olefins (TPO), of practical importance for the automotive industry.105 TPO are blends of 

polypropylene and impact modifiers, in this case ethylene–butene rubber (EBR) 

copolymers. Being very hydrophobic, TPO are difficult to paint. Therefore chlorinated 

polyolefins (CPO) are used as adhesion promoters. Laser scanning confocal microscopy 

was used to image two of the three components of the blend. The CPO component was 

labeled with a coumarine, excited at 351 nm, the EBR with a benzothioxanthene 

fluorophore (HY), excited at 488 nm. The blends were prepared by precipitation of a 1 : 1 : 

1 mixture of the three polymers from solution, and annealed at a temperature (180 ºC) 

where the polymers are molten. The images (Figure 16) show convincingly that EBR and 

CPO mostly localize together, forming domains within the isotactic polypropylene (iPP) 

material. The CPO adhesion promoter, however, is slightly miscible with iPP. In this 

study, other techniques were used to obtain information on the miscibility of the 

components, which led to a consistent picture. Of all the methods used, confocal 

microscopy, however, gave the most direct and visual insight into the system. The 

incorporation of the fluorescent labels was considered to be only a small perturbation. As 

a check, it was shown that the labeled polymers were fully miscible with the non-labeled 

ones. 
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Figure 16. Confocal images of the morphology of a blend of iPP, EBR (labelled with a benzothioxanthene HY, 

!exc = 488 nm) and CPO (labeled with a coumarine, !exc = 351 nm) as a function of annealing time (left). The 

leftmost set of images is obtained exciting at 488 nm, the middle set at 351 nm. The third column shows the 

overlapped images from the other two columns. From reference 105. 

1.5 Conclusion 

As illustrated by the examples in this chapter, fluorescence techniques have been applied 

successfully to polymer science over the past three decades. In this field, fluorescence is 

only one of the many research tools that are used. In the life sciences, on the other hand, 

fluorescence imaging is a major technique because of the essential role of sub-micrometer 

three-dimensional structure in the cell. In our opinion, there is plenty of opportunity to 

take advantage of the rapid progress in fluorescence methods in the life sciences by 

applying the functional dyes developed there as well as the sophisticated modern 

microspectroscopic techniques to polymer science. Many of the commercially available 

dyes can be readily adapted for use in polymers, or even used directly. To modify dyes 

with linkers that can be co-polymerized for covalent inclusion in polymers is not more 

difficult than to attach anchors for biological labeling. Although the questions in polymer 

science are different from those in life science, the use of long-wavelength excitation106 

(possibly using two photon absorption) will have advantages in the former field as well, 

above, the EBR/EBR-HY blend is miscible, so the bright areas in
Figs 8(a), 8(d), and 8(g) are also the location of EBR in the blend.
Figures 8(b), 8(e), and 8(h) (the second column) were obtained by
using argon ion laser excitation (lex! 351 nm) and a band-pass
filter that allowed the collection of emission light from the same
samples as in Figs 8(a), 8(d), and 8(g) in the range of
lem! 360–480 nm (a detection wavelength of CPO-Coum). Thus,
the bright area in Figs 8(b), 8(e), and 8(h) show the location of
CPO-Coum and CPO in the blend (as CPO/CPO-Coum blend is
miscible). Figures 8(c), 8(f ), and 8(i) are the combination

(overlapped) of images of the first and the second column
images. It can be seen from these images that the initial film
sample shows few features; upon annealing at 1808C, the
structure evolved through phase coarsening: the size of the
phase in blend increased with the increasing of annealing time.
While comparing the first column images with the second
column images in Fig. 8, we can observe that during the
coarsening, iPP and EBR formed a completely separate domain,
but EBR remained mixed with the CPO domain. In the third
column images in Fig. 8, we can see that iPP and CPO formed their

Figure 7. LSCFM images of the morphology evolution of films of binary blend consisting of 75/25 iPP/EBR in which the EBR contains EBR-HY. The films
were annealed at 1808C for different times. Scale bars are 10mm. All images were taken about 10mm under the film surface. For (a) The annealing time is
0 min, for (b) the annealing time is 100 min, for (c) the annealing time is 300 min.

Figure 8. LSCFM images of the morphology evolution of films of a ternary blend consisting of 1/1/1 iPP/EBR/CPO in which the EBR contained 5wt%
EBR-HYand the CPO contained 6wt% CPO-Coum. The films were annealed at 1808C for different times. All images were taken about 20mmunder the film
surface. For (a), (b), and (c), the annealing time is 30min, scale bars are 50mm (for the insection: the annealing time is 0min, scale bars are 10mm); for (d),
(e), and (f ), the annealing time is 100min, scale bars are 50mm; for (g), (h), and (i), the annealing time is 300min, scale bars are 50mm. (a), (d), and (g) (the
first column) were obtained by using argon ion laser excitation (lex! 488 nm) and a band-pass filter that allowed collection of emission light from
lem! 493–560 nm; (b), (e), and (h) (the second column) were obtained by using argon ion laser excitation (lex! 351 nm) and a band-pass filter that
allowed collection of emission light from lem! 360–480 nm; (c), (f ), and (i) (the third column) were the overlapped images of the first column and the
second column images.

www.interscience.wiley.com/journal/pat Copyright ! 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Polym. Adv. Technol. 2009, 20 235–245
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due to the tendency of heterogeneous materials to scatter light.  

Molecular fluorescent probes can give information on the dynamics of their environment 

on timescales from picoseconds (solvent relaxation) up to months or years (physical 

aging). Fluorescence-based imaging gives access to 3D-stucture and morphology 

information with a potential resolution down to a few tens of nanometers. These methods 

have great potential for polymer science. Given the present disciplinary structure of 

science, however, the full realization of this potential will require more collaboration of 

scientists from the communities of molecular fluorescence and polymer physics and 

chemistry.  

1.6 Scope of this thesis 

This Thesis encompasses the research work on the investigations of film formation from 

latex dispersions by using fluorescence spectroscopy. In continuation of film formation 

several experiments have been performed in the bulk to get insight in the interaction of 

organic solvents (co-solvents) with polymer particles. These studies have been carried out 

on hydrophobic and hydrophilic acrylic latex emulsions, prepared via seeded emulsion 

polymerization in low and high Tg combinations. Throughout this Thesis several 

fluorescent molecules have been used as fluorescent spies, some covalently linked to the 

polymer backbone, some only physically attached to the polymer particles. The 

photophysical properties of these fluorescent molecules have disclosed dynamics 

occurring in real time. 

Chapter 2 describes the use of an environmentally sensitive fluorescent probe covalently 

linked to the co-polymer in the latices. It proved an efficient indicator of the presence of 

co-solvent in the polymer particles. These investigations were performed in the bulk 

latices and fluorescence emission quantitatively estimated the presence of co-solvent in 

the latex particles. 

Chapters 3 and 4 describe the partitioning behavior of organic co-solvents in the latex 

emulsions. Migration of co-solvent between particles of the same latex material is 

discussed in Chapter 3. The experiments reported here concurrently describe the entrance 

of co-solvents into the latex particles and their escape from them. These studies show that 

the rate of co-solvent repartitioning in the low Tg latices was very high (< 1 min). In high 

Tg hydrophilic latices it took < 1 h to reach equilibrium. The migration behavior of co-

solvent during blend formation when different kinds of latices with respect to the co-

polymer and Tg were mixed is the subject of Chapter 4.  

In Chapter 5 the development of a methodology to study latex film formation using 
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confocal microscopy is discussed. A fluorescent dye physically absorbed to the co-polymer 

was employed in these experiments. Particular attention was paid to view an individual 

latex particle in the confocal images and with respect to that the concentration of 

fluorescent dye was optimized. For a drying film one-dimensional scanning provided the 

thickness of the film. Two and three-dimensional (2D and 3D) modes of confocal imaging 

were performed to view the individual latex particles at ambient temperature and in the 

presence of co-solvent.  

Chapter 6 is about the application of the methodology of studying film formation using 

confocal microscopy described in Chapter 5. A perylene imide based highly stable and 

strongly fluorescent emitter was co-polymerized in the latex via emulsion polymerization. 

Co-solvent and annealing were applied to achieve film formation and tested the proof of 

working principle. 

In Chapter 7 the preliminary experiments on latex film formation by using steady-state 

and time-resolved fluorescence are presented. Film drying as a function of time was 

studied at ambient temperature. Emission intensity and wavelength can be used to 

monitor the film drying process. Results obtained from these experiments were 

unexpected and ambiguous: a decrease in the emission intensity was always observed 

during the film drying. 
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Abstract 

 

 

In this chapter we report the determination of partitioning of coalescing agents (organic 

co-solvents) in water borne latex emulsions by means of a fluorescence method. An 

environment-sensitive fluorescent probe 1 was copolymerized via emulsion 

polymerization. The presence of organic co-solvents inside the polymer particles is 

revealed by the photophysical properties of the probe. In particular, the position of the 

fluorescence emission maximum of co-polymerized 1 can be used to measure the amount 

of coalescing agent present in the polymer particles. The spectral shifts are shown to be 

due to the softening of the matrix, rather than to solvation of the probe by the added co-

solvent. 
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2.1 Introduction 

From the points of view of environment and health, water based polymer emulsions (latex 

materials) provide an attractive alternative for coatings that are applied from an organic 

solvent. In order to obtain smooth and coherent films, it is, however, often still necessary 

to add a small amount of organic co-solvent to achieve optimal coalescence of the latex 

particles during film formation.1-8 Legislation requires reduction of the use of these so-

called Volatile Organic Components (VOC’s), which makes it important to select the most 

effective coalescing agents. During film formation the co-solvent should not evaporate too 

fast, before the particles start to coalesce, or too slow, so that it adversely affects the 

mechanical properties of the final film. 

It is of interest to be able to monitor the presence of co-solvent in the polymer particles by 

a non-invasive experimental method. Toussaint9 described a model for the prediction of 

the distribution of coalescing agents between polymer and water phase. The same author7 

proposed a model for calculation of the lowering of Tg and minimum film formation 

temperature (MFFT) of latex particles on the addition of a coalescing agent. te Nijenhuis 

investigated the role of coalescing agent in the film formation process of monodisperse 

acrylic latex10 by using photo correlation spectroscopy (PCS), atomic force microscopy 

(AFM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

etcetera. In further experiments they reported the influence of drying,11 aging and drying 

temperature on the latex material. 

We will explore the use of fluorescence spectroscopy, which has emerged as a useful 

tool for the investigation of many phenomena in materials12-14 and biological 

sciences.15-21 Fluorescent probe molecules have been used to observe processes 

occurring at the molecular length scale in complex, heterogeneous environments with 

high sensitivity and selectivity. In the field of polymer physics and chemistry, 

fluorescent dyes have been used e.g. to investigate polymerization mechanisms,22-24 

kinetics,25, 26 crosslinking,27 coalescence28, 29 void closure30, 31 and diffusion32 of 

polymers in film formation. 

In the present study we use a solvatochromic probe that provides information about 

the polarity and mobility of its microenvironment. This probe was used to monitor the 

partitioning of five different coalescent agents in polymer emulsions, quantitatively. 

Styrene-co-2-ethylhexyl acrylate (S/EHA) copolymers were used as typical 

hydrophobic latices and methyl methacrylate-co-ethyl acrylate (MMA/EA) represented 

hydrophilic latices. By changing the ratios of monomers, low Tg and high Tg variations 

with similar hydrophilicity were made. The coalescing agents that were employed to 

formulate the latices were 2,2,4-trimethyl-1,3-pentanediol mono(2-methyl 
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propanoate) (Texanol), di(propylene glycol) n-butyl ether (DPnB), ethylene glycol 

ethyl hexyl ether (EEH), di(propylene glycol) methyl ether (DPM) and ethylene glycol 

ethyl ether acetate (EEA). DPnB, Texanol and EEH being moderately polar and not 

well soluble in water were expected to partition towards the polymer phase of the 

latex. EEA and DPM, on the other hand, have 24% and 100% solubility in water, 

respectively, and were anticipated to partition to the aqueous phase of the polymer 

emulsion (for properties of co-solvents see section 2.5.4). 

The fluorescent label used, compound 1, is composed of three functional units: an amino 

group, acting as electron donor, a cyanonaphthalene unit, that acts as electron acceptor, 

and a maleimide unit, which can be used for covalent coupling reactions to different 

substrates. Interestingly, the maleimide group acts as a quencher of fluorescence in 1, but 

after an addition reaction in which the maleimide double bond is removed, the charge-

transfer fluorescence of the sigma-coupled donor-acceptor system is turned on. This is 

well known for its sharp sensitivity to the polarity and mobility of the medium.26, 33-38 

Compound 1 was covalently attached in the backbone of the co-polymer by co-feeding 

it in a small quantity together with the monomer mixture. Addition of n-butylamine to 

1 provided compound 2, which was used as a low-molecular weight model of co-

polymerized 1 (Scheme 1). 

 

Scheme 1. Chemical structures of 1 and its n-butyl amine adduct 2. Copolymerization of the maleimide unit 

and Michael addition of the amine remove the double bond, turning on the fluorescence of the “Fluorotrope” 

unit.39, 40 

In the present chapter we show how the fluorescence of the labeled polymer emulsions 

responds to the presence of co-solvents. In particular, the shift of the emission maximum 

can be quantitatively related to the amount of co-solvent present in the polymer phase. In 

subsequent Chapters we shall apply the newly developed detection method to the 

dynamics of co-solvents in mixtures of latices, and in the process of film formation. 
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2.2 Results and Discussion 

2.2.1 Fluorescence of Model Compound 2 

Model compound 2 contains a donor-bridge-acceptor chromophore whose emission 

strongly depends on the polarity and polarizability of the medium. Fluorescence 

spectra and quantum yields of 2 were measured in solvents of various polarities 

ranging from non-polar to highly polar. Spectra are shown in Figure 1. The 

fluorescence characteristics of 2 in organic solvents as well as industrial solvents 

(coalescing agents) are listed in Table 1. 

A) B) 

  

Figure 1. Steady-state fluorescence spectra of model compound 2 in A) organic solvents, B) in industrial 

solvents (coalescing agents). 

Compounds 1 and 2 are members of a large family of Charge-Transfer emitters 

originating from a parent compound nicknamed Fluoroprobe, which show 

exceptionally large solvatochromic spectral shifts in emission.41-44 Replacement of the 

piperidine in the original Fluoroprobe by a tropane unit increased its weak charge 

transfer (CT) absorption.39 The attachment of a maleimido unit at the donor aniline 

group45 allowed to make a covalent bond between the fluorescent probe and many 

reactive systems. Interestingly, the maleimide group quenches the charge-transfer 

fluorescence, which can be restored after removal of double bond by an addition 

reaction. The relevance of this behaviour is that unpolymerized probe molecules will 

not affect the fluorescencee measurements. 

Excitation of these compounds at 315 nm results in population of a locally excited (LE) 

state, which undergoes very rapid relaxation to the charge transfer (CT) state. In tropane 

derivatives such as 2, however, direct excitation to the CT state is possible at wavelengths 

beyond the red edge of the LE absorption band.  
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Table 1. Fluorescence properties of model compound 2 in various solvents. 

Organic solvent !max a 

(nm) 

"CT b 

(cm-1) 

# c $ d 

(ns) 

!f e 

 

Width 

(nm) 

Skewness kf  f = #/$ 

(10-9 s-1) 

kd g = 1/$ - kf 

(10-9 s-1) 

Cyclohexane 418 23600 0.61 4.2 0.10 62 0.47 0.145 0.09 

Toluene 468 21000 0.52 8.5 0.13 90 0.38 0.061 0.06 

Dibutylether 466 21000 0.56 8.1 0.19 92 0.38 0.069 0.05 

Chloroform 511 19200 0.49 11 0.25 114 0.30 0.045 0.05 

Ethyl acetate 553 17700 0.1 4.1 0.29 123 0.36 0.024 0.22 

Tetrahydrofuran 557 17600 0.17 4.0 0.31 125 0.37 0.043 0.21 

Dichloromethane 557 17600 0.16 6.2 0.32 125 0.23 0.026 0.14 

Acetone 606 16200 0.004 0.78 0.37 144 0.26 0.005 1.28 

Acetonitrile 629 15600 0.0034 0.11 0.39 154 0.21 0.031 9.06 

Texanol 555 17700 0.063 1.9 0.31 138 0.11 0.033 0.49 

DPnB 562 17600 0.11 2.3 0.31 130 0.11 0.048 0.39 

EEA 563 17500 0.083 3.8 0.31 126 0.22 0.022 0.24 

DPM 570 17300 0.02 1.7 0.33 143 0.08 0.012 0.58 

a wavelength, b frequency, c fluorescence quantum yield,  d fluorescence lifetime, e see equation 4,  

f radiative rate constant,  g nonradiative decay rate constant. 

 

As shown in Table 1 and Figure 1, 2 exhibits a bathochromic shift of the fluorescence 

emission maximum of more than 200 nm upon transfer from non-polar cyclohexane (!max 

418 nm) to a strongly polar solvent such as acetonitrile (!max 629 nm). The emission 

quantum yield gradually decreases with increasing polarity due to the decrease of the 

radiative rate constant and the increase of the non-radiative charge recombination.40, 46 

Emission of Fluoroprobes in hydroxylic solvents tends to be quite strongly quenched.46 In 

the “industrial” solvents used in this study 2 showed fluorescence in the range of 550-570 

nm. All of these have one hydroxyl group in their chemical structure, except EEA. In the 

hydroxylic solvents, the fluorescence lifetimes are a bit shorter, but the fluorescence 

quantum yields are still acceptable. 

For the characterization of the spectral shapes the spectra I(") were fitted (Igor Pro 

6.0, Wavemetrics, Inc., Lake Oswego, OR 97035, USA) with a skewed Gaussian 

function (Equation 1). 

      (1) 

In this equation I0 is a baseline parameter, Imax the maximum intensity, occurring at 

!max. The width of the band is characterized by w, and the skewness by s. 

The width of the emission spectra increased gradually with increasing polarity of the 
! 

I(") = I0 + Imax exp #ln2 ln 1+ 2s " #"max( )w( ) /s[ ]
2$ 

% 
& ' 

( 
) 
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solvent. In non-polar cyclohexane and polar acetonitrile it was 62 and 154 nm, 

respectively, according to the fit with Equation 1.  

Fluorescence quantum yields !f of 2 were determined by comparing the integrated 

emission spectrum Fs of the sample with that (FR) of reference compound quinine 

bisulphate in 1N H2SO4 (!R = 0.56)47 according to Equation 2,

    

       

   (2) 

In Equation 2 fs and fR are the absorption factors (f = 1-10-A, where A is absorbance) and ns 

and nR
 are the refractive indices of the solvents for sample and reference, respectively. 

The solvent dependence of the emission energies of 2 can be quantified using the Lippert-

Mataga equation (3). 
 

   (3) 

      

   (4) 

In this equation, the solvent dependence of the charge transfer emission wavenumber 

"CT is correlated to the solvent polarity parameter #f, where "CT (0) is the emission 

maximum in the gas phase, µCT (in Debye) is the dipole moment of the charge transfer 

state, h is Planck’s constant, c is the velocity of light, $ (Å) is the effective radius of the 

solvent cavity occupied by the molecule, %s is the solvent dielectric constant and n is 

the refractive index. Figure 2 shows the Lippert-Mataga plots of model compound 2. 

The slope of the plot according to Equation 3 is 27 ! 103 cm-1, in agreement with the 

values typically found for Fluoroprobes.43 

A) B) 

  

Figure 2. A) Lippert-Mataga plot of model compound 2 in organic solvents B) radiative rate constants kr and 

non-radiative rate constants kd versus wavenumber. 

Going from non-polar to polar solvents, the radiative rate constant kf of the charge-

transfer emission decreases due to less efficient intensity borrowing from the 
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cyanonaphthalene transition, and the non-radiative decay rate kd increases as a result 

of the smaller energy gap.48 

When 2 is incorporated in a solid polymer film, it emits at relatively short 

wavelengths, namely 435 nm in polystyrene (PS), 445 nm in poly(methyl acrylate) 

(PMA) and 440 nm in poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAc) at 25 °C. In a solid film, reorientation 

of the polar side groups does not occur on the timescale of the excited state lifetimes 

(nanoseconds). Interestingly, when films of PMA and PVAc containing 2 were warmed 

to ~ 5 ºC above their Tg of 13 and 28 ºC, respectively, fluorescence of the probe 

molecule was unchanged, showing that also under these conditions relaxation of 

dipolar groups is unimportant on the nanosecond timescale.49 

The emission wavelengths in the solid polymer films are longer than those in cyclohexane, 

probably because the somewhat polar ground state of 2 induces some polarization in the 

medium. 

2.2.2 Properties of Latex Emulsions 

Physical characteristics of the latices prepared are presented in Table 2. The glass 

transition temperatures determined experimentally were a bit higher than the anticipated 

values of 20 and 60 °C, but we will still use the calculated values to distinguish low and 

high Tg materials in the text. Importantly, the addition of 1 did not cause a significant 

change in the physical and chemical properties of the latices. 

Table 2. Fluorescence properties of model compound 2 in various solvents. 

Free monomer 

(ppm) 

Latex codea Compound 1 

(ppm) 

pH Viscosity 

mPa!s 

Particle size 

(nm) 

MFFTb 

°C 

Mw 

kDa 

Dry state Tg 

°C 

S EHA MMA EA 

S/EHA20 0 2.3 25 113 17 347 22 10 60   

S/EHA60 0 2.2 27 111 78 325 69 3 7   

MMA/EA20 0 2.1 13 118 13 689 26   4 3 

MMA/EA60 0 2.1 13 127 54 454 68   7 3 

S/EHA20 6 2.3 30 108 15 371 26 15 215   

S/EHA60 6 2.2 25 109 78 335 70 11 6   

MMA/EA20 6 2.1 13 116 12 707 26   7 7 

MMA/EA60 6 2.1 13 123 57 475 68   90 17 

 

a The latices are coded as follows: first letters show the kind of co-polymer, numbers at the end refer to the 

(predicted) Tg of the latex, for instance styrene-co-2-ethylhexylacrylate Tg 20 °C is abbreviated as S/EHA20 

and methyl methacrylate-co-ethylacrylate Tg 20 °C as MMA/EA20 and so on. 

b MFFT stands for the minimum film formation temperature: it is the lowest temperature at which latex 

particles coalesce and from a transparent film. 
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2.2.3 Fluorescence Emission of Latex Emulsions 

While 1 itself does not fluoresce, its covalent incorporation in the co-polymer turns on 

the fluorescence. The fluorescence of the latex thus shows the successful incorporation 

of the probe in the co-polymer.  

The emission of the co-polymerized 1 has its maxima in the non-polar latex materials 

between 445 and 450 nm. This is at shorter wavelength than the emission of 

structurally similar model compound 2 in toluene (468 nm, Table 1). Despite the 

structural resemblance of the non-polar copolymer with toluene, the emission 

exhibited a blue shift of ~ 20 nm in the latex. For non-formulated polar and 

hydrophilic latex emission maxima were observed in the range of 470 - 476 nm. 

Although one might expect the emission bands to be broadened due to the 

inhomogeneity of the local environments of the fluorescent probe groups, the widths of 

the emission bands are similar to those of 2 in toluene. 

The latices were “formulated” with the five different coalescing agents in 3, 6 and 9% w/w. 

Steady-state fluorescence spectra of the formulations were fitted with the skewed 

Gaussian function (Equation 1) to get accurate values of emission maxima and intensities, 

and to further characterize the band shape.  

2.2.4 Hydrophobic S/EHA Latices 

Addition of 3, 6 and 9% w/w coalescing agent resulted in bathochromic shifts of the 

emission, both for low and high Tg latices of S/EHA. Figure 3A presents the 

fluorescence spectra of low Tg S/EHA latex formulated with 0, 3, 6 and 9% w/w DPnB. 

Non-formulated latex (0 % DPnB) exhibited an emission maximum at 449 nm which 

shifted to 467 nm with 9% w/w DPnB. This large shift of 18 nm provides a means for 

the quantitative monitoring of partitioning of the co-solvent. For the high Tg latex of 

similar polarity (Figure 3B) the emission of the probe is slightly blue-shifted, with a 

maximum at 447 nm and it shifts by 13 nm to longer wavelength upon addition of 9 % 

DPnB. 

The shapes of the emission spectrum changed as a function of co-solvent. They display 

an increase in width (from 81 to 98 nm), decrease in emission intensity and skewness 

(from 0.4 to 0.35). This effect was similar for all four coalescing agents except DPM, 

which hardly affected the shape of the emission spectra.  

Figure 4A presents the effect of the five co-solvents on the emission of the low Tg 

S/EHA latex. Addition of up to 9 % of these coalescing agents brought about a smooth 

bathochromic shift with a decrease in the emission intensity. This shift was ~ 20 nm 

for EEH, Texanol, DPnB and EEA. The latex formulated with DPM showed a small 

shift of 2 nm. Although most of this fully water-soluble coalescing agent remained in 
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the aqueous phase, a small quantity of DPM apparently entered the latex particle. 

A) B) 

  

Figure 3. Fluorescence emission of 1 co-polymerized in hydrophobic S/EHA latex formulated with DPnB, A) 

low Tg, B) high Tg. 

Figure 4B shows the effect of coalescing agents EEH, Texanol, DPnB, EEA and DPM on 

high Tg S/EHA latex. The emission maximum shifted 13 - 15 nm for EEH, Texanol, DPnB 

and EEA, but only 2 nm in the case of DPM (emission maximum values of co-polymerized 

1 in co-solvents are reported in the Section 2.5.6). 

A) B) 

  

C) D) 

  

Figure 4. Effect of %w/w of coalescing agents on the fluorescence emission maxima of hydrophobic S/EHA, A) 

low Tg, B) high Tg; hydrophilic MMA/EA, C) low Tg, D) high Tg. 
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2.2.5 Hydrophilic MMA/EA Latices 

Figure 5A shows fluorescence spectra of MMA/EA Tg 20 °C formulated with 0, 3, 6 and 

9% w/w Texanol, showing a smooth red shift and intensity decrease with increasing 

amount of coalescing agent. For the corresponding high Tg latex (Figure 5B) the shift 

in emission maximum is seen to be much smaller, and the intensity decrease is also 

less. Figure 4C shows the emission maxima vs. coalescing agent percentage for the low 

Tg MMA/EA latices formulated with EEH, Texanol, DPnB and EEA. The red shift of 

the emission maximum amounts to 18 - 23 nm. For the high Tg latex (Figure 4D) the 

shift of emission maximum was in the range of 11 - 18 nm. The DPM formulated 

MMA/EA latices showed a bathochromic shift of 4 and 2 nm for low and high Tg, 

respectively. Although these latices are much more hydrophilic than the S/EHA 

materials, DPM apparently prefers to stay mainly in the water phase. 

A) B) 

  

Figure 5. Fluorescence emission of 1 co-polymerized in hydrophobic MMA/EA latex formulated with Texanol, 

A) low Tg, B) high Tg. 

Comparison of the four latex systems shows that the effect of the coalescing agents 

depends in particular on the Tg of the materials. In low Tg hydrophobic and hydrophilic 

acrylic emulsions addition of coalescing agent resulted in larger red shifts and intensity 

decreases than in the corresponding high Tg latices. 

2.2.6 Formulation With Toluene 

The coalescing agents employed in this study were highly polar compounds. In order to 

test whether the observed red shifts are related to co-solvent polarity, the low Tg 

hydrophobic S/EHA latex was formulated with toluene. Figure 6 shows the results. 

Formulation with toluene resulted in a bathochromic shift of up to 18 nm, with a decrease 

in fluorescence intensity and broadening of the spectra. The effect is similar to that of the 

polar coalescing agents. 
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Figure 6. Fluorescence emission of 1 co-polymerized in S/EHA20 latex formulated with 0, 3, 6, and 9% w/w 

toluene. 

2.2.7 Temperature Effect 

Emission spectra and maxima of high Tg MMA/EA latex containing 9% DPnB at 

temperatures between 15 and 35 °C are shown in Figure 7. Increased temperature resulted 

in a shift of the emission maximum by 12 nm to longer wavelength, with a gradual 

decrease in emission intensity. 

 

Figure 7. Fluorescence emission (!exc 380 nm) of high Tg MMA/EA latex formulated with 9% w/w DPnB 

measured from 15 to 35 °C. 

2.2.8 Time-Resolved Fluorescence Decay of Latex Emulsion 

The fluorescence decay profiles of co-polymerized 1 in the S/EHA and MMA/EA 

revealed that both latices exhibit two lifetimes, a component of ~ 6 - 10 ns and a 

component of ~ 1 - 2.5 ns. In some cases an additional component was observed at 

shorter wavelengths, which is attributable to a minor impurity in the polymer. A 

similar lifetime component was observed in the fluorescence decay profiles of neat 
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non-labeled latex measured under the same conditions. Details are given in the Section 

2.5.8. Figure 8 shows as a representative example a set of decay curves of S/EHA low 

Tg latex obtained at various emission wavelengths. It is very clear from Figure 8 that a 

fast decay predominates at shorter wavelength while the emission at longer 

wavelengths is longer-lived.  

 

Figure 8. Fluorescence decays at the indicated wavelengths of hydrophobic S/EHA Tg 20 °C formulated with 

9% Texanol. !exc 380 nm. IRF = instrument response function. 

Fluorescence decay curves measured for all the latex samples in this study resemble 

those shown in Figure 8. It proved impossible to fit the decay curves at different 

wavelengths in a global analysis with only two time constants. This is not unexpected, 

because the sample is likely to be heterogeneous at the molecular level, having 

fluorescent probe groups in various chemical environments. If the spectra would be 

subject to dynamical Stokes shifts, a fast decay at short wavelength should be 

accompanied by a rise at longer wavelengths. The rapid decay component which 

dominates at short wavelength might be due to the dynamic Stokes shift, but 

unfortunately, the signals at the red tail of the emission band were weak, and 

unambiguous observation of such a rise was not possible in most cases. 

2.2.9 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) of Dry Latex 

Differential Scanning Calorimetry was carried out to determine the Tg of films cast from 

the latices with different amounts of coalescing agents after two weeks of drying. 

Unfortunately, attempts to determine the glass transition temperatures in the wet state 

were unsuccessful, probably because they were well below room temperature, so that 

freezing of the water phase complicated matters. Data obtained from dry state DSC 

measurements, however, showed smooth trends, and the effect of coalescing agent on the 

Tg of the film was quite clear. Figure 9 shows the plots of Tg versus % w/w coalescing 

agent. These measurements were carried out on the two weeks old dry films, but a clear 

decrease in Tg with an increase in the amount of coalescing agent was observed. There was 
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not much difference in the Tg of same latex formulated with three different kinds of 

coalescing agents. Although the fluorescence experiments clearly indicated that the water-

miscible DPM hardly enters the latex particles in the wet state, it still decreased the Tg of 

the partly dried film. 

A) B) 

  

Figure 9. Tg versus % w/w coalescing agents of two weeks old films A) hydrophobic high Tg (60 °C) S/EHA 

latex, B) hydrophilic high Tg (60 °C) MMA/EA latex. 

2.3 Discussion 

Detection of coalescing agents and determination of its partitioning between water and 

polymer phases by utilizing a solvatochromic fluorescent probe was found to be an 

effective tool during this research work. The emission of 1, co-polymerized in latex 

emulsions, showed a clear response to the presence of co-solvents: the fluorescence 

spectra broaden, their maxima shift to longer wavelengths, and the intensity decreases 

upon increasing co-solvent incorporation.  

The fluorescence of co-polymerized 1 can be compared to that of model compound 2 

(scheme 1). The emission of these donor-bridge-acceptor (D-!-A) fluorescent probes stems 

from a charge transfer state with a large dipole moment. Measurement of fluorescence 

emission of model compound 2 in a range of solvents, as expected, revealed extremely 

large solvatochromism. The fluorescence quantum yield of 2 gradually decreases with 

increasing polarity due to the decrease of the radiative rate constant and the increase of 

the non-radiative charge recombination.46 All coalescing agents used in this study 

contained at least one hydroxyl group, except EEA. Emission of 2 and other members of 

this class of probes46 tend to be quenched in hydroxylic solvents, but this effect was not a 

problem with the coalescing agents. The non-radiative decay rates were only slightly 

higher than in non-hydroxylic solvents with similar emission energies, and the quantum 

yields were still reasonable. 

The emission maxima of co-polymerized 1 appeared at 445 – 450 nm in non-polar 

hydrophobic and at 470 – 476 nm in polar hydrophilic latices, respectively. This can be 
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compared to emission maxima of 2 in cyclohexane (418 nm), spin-coated polymer 

films (435 – 445 nm), toluene (468 nm) and chloroform (511 nm). Solvatochromic 

shifts in emission are largest when complete relaxation of the dipolar groups around 

the fluorophore can occur during the excited state lifetime. In solid films such 

relaxation does not occur, but emission was still found to be at somewhat longer 

wavelengths than in cyclohexane. This may be due to the higher refractive index, 

causing electronic polarization to stabilize the excited state, or to some extent of 

ground state polarization by the dipolar groups of the probe molecule.  

Even in the absence of co-solvents emission of co-polymerized 1 in the latices occurred 

at longer wavelengths than in solid films. In the polar hydrophilic latices fluorescence 

was at a longer wavelength than in the non-polar hydrophobic ones. These 

observations imply that some medium relaxation during the excited state lifetime can 

occur in the wet latices. In particular for the hydrophilic materials hydroplasticization 

may play a role. In this case the emission is at significantly longer wavelengths in the 

low Tg latex than in the high Tg material. 

Broadening of spectral bands of 1-co-polymerized in latex was observed with an 

increase of the amount of coalescing agent. The broadening observed, however, 

resembles that in the case of 2 upon increase of the solvent polarity. 

Among the coalescing agents, EEH, Texanol and DPnB are less polar and almost not 

water miscible, EEA is moderately polar and partly water miscible whereas DPM is 

highly polar and completely miscible with water. Low Tg hydrophobic (S/EHA20) and 

hydrophilic (MMA/EA20) latices exhibited large shifts of !max of about 20 nm for EEH, 

Texanol, DPnB and EEA coalescing agents. For high Tg latices the shift was a bit less 

pronounced (13 – 15 nm for S/EHA60 and 11 – 18 nm for MMA/EA60). The coalescing 

agents which are less water miscible (EEH, Texanol, DPnB, EEA) are expected to be in 

the co-polymer phase where they are efficiently sensed by the fluorescent dye 1. DPM, 

which is completely water miscible, was expected to be mainly in the water phase of 

the latex and indeed caused only very small spectral shifts. Interestingly, DPM 

appeared just as effective as the other coalescing agents in lowering the Tg of films 

made from these latices. Water-miscible coalescing agents are therefore not 

necessarily useless!7 After application of the latex on a substrate most of the water 

evaporates within an hour, but the co-solvents stay in the polymer for weeks (Figure 

9).  

The bathochromic shift of !max upon addition of co-solvents may be due to specific 

solvation of the probe molecules by the co-solvent, or to the general softening of the 

matrix. The experiment in which toluene was added as a co-solvent clearly proves that 

the latter is more important: toluene caused a similar red shift and change of intensity 
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and of the spectral shape as the much more polar co-solvents.  

The shift of !max to longer wavelength with increase in temperature is also in 

agreement with this explanation. If solvent polarity would be dominant, a shift to 

shorter wavelength would be expected because the dielectric constant and the 

refractive index decrease with increasing temperature. The mobility of the medium, 

however, will increase with increasing temperature. 

The emission maxima of co-polymerized 1 in the latices occur at shorter wavelengths than 

those of the reference compound 2 in liquid media with similar polarity. This indicates 

that complete relaxation of the medium around the probe in its charge transfer excited 

state does not occur. On the other hand, we do observe a dependence of the spectra on the 

chemical structure and on the presence of co-solvents. This suggests that time-resolved 

Stokes shifts should be detectable. In time-resolved experiments complicated 

multiexponential decays were observed in all samples. The decay at each wavelength could 

be fitted with two or three lifetime components. The values of the time constants, 

however, varied with wavelength, and simple global fits with two or three lifetimes proved 

impossible. The longer lifetimes were similar to those of 2 with similar emission energies 

(5 – 10 ns), whereas the other component had a shorter lifetime. It is likely that this 

component, which is dominant at short wavelength, is due to the time-resolved Stokes 

shift. Unfortunately, the associated rise of the spectrum on the red edge could be observed 

only in a few cases. The time-resolved experiments are complicated by the presence of a 

weakly fluorescent impurity in latices at the short wavelength side of the band of co-

polymerized 1 and by scattering of excitation light. More conclusive results might be 

obtainable, but are beyond the scope of the present study. 

2.4 Conclusion 

Low and high Tg hydrophobic S/EHA and hydrophilic MMA/EA co-polymer latices were 

prepared via emulsion polymerization and labeled with an organic solvatochromic 

fluorophore, co-polymerized into the polymer backbone. These latices were formulated 

with five coalescing agents, which caused systematic changes in the spectra of the 

fluorophore as a function of co-solvent concentration. With increasing amounts of 

coalescing agent there was an increasing red shift of emission maximum with a decrease 

in fluorescence emission and a broadening of the band. The spectral changes are 

attributed to increased mobility of the media rather than to solvation by the co-solvent. 

Time-resolved fluorescence measurements of the labeled latices revealed complex decays. 

In addition to a decay time that resembles that of model fluorophore 2, there was a 

shorter lifetime, which is likely to be due to the dynamical Stokes shift that is relatively 

slow in these viscous media.  
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The smooth dependence of the spectral parameters on the amount of co-solvent present 

can be applied to investigate the dynamics of co-solvents in latex mixtures, and in film 

formation. This work is described in Chapters 3 and 4. 

2.5 Experimental Details 

2.5.1 Materials  

The monomers styrene (Shell), 2-ethyl hexylacrylate (FPC), methyl methacrylate 

(Proquigel) and ethyl acrylate (FPC) were used as received. The coalescing agent 2,2,4-

trimethyl-1,3-pentanediol mono(2-methyl propanoate) (Texanol) was obtained from 

Eastman. Di(propylene glycol) n-butyl ether (DPnB), ethylene glycol ethyl hexyl ether 

(EEH), di(propylene glycol) methyl ether (DPM) and ethylene glycol ethyl ether acetate 

(EEA) were obtained from Aldrich and were used as received. The fluorogenic probe 

molecule 1 was available from previous work in our laboratory.39 Column chromatography 

of the crude compound 1 was carried out using silica gel as stationary and diethylether as a 

mobile phase. The retention factor (Rf) of the compound 1 in diethylether was 0.71 and the 

recovery was 93 %. 

2.5.2 Preparation of Latex Materials 

Two types of polymer emulsions were prepared: (i) hydrophobic styrene-co-2-ethylhexyl 

acrylate co-polymers (S/EHA), and (ii) hydrophilic methyl methacrylate-co-ethyl acrylate 

co-polymers (MMA/EA). These latices were prepared in series of batches in low Tg (~ 20 

°C) and high Tg (~ 60 °C) versions by varying the ratio of “hard” to “soft” monomers. Tg-

values were calculated according to the Fox-equation (Equation 5).50  
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Where xn, and Tgn are the weight fractions and the glass transition temperatures (K) of the 

components in the corresponding homopolymers. In our latex 2 % acrylic acid (AA) was 

added during the emulsion polymerization and it was used as a third monomer for the 

calculation of dry state Tg of the final latex. Tgs of the homopolymers poly styrene (PS), 

poly ethylhexyl acrylate (PEHA), poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA), poly ethyl acrylate 

(PEA) and poly acrylic acid (PAA) were 100 °C, -50 °C, 105 °C, -24 °C and 105 °C, 

respectively.  

In the hydrophobic latex the molar ratio of styrene (“hard monomer”) and 2-ethyl 

hexylacrylate (“soft monomer”) was 2.5 : 1 and 8 : 1, for low and high Tg, respectively. 

Hydrophilic latex materials with low and high Tg were prepared by using different ratios of 

methyl methacrylate (hard) and ethyl acrylate (soft) monomers, namely 0.75 : 1 and 2.75 : 
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1 for low and high Tg latices, respectively. Each latex was prepared in two batches, one 

without labeling and the other with labeling with co-polymerized-1. 

Table 3. Emulsion polymerization recipe for the preparation of set of four non-labeled latices of low and high 

Tg styrene-co-ethylhexylacrylate (S/EHA) and methyl methacrrylate-co-ethyl acrylate (MMA/EA) latices.* 

Component weight (g) S/EHA20 S/EHA60 MMA/EA20 MMA/EA60 

Water 885 885 885 885 

Sodium laurylsulphate (SLS) 19.7 19.7 19.7 19.7 

Ammonium phosphate (AP) 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 

Acrylic acid 11.8 11.8 11.8 11.8 

Styrene (S) 339.1 473.5   

2-ethylhexylacrylate (EHA) 240.2 105.8   

Methyl methacrylate (MMA)   248.3 425.1 

Ethyl acrylate (EA)   331.0 154.2 

isoascorbic acid 5% 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 

tert-butyl hydroxyperoxide (t-BHPO) 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 

Proxel ultra 10 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 

 

*Another set of four latex batches was prepared with the addition of 0.012 g MFT Compound 1 in order 

to get labeled latices. 

 

For labeling, compound 1 (6 ppm mol/mol w.r.t. total monomers) was introduced in 

the monomer feed tank during the emulsion polymerization process. Solid contents of 

the final latex materials were 40 %. Table 3 presents emulsion polymerization recipes 

of low and high Tg S/EHA and MMA/EA latices. 

Emulsion polymerization was carried out in a 2 L reactor equipped with mechanical stirrer 

with variable speed (100-1000 rpm) and reflux condenser, all under N2 atmosphere. The 

reactor was charged with water and 1.3% sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS). Ammonium 

persulfate (APS) 0.12 % was used as initiator in the emulsion polymerization. 5% Of the 

monomer was introduced at once to the solution of water and SLS in the reactor at 50 °C 

and 30 % of initiator solution was added to the reactor at once at 70 °C. Then the 

temperature of the reactor was increased up to 85 °C and the remaining monomer and 

initiator feeds were added to the reactor over a period of 90 min at this temperature. After 

finishing monomer and initiator feeds polymerization was allowed to continue for 30 min. 

Post-reaction treatment was carried out by adding 0.04 % solution of iso-ascorbic acid 

and 0.56% of tert-butyl hydroxy peroxide (t-BHPO) to the reactor. After 30 min the 

reaction mixture was cooled down from 85 °C to room temperature. Proxel ULTRA10 
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(Arch Biocides) was added 1.5 g (containing 10 % of 1,2-benzisothiazolin-3-one (BIT) 

dissolved with potassium hydroxide). Finally the latex was filtered through a 75 !m filter 

cloth and stored in clean bottles. 

2.5.3 Synthesis of Model Compound 

Model compound 2 was synthesized by Michael addition of n-butyl amine to the double 

bond of 1 (Scheme 1).39 Equimolar quantities of 1 and n-butylamine were dissolved in 

dichloromethane and the reaction mixture was refluxed over night at 40 ºC. The solvent 

was evaporated, and column chromatography of the crude product provided crystals of 

adduct 2. Finally it was placed in a vacuum desiccator at 80 ºC for two hours to ensure 

complete removal of solvent. 1H NMR (400 MHz CDCl3), ! (ppm): 8.29 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 

1H), 8.07 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H), 7.88 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H), 7.73 (ddd, J = 1.2, 6.9, 8.3 Hz, 1H), 

7.66 (ddd, J = 1.2, 6.9, 8.3 Hz, 1H), 7.29 (1H, partly overlapping with CHCl3 signal), 7.18 

(AA’ part of AA’BB’ pattern, main splitting 9 Hz, 2H), 6.89 (BB’ part of AA’BB’ pattern, 

main splitting 9 Hz, 2H), 6.79 (bs, 1H), 4.43 (m, 1H), 4.19 (m, 1H), 3.94 (dd, J = 8.2, 5.1 

Hz, 1H),  3.10 (dd, J = 18.0, 8.4 Hz, 1H), 2.96 (d, J = 14 Hz, 1H), 2.79 - 2.68 (m, 3H), 2.55 

(d, J = 14 Hz, 1H), 2.31 (d, J = 14 Hz, 1H), 2.1 – 2.2 (m, 2H), 1.9 – 2.05 (m, 2H), 1.6 (m, 

3H, partly obscured by H2O peak), 1.43 (m, 2H), 0.97 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 3H). 

2.5.4 Coalescing Agents and Formulations 

To study the effect of coalescing agent on the latex emulsions formulations of 0, 3, 6 and 9 

% w/w were prepared. The pH was raised to 7 – 7.5 using ammonia. Next, the coalescing 

agent was added slowly with continuous stirring by a mechanical stirrer over 30 min to 

produce a stable formulation. Physical characteristics of co-solvents are shown in Table 4. 

Table 4. Physical properties of the co-solvents. 

Co-solvent Mol. Wt. 

(g/mol) 

Water solubility 

% 

Viscosity 

(mPa"s) 

Surface tension 

(dynes/cm) 

Boiling point 

(°C) 

EEH 174.3 0.2 7.0 27.6 224 

Texanol 216.3 2  28.9 244 

DPnB 190.3 5 4.4 28.8 229 

EEA 132.2 24 1.3 28.2 150 

DPM 148.2 100 3.4 29 188 
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2.5.5 Polymer Characterization 

The viscosity of the latex materials was determined by means of a Brookfield viscosity 

meter LVDV-I. Particle sizes were measured by means of dynamic light scattering using a 

Malvern Zetasizer. Minimum film formation temperature (MFFT) was measured till 

formation of crack free and transparent film by Rhopoint bar 90 with the built in WP unit. 

Wet and dry state Tg were determined by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) using a 

TA Instruments Q1000 from -90 to 150 °C at a heating rate of 1°C/min. The molecular 

weight distribution of the final latex was determined with gel permeation chromatography 

(GPC) on a Waters Alliance 2695 with a Styrene/divinylbenzene column and THF as 

eluent. Free monomer concentration was determined by headspace gas chromatography 

(GC) (Interscience) equipped with a Triplus HS DAC Rrobotic Autosampler and a flame 

ionization detector (FID). A column with a stationary phase of medium polarity (CP WAX 

52) was used. 

2.5.6 Steady-State Fluorescence  

The fluorescence emission spectra of model compound 1 and labeled latices were 

recorded in 1 cm quartz cuvets on a Spex Fluorolog 3 spectrofluorimeter equipped with 

two double monochromators. Excitation of solutions of the model compound 2 

(absorbance ~ 0.1 cm-1) was done at 360 nm and emission was recorded at a right 

angle. The excitation wavelength for the latex was 380 nm and emission was measured 

using a front face geometry. The detector was a Peltier-cooled R636-10 (Hamamatsu) 

photomultiplier tube. Spectra were corrected for the wavelength dependence of the 

detection system. Mesaurements carried out in steady-state fluorescence were at room 

temperature (20 °C). 

The spectral shape was characterized by fitting the spectra I(!) with a with a skewed 

Gaussian function (Equation 1). See section 2.2.1. Emission maxima of co-polymerized 1 

in latices are presented in Tables 5 and 6. 
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Table 5. Fluorescence emission !max of low and high Tg hydrophobic S/EHA latices formulated with coalescing 

agents. 

Emission maximum (nm) 

% w/w EEH Texanol DPnB EEA DPM 

S/EHA20 

0 453 449 449 449  

3 459 456 455 455  

6 466 463 462 461  

9 472 470 468 469  

S/EHA60 

0 449 448 448 445 448 

3 454 452 453 451 449 

6 458 456 455 455 450 

9 462 460 460 460 450 

 

Table 6. Fluorescence emission !max of low and high Tg hydrophylic MMA/EA latices formulated with 

coalescing agents. 

Emission maximum (nm) 

% w/w EEH Texanol DPnB EEA DPM 

MMA/EA20 

0 479 477 477 478 477 

3 485 482 485 484 479 

6 493 489 493 493 480 

9 499 495 499 501 481 

MMA/EA60 

0 469 468 468 469 468 

3 473 469 471 472 469 

6 479 474 478 477 470 

9 484 479 486 484 470 

2.5.7 Time-Resolved Fluorescence 

Fluorescence decay profiles of the co-polymerized 1 in latices were measured at room 

temperature (20 °C) in 1 cm quartz cuvets by means of time correlated single photon 

counting (TCSPC). Samples were excited at 380 nm with excitation pulses supplied by 

a Coherent Chameleon titanium sapphire laser. The repetition rate of laser was 
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reduced to 4 MHz by an APE pulse-picker PulseSelect. The output at 760 nm was 

frequency doubled using a 1 mm BBO doubling crystal. The decay was measured in the 

range of 400-650 nm with polarizations of excitation and emission set at the magic 

angle (54.7°). A micro channel plate was used as a detector. The instrument response 

function (IRF) was measured using Raman scattering of doubly demineralised water. 

Decay curves of each sample were collected at different wavelengths in 4000 channels 

and > 3000 counts. For the decay time measurements of 2 a Hamamatsu Streak 

camera system was used, with the same excitation source. Time profiles were fitted 

with multiexponential decay functions with convolution with the IRF using procedures 

implemented in Igor Pro 6.0. 

2.5.8 Time-Resolved Fluorescence of Neat Hydrophobic S/EHA Latex 

(Non-Labeled Latex) 

Fluorescence decays of blank samples of S/EHA low and high Tg non-labeled and non-

formulated latices were measured by means of TCSPC (Figure 10). It is worth to mention 

that both of these unlabeled latices exhibited fluorescence in the region of interest, i.e. 

400-600 nm, with two lifetimes (longer lifetime with small amplitude and shorter lifetime 

with larger amplitude) showing that the latices contained some impurity. For low Tg neat 

(non-labeled) latex at 440 nm time components were: !0 2.9 ns (A0 30%) and !1 0.5 ns (A1 

70%). For high Tg latex it was !0 7.2 ns (A0 48%) and !1 1.4 ns (A1 50%) showing that while 

measuring labeled latices at this particular wavelength fluorescence decay could have an 

inaccuracy due to lifetime component impurities present in the latex. Due to this impurity 

it can be expected that values of lifetime of labeled latex at !max = 440 nm would be slightly 

higher than the actual. 

A) B) 

  

Figure 10. Fluorescence decay of S/EHA Tg 20 and 60 °C blank samples (no fluorescent probe, no co-solvent), 

A) time-resolved fluorescence ("exc = 375 nm measured at 440 nm wavelength), B) steady-state fluorescence 

("exc = 380 nm). 
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2.5.9 Gel Permeation Chromatography of MFT-Co-Polymerized S/EHA 

and MMA/EA Latices 

The distribution of copolymerized MFT in the copolymer in S/EHA and MMA/EA latices 

was analyzed with gel permeation chromatography (GPC) using a Waters Alliance Gel 

Permeation Chromatograph coupled with a Waters 410 dRI refractive index detector and a 

Shimadzu RF 10a XL fluorescence detector (excitation 380 nm; detection 570 nm). 

Tetrahydrofuran (THF; stabilized HPLC grade, 99.8% pure) containing 1 % acetic acid at a 

flow rate of 1.0 ml/min was used as eluent. One guard column PLgel 10 µm (50 ! 7.5 mm) 

and three PLgel 10 µm Mixed-B (300 ! 7.5 mm) columns were used. Polymer standards 

were Polystyrene MP 160-10 000 000. 

A) B) 

  

C) D) 

  

Figure 11. GPC chromatograms showing refractive index and fluorescence signals of A) S/EHA Tg 20 °C, B) 

S/EHA Tg 60 °C, C) MMA/EA Tg 20°C, D) MMA/EA Tg 60 °C. 

GPC traces of S/EHA and MMA/EA Tg 20 and 60 °C latices are presented in Figure 11. 

Neat latices were also measured and they showed no fluorescent signal at this retention 

time. It is quite obvious from Figure 11 that the peaks of refractive index and fluorescence 

emission emerge at the same retention time. This shows that MFT is homogeneously 

distributed over the whole molecular weight range of the copolymer. The fluorescence 

signal for MMA/EA Tg 20 °C (Figure 11C) was weaker than the other three due to a smaller 

amount of copolymerized MFT (6 ppm vs. 18 ppm). 
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Abstract 

 

 

Repartitioning of co-solvents between particles of latex emulsions was investigated by 

means of a fluorescence method, based on the detection of the amount of co-solvent via 

the solvatochromic shift of the emission maximum of a fluorescent probe, that is built into 

the polymer in a small quantity. 

Complete repartitioning of the co-solvents between particles of latex materials with a low 

Tg (ca. 25 °C) occurs within minutes. For a hydrophilic latex with a Tg of 68 °C 

equilibration was achieved in about an hour. For a hydrophobic latex of similar Tg, the 

result of the experiment depended on the history of the sample, which suggests that the 

presence of the co-solvent causes an irreversible change in the material.
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3.1 Introduction 

Waterborne polymer emulsions have gained much attention due to their environmental 

and economical advantages over the solventborne polymer coatings. They have 

application in various fields such as paints, adhesives, paper, inks, textile, surgical 

accessories, etc. In order to obtain good mechanical properties of films cast from 

waterborne polymer emulsions (latex materials) a certain amount of organic co-solvent is 

often used, which ultimately evaporates from the coating. Extensive research into 

environmentally more benign waterborne coatings with reduced amounts of such volatile 

organic compounds (VOC) is in full progress.  

Latex film formation is influenced by several factors including the nature of the polymer, 

particle size and morphology, drying conditions, molecular weight, nature and amount of 

surfactants, plasticizers and pigments, etcetera.1 Co-solvents play a vital role in film 

formation, as they facilitate particle deformation and polymer interdiffusion in the last 

stages of film formation.2 A simple experimental characteristic for the formation of a 

crack-free and homogeneous film is the minimum film formation temperature (MFFT). It 

is defined as the temperature above which a smooth and coherent film is formed. Above 

MFFT continuous film formation occurs due to particle deformation and interdiffusion. If 

a film is cast below the MFFT, however, a discontinuous powdery film is obtained. MFFT 

and Tg of a polymer are often related.3 Both are influenced by the same features such as 

coalescing agents, nature and composition of the monomers, molecular weight, latex 

particle size, etcetera. Increasing the co-solvent concentration results in an approximately 

linear reduction of the Tg.4  

The mechanism of latex film formation is a somewhat controversial issue because 

different authors describe its evolution in two, three, or four stages. The three-stage 

mechanism, however, appears to be the preferred one in the recent literature. Keddie and 

Routh stated in their recent book5 that latex film formation takes place in three stages, 

which can overlap in time. These stages are (i) drying, (ii) particle deformation and (iii) 

interdiffusion.  

Figure 1 illustrates the various stages involved in latex film formation. Stage I, during 

which water evaporates from the film, is the transition from the wet initial stage to a more 

densely packed film, with increased solids content. The rate of evaporation of water in this 

first stage is similar to the rate of evaporation of pure water or dilute emulsifier solutions.6 

In the second stage particles deform to come into an irreversible contact and forming a 

closed packed array. This stage is known as particle deformation stage: particles are 

deformed to polyhedrons if they are soft. Hard particles, however, remain unchanged at 

this stage. The rate of water evaporation decreases to a great extent at this stage. In the 
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third stage a continuous film is formed. The film gains its mechanical properties due to the 

interdiffusion of the polymer chains. Annealing of the particles results in diffusion across 

particle-particle boundaries and leads to a continuous film. Polymer diffusion occurs 

across the interfaces of latex particles, which are thought to form a polar barrier due the 

presence of ionic groups at the polymer surface (a small fraction of acrylic acid in the 

polymer) and the surfactant that stabilizes the latex.7   

 

Figure 1. Schematic presentation of three stages of latex film formation: aqueous dispersion transforms into a 

continuous coherent film.5 

The function of the co-solvent starts soon after the evaporation of water from the wet latex 

film (Stage 1). In the case of a water-soluble co-solvent, evaporation of water triggers its 

entrance into the particles whereby it lowers the Tg and enhances coalescence. The co-

solvent should evaporate after film formation so that a high Tg of the dry polymer film can 

be obtained. An interesting alternative is to use a softening agent that does not evaporate 

but ultimately becomes part of the polymer network.8 Properties of an ideal co-solvent 

include: moderate evaporation rate, hydrolytic stability, and compatibility with a wide 

range of polymers. A co-solvent should obviously evaporate more slowly than water in 

order to be able to plasticize the particles. Moderately water miscible co-solvents will 

soften the outer shell of particles already in the wet stage and will penetrate into polymer 

particles and soften them inside upon film formation. 

Waterborne polyvinyl emulsions can be prepared via emulsion polymerization,3, 9 yielding 

emulsified polymer particles in the size range of 20-500 nm in diameter. Formulation of 

such polymer emulsions with coalescing agents is carried out prior to film formation.  
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The partitioning of a co-solvent over the aqueous and polymer fractions depends on its 

relative solubilities in these two compartments. Therefore, knowledge of the distribution 

coefficients is important. No direct studies on the partitioning of co-solvents in polymeric 

dispersions can be found in the literature. Toussaint and DeWilde10 proposed a model to 

estimate the distribution coefficients of coalescing agents between polymer particles and 

aqueous phase of the latex. They calculated the distribution coefficients for different 

coalescing agents in different latices and compared them with experimental literature 

values. The agreement was mostly satisfactory. Another model proposed by Toussaint et 

al. aims at estimating the reduction of the Tg or MFFT on addition of co-solvent to the 

latex.11  

Some other studies investigated the role of co-solvents by employing electrochemical and 

transmission techniques. In one such study electro-deposition behavior determined the 

influence of Texanol on the morphology of films of acrylic latices with three different Tgs 

(with low -10, medium 21, and high 101 °C).12 The influence of co-solvent was found to be 

very system specific and depends upon the glass transition temperature of the latex. In 

another study the role of coalescing agent in the film formation process was investigated 

by means of a turbidity technique by Zohrehvand and te Nijenhuis.13 Texanol and ethylene 

glycol monobutyl ether were used as coalescing agents to investigate the influence of 

drying temperature, aging time and aging temperature on film formation.14 Lahtinen et 

al.8 described the synthesis of five epoxide based reactive coalescing agents, which can 

react with the latex polymer and become part of the film, thus simultaneously increasing 

the solids content of the film as well as crosslinking it. Seebergh et al.15 studied the effect 

of co-solvent concentration on the aggregation stability of a simple coating system.  

Fu et al.16 introduced a new strategy referred to as “Designed Diffusion Technology” which 

concurrently offers enhanced film formation with high mechanical properties and 

reduction in Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) of ! 30 %. Fu et al. used two-polymer 

systems in which a low Tg (< - 5 °C) soft polymer in small amount (15 to 35 %) was added 

to a high Tg (> 20 °C) hydrophobic polymer, which made the dominant phase (65 to 85 %). 

Acrylic or styrene-acrylic polymer compositions were used as low Tg soft polymer and 

Texanol as co-solvent. The selection of polymers was made such that the coalescing agent 

partitioned selectively into high Tg dominant phase polymer. During film formation, 

evaporation of water led to the repartitioning of the coalescing agent such that it preferred 

to migrate from the high Tg polymer to the soft polymer. In the soft phase the co-solvent 

diffused more rapidly leading to its faster evaporation from the film. Development of 

hardness was achieved at a faster rate without compromising mechanical properties. The 

authors did, however, not quantify the coalescent agent distribution. 
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Vignola et al.17 observed that the effect of coalescing agent addition to a surfactant-

stabilized latex varies with the nature of the coalescing agent. Paint flocculation was 

caused by the effect of the coalescing agent on the partitioning of surfactants between the 

polymer interface and the water phase. Extremely hydrophobic or hydrophilic coalescing 

agents have a tendency to significantly destabilize an emulsion and medium range 

hydrophobic solvents have less effect on the stability of the latex.  

Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) was recently used by Schroeder et al. to 

study the effect of co-solvents ethylene glycol (EG) and propylene glycol (PG) on polymer 

diffusion in poly(butylacrylate-co-methyl methacrylate) latex films.18 They synthesized 

two similar emulsions except that one was labeled with the energy donor phenanthrene 

(Phe) and the other with the acceptor aminobenzophenone (NBen). Latices were mixed in 

a 9:1 (acceptor:donor) ratio to monitor polymer diffusion at early stages of film formation. 

Schroeder et al. observed that both co-solvents retard polymer diffusion at early times of 

drying latex film but enhance polymer diffusion at later aging times. This was due to the 

partitioning behavior (K = CW/Cp) of both coalescing agents: in early drying time both EG 

and PG partitioned in aqueous phase (where K > 200) and retarded coalescence and 

polymer diffusion. Once water evaporated and film became dry both coalescing agents 

partitioned in polymer phase, thereby acting as plasticizers enhanced polymer diffusion.  

Juhué and Lang used fluorescence energy transfer to monitor interdiffusion of latex 

particles.19 Latices of poly(n-butylmethacrylate) (PBMA) labeled with phenanthrene 

(energy donor) and anthracene (energy acceptor) were drop cast on a quartz surface and 

annealed. From the phenanthrene fluorescence lifetime the extent of particle 

interpenetration could be derived. The best film-forming agents were found to be those 

with a moderate evaporation rate. They found that increasing the Texanol (TEX) 

concentration resulted in an increase of the fraction of mixing in the PBMA latex film. The 

diffusion constant increased with increase in coalescing agent concentration and 

decreased with increase in fraction of mixing.20 

From the above-mentioned examples from the literature it is obvious that co-solvents 

have an enormous influence on latex film formation. They are an essential part of a latex 

coating to obtain a crack free, homogeneous film having superior mechanical properties. 

Water solubility of the co-solvent may be a significant issue for the effectiveness of the co-

solvent in the formation of a coherent film. Low and high water soluble co-solvents tend to 

stay in the co-polymer and the water phase of the emulsion polymer, respectively. 

In chapter 2 we have described in detail the determination of the concentration of co-

solvents in hydrophobic and hydrophilic latices by using steady-state fluorescence 

spectroscopy of a solvatochromic fluorescent probe (maleimidofluorotrope MFT)21 
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covalently linked to the polymer backbone. The addition of co-solvent to the latex leads to 

a shift of the emission of the probe to longer wavelength, which is caused by the 

"softening" of the environment of the probe. The same method is applied here to 

investigate the migration of co-solvent between latex particles in the wet state. We report 

the investigation of repartitioning of four co-solvents of different water solubility in 

hydrophobic and hydrophilic acrylic latices. The water solubility of the co-solvents 

employed in this study ranges from extremely low (0.1 %) to moderate (24 %). The co-

solvents used are ethylene glycol ethyl hexyl ether (EEH, 0.2 % water solubility), 2,2,4-

trimethyl-1,3-pentanediol mono(2-methyl propanoate) (Texanol) (TEX, 0.1 %), 

di(propylene glycol) n-butyl ether (DPnB, 5 %) and ethylene glycol ethyl ether acetate 

(EEA, 24 %). EEH, TEX and DPnB being moderately polar and not well soluble in water 

were expected to partition predominantly towards the polymer phase of the latex. EEA has 

substantial water solubility, but the response of the solvatochromic probe was similar to 

that with the other co-solvents, indicating that EEA also resides mostly in the polymer 

phase. 

Two types of emulsion polymers were prepared: (i) hydrophobic styrene-co-2-ethylhexyl 

acrylate co-polymers (S/EHA) and (ii) hydrophilic methyl methacrylate-co-ethyl acrylate 

co-polymers (MMA/EA). These latices were prepared in series of batches in low 

theoretical Tg (~ 20 °C) and high Tg (~ 60 °C) versions by varying the ratio of “hard” to 

“soft” monomers. Tg-values were predicted using the Fox-equation.22 In the hydrophobic 

latex the molar ratios of styrene (“hard monomer”) and 2-ethyl hexylacrylate (“soft 

monomer”) were 2.5 : 1 and 8 : 1, for low and high Tg, respectively. Hydrophilic latex 

materials with low and high Tg were prepared by using different ratios of methyl 

methacrylate (hard) and ethyl acrylate (soft) monomers, namely 0.75 : 1 and 2.75 : 1 for 

low and high Tg latices, respectively. In addition to the monomers mentioned all latices 

contained 2 % acrylic acid (AA). The actual Tgs of the prepared latices were found to be 

few degrees higher than the theoretical values of 20 and 60 °C. For low Tg (20 °C) S/EHA 

and MMA/EA latices, experimental values were 22 and 26 °C, respectively and high Tg 

latices exhibited actual values of 69 and 68 °C, respectively. Tgs of freshly prepared latex 

batches were determined using dry state differential scanning calorimetery (DSC). Freshly 

prepared latex was allowed to air dry for two weeks and Tg was measured without 

annealing or addition of co-solvent. In the presentation and discussion of results we will 

use the terms “low” and “high” Tg for the latices in this and further chapters. Each latex 

was prepared in two batches, one without labeling and the other labeled with 

copolymerizable MFT. For labeling, MFT (6 ppm mol/mol w.r.t. total monomers) was 

introduced in the monomer feed tank during the emulsion polymerization process. Solid 

contents of the final latex materials were 40 %. 
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Detailed characterization of the materials was described in Chapter 2. It is important to 

emphasize that co-polymerization of MFT fluorescent label was found to have no influence 

on the physical and chemical properties of these latices. Formulations prepared to 

perform the co-solvent repartitioning experiments contained 9 % w/w of co-solvent on 

total weight of the latex.  

3.2 Co-solvent Repartitioning Experiment 

The co-solvent repartitioning experiments are schematically illustrated in Figure 2. The 

emission maximum of the fluorescent label attached to the polymer shifts to longer 

wavelengths with increasing co-solvent concentration in the polymer particle. Thus, when 

we add a latex formulated with co-solvent to a fluorescently labeled one which does not 

contain co-solvent, the emission will shift to longer wavelength (bathochromic shift) as the 

co-solvent diffuses and its concentration in the labeled part of the emulsion increases.  

A) B) 

 

 

 

Figure 2. A) Schematic presentation of co-solvent repartitioning experiments; each big circle represents a latex 

particle of the respective emulsion. Emulsion I: green color displays co-solvent formulated latex particle which 

contains no dye molecules, Emulsion II: red circles represent co-polymerized dye molecules in the latex 

particle which contains no co-solvent, Emulsion III contains neither dye nor co-solvent and Emulsion IV 

contains both. B) Expected trends of wavelength (emission maxima) versus time in the two complementary co-

solvent repartitioning experiments.  

By monitoring the fluorescence as a function of time we can follow the redistribution of 

co-solvent between the polymer particles in the mixture. Conversely, when we dilute a 

fluorescently labeled formulated latex with one that does not contain co-solvent, the 

concentration of co-solvent in the labeled part of the mixture will decrease, and the 

fluorescence maximum will shift to the blue (hypsochromic shift). When we mix equal 

amounts of formulated and non-formulated latex, at equilibrium the co-solvent 

concentration in the labeled latex should be half of the original value.  

In order to perform this experiment, four samples of one kind of latex were used, referred 

to as “Emulsions I - IV”. Two Emulsions were mixed to get one blend and the fluorescence 
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emission of the blend was measured as a function time. The shift of the emission provided 

direct information about the repartitioning of the co-solvent between the two crops of 

polymer particles. Emulsion I was non-labeled and formulated and Emulsion II was 

labeled but not formulated with co-solvent. Mixing these two yielded a blend whose 

emission was red shifted compared to the Emulsion II (bathochromic shift). 

Emulsion III was non-labeled non formulated, and when mixed with an equivalent 

amount of Emulsion IV, which was labeled and formulated, yielded a blend whose 

emission was blue shifted, compared to the spectrum of Emulsion IV. This hypsochromic 

shift provided evidence of co-solvent leaving the labeled latex particles. Plotting 

hypsochromic and bathochromic shifts as a function of time, as shown in a hypothetical 

plot in Figure 2B, provides information about the rate of repartitioning of the co-solvent.  

This approach was applied to all four sets of latices, i.e. low and high Tg, S/EHA and 

MMA/EA for monitoring the repartitioning behavior of four different co-solvents. Similar 

experiments using different latices are described in Chapter 4. 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

Low and high Tg hydrophobic S/EHA and hydrophilic MMA/EA acrylic latices were 

separately formulated with four co-solvents i.e. EEH, TEX, DPnB and EEA according to 

the scheme illustrated in Figure 2A. Co-solvent repartitioning was monitored using 

steady-state fluorescence spectroscopy. The emission measurements were started 

immediately after mixing equal amounts of the two latex Emulsions in a quartz cuvet. For 

each experiment two blends were formed and emission spectra of each blend was 

measured for one hour during which twenty-one spectra were obtained. Integration time 

of each measurement was 100 sec. Fluorescence emission spectra obtained in this study 

were fitted with a skewed Gaussian function.  

The skewed Gaussian function is a measure of asymmetry of the normal distribution. In 

skewed curves the peak has a tail either on the left or the right hand side. In our emission 

data on a wavelength scale we always observed that the tail on the right side was longer 

than on the left side, and the median, which describes emission maximum, was on the left 

side in the emission spectra (Figure 3).  
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Figure 3. Skewed Gaussian peak showing asymmetric distribution. 

A skewed Gaussian function is described in Equation 1.23 

       (1) 

In this equation I0 is a baseline parameter, Imax the maximum intensity, occurring at !max. 

The width of the band is characterized by w, and the skewness by s. Higher skewness value 

means more asymmetry in the curves, i.e. tail on the right side will be longer and emission 

maximum will be located more towards the left side of the curve. 

The emission curves could be fitted well with the skewed Gaussian function. As an 

example Figure 4 displays the emission spectra of low Tg S/EHA latex with 0, 3, 6 and 9 % 

w/w TEX fitted with the skewed Gaussian function as described by Equation 1. The 

parameters obtained are listed in Table 1.  

 

Figure 4. Fluorescence emission spectra of low Tg S/EHA formulated with 0, 3, 6 and 9 % w/w TEX. Emission 

spectra are fitted with skewed Gaussian function (Equation 1), which yielded emission maximum, intensity, 

width and skewness listed in Table 1.  
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Table 1. Emission maximum, intensity, width and skewness obtained by fitting the emission curves in Figure 4 

with the skewed Gaussian function (Equation 1). 

% w/w TEX !max (nm) Intensity (a.u.) Width (nm) Skewness 

0 449.4 1.2 ! 106 82.2 0.42 

3 456.1 9.3 ! 105 88.4 0.39 

6 462.6 8.2 ! 105 94.6 0.37 

9 469.9 7.3 ! 105 100.4 0.36 

 

In this study all emission spectra measured for monitoring the co-solvent repartitioning, 

were similar in shape to those shown in Figure 4. All of these curves were fitted with the 

skewed Gaussian function. Addition of co-solvent resulted in a shift of !max to longer 

wavelength. Emission intensity and skewness decreased and the width of the band 

increased. This trend was observed for all emission spectra measured in this study. 

It is worth to mention that the precision of the data was checked in terms of error in 

emission measurement by the fluorescence spectrophotometer. In one test we measured 

the emission of an MFT model compound (see chapter 2) in toluene at room temperature 

at various times of the day and on different days within a period of two weeks. Between 

measurements, the sample was taken out of the spectrometer, and the spectrometer was 

turned off overnight. This provided a measure of the error in the determination of the 

emission maximum of a representative sample: the standard deviation in "max was # 0.5 

nm.  

On the other hand, the reproducibility of measurements of emission of co-polymerized-

MFT in latex is another issue, because the result was found to depend on the age of latex. 

Freshly prepared and more than one year old latex showed differences in emission 

maxima of up to 5 nm, which is much larger than the measurement error of the 

spectrophotometer. Influence of temperature is another potentially significant factor to 

mention here: co-polymerized MFT in MMA/EA latex exhibited 12 nm shift of emission 

maximum towards longer wavelength upon increase in temperature from 15 to 35 °C (see 

chapter 2). This shows that variation in (room) temperature will influence the position of 

the emission maximum of co-polymerized MFT. The temperature in the laboratory was 

mostly close to 23 °C, but variations of ± 2 °C may have occurred. By inserting a 

thermocouple into a latex sample we confirmed that temperature changes upon mixing of 

two latices and during subsequent 1 hour measurement were negligible. 

Next, we will give the results for the four latices under separate headings, followed by an 

overall discussion at the end. 
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3.3.1 Low Tg Hydrophilic Latices 

The low Tg hydrophilic latex was composed of the co-polymer MMA/EA and 2 % of AA. 

For the detection of co-solvent repartitioning it was formulated with three co-solvents: 

TEX, DPnB and EEA.  

As explained in section 3.2, blend 1 was formed by mixing Emulsions I and II, which 

exhibited a bathochromic shift due to the migration of co-solvent into the fluorescently 

labeled particles. Mixing of Emulsion III and IV yielded blend 2 which showed a 

hypsochromic shift as a result of migration of co-solvent out of the fluorescently labeled 

latex particles. Figure 5 presents the fluorescence emission spectra of MMA/EA 

formulated with DPnB and EEA. With Texanol very similar results were obtained. 

A) B) 

  

Figure 5. Steady-state fluorescence spectra of MMA/EA Tg 20 °C latex formulated with, A) DPnB, B) EEA. 

Spectra of Emulsion II and IV were measured once and for blends 1 and 2 a series of spectra were measured 

for 1 hour. 

The emission maxima of the non-formulated Emulsion II and DPnB formulated Emulsion 

IV were observed at 476.3 and 496.1 nm, respectively. Blends 1 and 2 showed the expected 

bathochromic and hypsochromic shifts, respectively. Within the time it took to prepare 

the blend and place the cell in the spectrometer the emission maxima coincided at the 

equilibration point that was at 486 nm, the average of !max of Emulsions II and IV.  

The emission maxima of the spectra were calculated by fitting with the skewed Gaussian 

function and plotted against time (Figure 6). It is clear that migration of all three co-

solvents in this low Tg latex occurred very rapidly, i.e. within the first minute after blend 

formation. 
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A) B) 

 
 

C) 

 

Figure 6. Emission maximum versus time plotted for MMA/EA Tg 20 °C latex formulated with A) TEX, B) 

DPnB, C) EEA. 

The small differences in the emission maxima of the equilibrated blends are not 

considered significant. 

3.3.2 Low Tg Hydrophobic Latices 

A low Tg hydrophobic latex was composed of the co-polymer S/EHA further containing 2  

% of AA. For the detection of co-solvent repartitioning it was formulated with three co-

solvents: TEX, DPnB and EEA.  Figure 7 presents the typical emission spectra obtained for 

blend 1 and 2 for low Tg S/EHA latex formulated with TEX and DPnB co-solvents, 

respectively.  

In TEX formulated S/EHA low Tg latex (Figure 7A) !max of Emulsion II and IV were 

observed at 449.4 and 470.0 nm, respectively and both blends exhibited !max near the 

average wavelength, i.e. 458 nm. In DPnB formulated S/EHA Tg 20 °C latex (Figure 7B) 

Emulsion II and IV were observed at 449.4 and 467.0 nm, respectively. Blend 1 and 2 

exhibited !max at 457.0 and 456.0 nm, respectively, corresponding to 4 - 5 % of co-solvent 

in the labeled fraction of the blend. The difference of 1 nm is not considered significant. 

Results of TEX closely resemble those of DPnB. 
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 A) B) 

  

Figure 7. Steady-state fluorescence spectra of S/EHA Tg 20 °C latex formulated with, A) TEX, B) DPnB. 

Spectra of Emulsion II and IV were measured once and blends 1 and 2 were measured for 1 hour. 

Figure 8 displays the fluorescence emission maxima versus time for the three co-solvent 

formulations of low Tg S/EHA latex.  

A) B) 

 
 

C) 

 

Figure 8. Emission maximum versus time upon blending for S/EHA Tg 20 °C latex formulated with A) TEX, B) 

DPnB and C) EEA. 

Like low Tg MMA/EA latex the formulations of S/EHA latices showed a rapid shift of the 

emission maximum of blend 1 and 2 to the equilibration point for TEX, DPnB and EEA co-

solvents. In the experiments with TEX and DPnB the spectra were monitored for ten 
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minutes. The same experiment was done with EEA for one hour. It is clear that migration 

of all three co-solvents in this low Tg S/EHA latex occurred very rapidly, i.e. within the 

first minute after blend formation. 

3.3.3 High Tg Hydrophilic Latices 

Co-solvent repartitioning experiments were carried out with a hydrophilic MMA/EA latex 

with high Tg. As an example, emission spectra of DPnB and TEX formulated latices are 

shown in Figure 9. In non-formulated latex Emulsion II and DPnB formulated Emulsion 

IV, emission maxima were at 466.5 and 482.2 nm, respectively. In blends 1 and 2, the 

emission maximum gradually moved towards longer and shorter wavelengths, 

respectively, as expected. After an hour both of them coincided at 472 nm. Similarly in the 

case of TEX Emulsion II and IV had !max at 466.0 and 478.0 nm, respectively, and blends 1 

and 2 showed emission at 470 nm after one hour. 

A) B) 

  

Figure 9. Steady-state fluorescence spectra of MMA/EA Tg 60 °C latex formulated with A) TEX, B) DPnB. 

Spectra of Emulsions II and IV were measured once and blends 1 and 2 were measured for 1 hour. 

Emission maxima versus time plots of high Tg MMA/EA latex formulated with four co-

solvents EEH, TEX, DPnB and EEA are shown in Figure 10. For a quantitative description 

of the repartitioning of co-solvent we fitted the emission maximum versus time plots with 

exponential, biexponential and stretched exponential functions. Stretched exponential did 

not show a reasonable fit for any of the plots, but simple mono and biexponential 

functions showed good fits. The data obtained by fitting with exponential functions are 

presented in Table 2. Two time constants were obtained from biexponential fitting of the 

hypsochromic shifts for the emission versus time plots of EEH, TEX and DPnB 

formulations. One time constant was large (9 to 14 min) with a contribution of 1.7 to 2.9 

nm while the other one was short (0.4 to 1.1 min), with a larger contribution. Unlike these 

three co-solvents EEA showed a good fit of the monoexponential model for the 

hypsochromic shift i.e., ca. 0.6 min.  
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A) B) 

  

C) D) 

  

Figure 10. Emission maximum versus time plotted for MMA/EA Tg 60 °C latex formulated with A) EEH, B) 

TEX, C) DPnB and D) EEA. Hypsochromic and bathochromic shifts in these plots were fitted with 

(bi)exponential functions, (blue and red lines). 

Table 2. Data obtained with exponential fitting of hypsochromic and bathochromic shifts in the emission 

maximum versus time plots of MMA/EA Tg 60 °C latex formulated with EEH, TEX, DPnB and EEA. Fits are 

shown in Figure 10. 

Time constant 1   Time constant 2 MMA/EA Tg 60 °C 

formulation !1 (min) A1 (nm)  !2 (min) A2 (nm) 

EEH-hypsochromic 14 ± 2 2.9 ± 0.4  1.1 ± 0.1 7.4 ± 0.4 

EEH-bathochromic 4.4 ± 0.6 5.1 ± 0.3    

TEX-hypsochromic 13 ± 1 2.5 ± 0.1  0.51 ± 0.04 3.6 ± 0.1 

TEX-bathochromic 21 ± 6 1.9 ± 0.5  3.7 ± 0.5 4.1 ± 0.6 

DPnB-hypsochromic 9 ± 2 1.7 ± 0.4  0.4 ± 0.1 6.9 ± 0.4 

DPnB-bathochromic 12 ± 3 4.4 ± 1.6  3 ± 1 2.8 ± 1.7 

EEA-hypsochromic 0.6 ± 0.1 9.1 ± 0.5    

EEA-bathochromic 17 ± 1 6.5 ± 0.2    
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Bathochromic shifts for EEH and EEA co-solvents exhibited one time constant: 4.4 and 17 

min, respectively. For the bathochromic shift for TEX and DPnB formulations a 

biexponential fit was slightly better than a monoexponential fit. The longer time constants 

are 21 and 12 min and the shorter ones are 3.7 and 3 min, for TEX and DPnB, respectively. 

Because of the smaller amplitude of the slow component, the average time constant of the 

bathochromic shift is smaller for TEX (6 min) than for DPnB (8 min). 

In high Tg hydrophilic latex we observed a gradual shift of the emission maxima of blends 

1 and 2 towards a common equilibration point, which determines the migration of co-

solvent into and out of latex particles. For EEH the equilibration point was observed 20 

minutes after blend formation whereas for DPnB and TEX it took about 40 minutes. EEA 

took longer than the three co-solvents and the equilibration point was observed after 60 

minutes.  

Apart from the emission maximum, two more parameters that might be helpful in 

understanding the diffusion of co-solvent in aqueous and polymer phase of the latex are 

width and skewness.  

A) B) 

  

C) D) 

  

 Figure 11. Width and skewness versus time plotted for MMA/EA Tg 60 °C latex formulated with TEX: A) width 

B) skewness; DPnB: C) width and D) skewness. 

Addition of co-solvent to the co-polymerized MFT results in an increase of width and 

decrease in the skewness (Figure 4). Therefore we expect an increase in the widths of the 
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bands for blend 1 and a decrease for blend 2. Figure 11A and 11C presents plots of width 

versus time for TEX and DPnB formulated latex, respectively. Width and skewness plots 

of all four co-solvents show similar trend, therefore as an example only results for DPnB 

and TEX are shown in Figure 11. 

The width of the emission bands obtained in blend 1 increased, while in blend 2 it 

decreased for all the co-solvents studied. As described earlier entrance of co-solvent into 

non-formulated latex results in the increase of peak width and a decrease in skewness. 

Width and skewness of TEX formulated MMA/EA presented an equilibration point 

around 20 minutes, which is similar to the emission maximum versus time plot with the 

same co-solvent. In DPnB formulated MMA/EA latex in approximately 20 minutes width 

of blends 1 and 2 coincided at the same point, which is similar to the emission versus time 

plot. Skewness, however, did not show coincidence of both blends at the same time as 

observed for emission and width. 

3.3.4 High Tg Hydrophobic Latices 

Emission spectra of blend 1 and blend 2 of high Tg S/EHA latex formulated with DPnB and 

TEX are presented in Figure 12. In non-formulated Emulsion II and DPnB formulated 

Emulsion IV (Figure 12A) emission maxima were at 445.2 and 459.5 nm, respectively. 

After one hour, blend 1 and 2 exhibited !max at 453.1 and 451.0 nm, respectively. In both 

blends, the emission maxima seemed to shift towards constant values, but the maxima in 

the two blends remained approximately 2 nm apart at the end of the 1 h measurement 

period. Similarly, in TEX formulated high Tg S/EHA latex blends 1 and 2 exhibited !max 

451.8 and 454.4 nm, respectively, and both wavelengths remained 2.6 nm apart. 

A) B) 

  

Figure 12. Steady-state fluorescence spectra of S/EHA Tg 60 °C latex formulated with, A) TEX, B) DPnB. 

Spectra of Emulsions II and IV were measured once and blends 1 and 2 were measured for 1 hour. 

Figure 13 presents the !max versus time plot for high Tg S/EHA latex formulated with EEH, 

TEX, DPnB and EEA.  
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A) B) 

  

C) D) 

  

Figure 13. Emission maximum versus time plotted for S/EHA Tg 60 °C latex formulated with A) EEH, B) TEX, 

C) DPnB and D) EEA. Bathochromic and hypsochromic shifts were fitted with exponential functions (red and 

blue lines show the fit). 

Table 3. Data obtained with exponential fitting of hypsochromic and bathochromic shift in the emission 

maximum versus time plots of S/EHA Tg 60 °C latex formulated with EEH, TEX, DPnB and EEA. Fits are 

shown in Figure 13. 

Time constant 1   Time constant 2 S/EHA Tg 60 °C 

formulation !1 (min) A1 (nm)  !2 (min) A2 (nm) 

EEH-hypsochromic 6 ± 1 2.1 ± 0.3    

EEH-bathochromic 17 ± 2 4.7 ± 0.3  0.9 ± 0.3 1.5 ± 0.4 

TEX-hypsochromic Not fit     

TEX-bathochromic 27 ± 1 4.15 ± 0.05  1.5 ± 0.1 2.9 ± 0.1 

DPnB-hypsochromic Not fit     

DPnB-bathochromic 27 ± 3 4.1 ± 0.1   1.5 ± 0.2 2.1 ± 0.2 

EEA-hypsochromic Not fit     

EEA-bathochromic 31 ± 7 4.4 ± 0.4  0.7 ± 0.2 2.3 ± 0.4 

 

Fitting of the hypsochromic shifts in case of TEX, DPnB and EEA plots was not successful, 
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but the EEH formulation showed a good monoexponential fit with a time constant of 6 

min (Table 3). The bathochromic shifts showed a good fit with biexponential models. The 

time constants obtained by these fits describe the diffusion of co-solvent into the non-

formulated latex particle. 

For bathochromic shift of these four formulations one time constant was longer (17 to 31 

min) with a large contribution (4.1 to 4.7 nm) while the other was shorter (0.7 to 1.5 min) 

with a small contribution (1.5 to 2.9 nm).  

Unlike these three co-solvents, EEA showed good fit of monoexponential model for the 

bathochromic shift with a time constant of ca. 16 min.  

Width and skewness of the emission spectra are plotted against time and as an example 

shown for TEX and DPnB in Figure 14. In all four formulations of high Tg S/EHA a change 

in the width of band was observed in the first 10 minutes i.e., it increased and decreased 

for blend 1 and 2, respectively. For instance non-formulated fraction II of high Tg S/EHA 

and TEX formulated fraction IV, exhibited widths of 82.5 and 102.5 nm, respectively. 

After blend formation migration of co-solvent started to occur and a change in the width 

of the band was observed. After an hour the blends exhibited widths of 92.1 and 94.7 nm, 

respectively. 

A) B) 

  

C) D) 

  

Figure 14. Width versus time plotted for S/EHA Tg 60 °C latex formulated with A) TEX, B) DPnB. 
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Figure 14B and 14D present skewness versus time plots for the high Tg S/EHA latex 

formulated with TEX and DPnB, respectively. We observed increase in skewness for blend 

1 and decrease in blend 2. This holds true for all the formulations in high Tg S/EHA latex.  

In Figure 13 two features are commonly observed in the plots for all four co-solvents: (i) 

coincidence of !max at a common equilibration point was not observed in the first hour of 

blend formation (ii) escape of co-solvent was much more rapid and abrupt than the 

entrance which progressed gradually. However, no more change in !max was detected after 

approximately 40 minutes after blending. This was contrary to the low Tg latices, which 

showed coincidence of hypsochromic and bathochromic shifts at the equilibration point in 

first minute of blend formation. Also the plots of width and skewness (Figure 14) did not 

show coincidence of the values in the complementary experiments.   

3.4 Discussion 

An important result that emerges from our experiments is that the rate of co-solvent 

repartitioning is strongly dependent on the Tg of the latex material, irrespective of the co-

solvent. In low Tg latices repartitioning was found to be very rapid, whereas in high Tg 

latices it was much slower. Still, it occurred within an hour for the high Tg hydrophilic 

material. For the styrene-based copolymer of high Tg, the results for the two 

complementary measurements did not show convergence on the same emission 

wavelength, but most of the changes in the position of the emission maximum after 

blending occurred within an hour, as for the hydrophilic high Tg material. 

In the repartitioning process, the viscosity of the polymer particles appears to play a key 

role. In the low Tg latices equilibration was observed in the first minute after mixing both 

pairs of emulsions, and the actual kinetics could not be resolved. Diffusion of co-solvent is 

much faster when the free volume is high, which is the case at T > Tg.16 The polymer in the 

particles of the lower Tg latices has a low viscosity and addition of co-solvent further 

reduces it. Hydroplasticization may contribute to a further lowering of the Tg especially of 

the hydrophilic latex particles.24 

In the high Tg latices, the emission maxima shifted more slowly, and the rates of the shift 

could be characterized in terms of exponential functions. A common observation is that 

the overall diffusion rate in blend 1 is slower than in blend 2 (Figures 10 and 13). The 

hypsochromic shift, caused by the escape of co-solvent from the fluorescently labeled 

particles, occurred rapidly. In this case, the latex particles have a low Tg due to the 

presence of co-solvent, as schematically illustrated in Figure 15B. The fluorescently labeled 

particles in blend 1 do not contain co-solvent and have a high Tg. 
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A) B) 

  

Figure 15. Situation of latex particle in Emulsion II and IV is presented by the left and right hand cartoon 

images, respectively. Small spheres present co-solvent molecules and one big sphere is latex particle having 

polymer chains in its core. A) Migration of co-solvent into fluorescently labeled particle in Emulsion II, Tg of 

the latex particle is not yet affected by the co-solvent B) migration of co-solvent out of a fluorescently labeled 

latex particle in Emulsion IV, here plasticization due to the presence of co-solvent has lowered Tg of the 

particle and polymer chains are unwound. 

In the repartitioning of co-solvent the molecules need to exit from the solvent-enriched 

polymer particles, enter into the water phase, diffuse through it and enter into the co-

solvent-deficient polymer particles. A simple description of the process in terms of a 

chemical equilibrium is given in Equation 2: 

    (2) 

In this equation, A and B are the concentrations of the co-solvent in the two polymer 

compartments, W represents the concentration in the water phase. Since the polymer 

compartments are chemically identical, the same rate constants for entry (kin) and exit 

(kout) of the co-solvent will apply. Before blending, the co-solvent containing emulsions are 

in equilibrium. After blending equal volumes of A+W and W+B, the aqueous phase 

contains the same concentration of co-solvent as at the final equilibrium, but the 

concentration in compartment A is twice the equilibrium value and that in B is zero. If this 

simple model applies, the concentration in the aqueous phase is constant, that in A 

decreases exponentially, and that in B increases exponentially with the same time 

constant. The experimental data, however, clearly show different time constants and in 

many cases biphasic behavior. 

Given the importance of the internal viscosity of the polymer particles, one should expect 

a rate that depends on the ability of plasticization by the co-solvent and its actual 

concentration in the particles. Because the concentration of co-solvent is changing, we 

should expect the rate to change with time. This could lead to stretched exponential 

behavior.25 The data, unfortunately, did not allow a meaningful fit to this function: many 

more data points are needed to determine the time constants and the stretch constants 
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individually with a useful accuracy. We therefore used fits with simple exponential or a 

biexponential function. 

Even without any data fitting it is obvious from figures 10 and 13 that the escape of co-

solvent from the formulated particles is faster than the entrance into the non-formulated 

ones. Such behavior can be modeled by making kout dependent on the concentration of co-

solvent in the particle. Initially, co-solvent escapes from the formulated particles, 

enriching the water phase in co-solvent. In the next phase, the co-solvent in the water 

phase and the non-formulated particles slowly equilibrate. This is particularly clearly seen 

in the case of MMA/EA with EEA as the co-solvent: dilution of the formulated latex with 

the non-formulated one leads to rapid loss of co-solvent from the formulated particles (! = 

0.6 min), and much slower increase of the co-solvent concentration in the non formulated 

MFT-labeled particles (! = 17 min).  

At this stage, we prefer to treat the observations more qualitatively. An important reason 

is that the change in the shapes of the emission bands, exemplified in figures 12 and 14, 

occurs more rapidly than the change in the emission maxima. This can be attributed to 

heterogeneity of the co-solvent distribution within the latex particles. The migration of co-

solvent out of the enriched particles will first occur from the outer shell, and likewise, 

entry into the non-formulated particles will first shift the emission of the probe’s 

fluorescence in the outer shell. This may explain the rapid shift (with small amplitude) in 

the first minutes of most of the experiments with the high Tg materials. As a result of this 

heterogeneity, the emission maximum as observed during the redistribution process does 

not necessarily agree with the equilibrated values (figure 4), and it cannot be taken as a 

precise quantitative measure of co-solvent concentration.  

In the case of the high Tg MMA/EA latices clear differences between the dynamics for the 

co-solvents are observed. For EEH equilibration was observed after ~ 20 minutes of blend 

formation whereas for DPnB and TEX it took ~ 40 minutes. EEA took longer than the 

three co-solvents and equilibration was observed at 60 minutes. This behavior correlates 

with the hydrophilicity of these co-solvents, measured by the water solubility or the 

octanol/water partition coefficient (log Po/w). Texanol is the least water-soluble (0.1 %) 

and has highest log Po/w (3.74).26 The water solubility of EEH is 0.2 % and has the log Po/w 

2.73.27 DPnB (5 %) being the moderately water-soluble has, has lower log Po/w value 

(1.13).28 EEA (24 %) is quite water-soluble and has a lowest log Po/w of 0.24.29 Whereas 

release of co-solvent from the formulated particles is fast in all cases, the uptake in the 

non-formulated particles is faster when the water solubility is smaller, that is, when the 

distribution coefficient favors the polymer phase more. 
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Calculation of the wet state Tg of co-polymers for low and high Tg latices was carried out by 

using Fox equation. This was done in the similar way as the dry state Tg was predicted by 

using this equation (Chapter 2). The only difference in the calculation of wet and dry state 

Tgs was that Tg value of the third monomer, acrylic acid, was taken as -98 °C for the former 

and 105 °C for the latter case. These calculations indicated that the wet state Tgs of 

MMA/EA latex were ca. 5 and 43 °C, when dry state values were 20 and 60 °C, 

respectively. Similarly, for S/EHA latex wet state Tgs were 15 and 53 °C when dry state 

values were 20 and 60 °C, respectively. These facts reveal that in general MMA/EA latex is 

more hydroplasticized than S/EHA latex and for low Tg MMA/EA latex this effect was 

even more pronounced i.e., three times more than its hydrophobic counterpart. 

In Figure 13 three features were observed in the plots for all four co-solvents with the high 

Tg S/EHA latex: (i) escape of co-solvent from formulated fluorescently labeled particles 

was more rapid than the entrance, (ii) in the bathochromic shift a fast rise occurred and 

(iii) coincidence of !max at a common equilibration point was not observed within one 

hour, although no more change in emission maximum was detected after ~40 minutes of 

blend formation. Comparison of co-solvent partitioning plots of S/EHA Tg 60 °C latices 

with the calibration curves revealed that release of co-solvent from the fluorescently 

labeled particles (hypsochromic shift) was faster reached to the equilibration point. Only 

the uptake of co-solvent by the fluorescently labeled particles (bathochromic shift) was 

slow and it was slightly behind the equilibration point, however it was not far from the 

equilibrium. Because of no co-solvent in the non-formulated fluorescently labeled particle 

(Emulsion II) no free volume is available which in turn slower down the entrance of co-

solvent. Free volume between the polymer chains, to much extent is responsible for the 

rate of repartitioning of the co-solvent in latices.   

The first observation is similar to that made with the hydrophilic latex materials. The fast 

rise of the bathochromic shift (! 0.7 – 1.5 min) can be attributed to the entry of the co-

solvent in the outer shell of the particles, which is followed by slower equilibration (! 17 - 

31 min). For most co-solvents, the hypsochromic shift is a bit smaller than the 

bathochromic one. It is conceivable that the presence of a high concentration of the co-

solvent in the latex (9% w/w on the total weight, i.e. up to 24% in the polymer phase) 

causes a structural relaxation of the polymer particles. As a result, the two polymer 

compartments A and B (Equation 2) are no longer identical on the time scale of the 

experiment. The relaxation of compartment A may have increased its affinity for the co-

solvent, or it may have increased the sensitivity of the solvatochromic fluorescent probe to 

the presence of the co-solvent. Further research will be needed to shed more light on this 

issue.  
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3.5 Conclusion 

Repartitioning of co-solvents was monitored as a function of time in low and high Tg 

hydrophobic S/EHA and hydrophilic MMA/EA acrylic latices. Low Tg latices of both types 

displayed rapid migration of co-solvent across the aqueous and polymer phase of the latex, 

and equilibration was observed within the first minute of blend formation.  

In high Tg MMA/EA latex repartitioning of co-solvent smoothly progressed towards 

equilibration, which was achieved within an hour of blending. The equilibrium was 

attained faster with less water-soluble co-solvents than with more water-soluble co-

solvents. In high Tg S/EHA latex repartitioning of co-solvent was slower than in the 

MMA/EA latex of similar Tg. This may be due to a lower wet state Tg in the latter as a 

result of some hydroplasticization.  

Remarkably, a common equilibration point was not reached in the complementary 

experiments starting with the co-solvent in the labeled or in the non-labeled S/EHA latex. 

This suggests that the presence of a high concentration of the co-solvent in the latex 

causes a change of the material that is not reversible on the time scale of the present 

experiments. 

Biexponential fits provided two time constants for entry of the co-solvent in the 

nonformulated particles in both high Tg latices, which demonstrate that diffusion occurs in 

two different stages: a fast component with small amplitude, which is particularly 

pronounced in the case of the hydrophobic material, is probably caused by diffusion of co-

solvent molecules into the outer shells of the latex particles, and the second, slower 

component is related to further penetration of co-solvent molecules into the cores of the 

particles.  

3.6 Experimental details 

3.6.1 Co-solvents and Formulations  

The four co-solvents were employed in this study were ethylene glycol ethyl hexylether 

(EEH), 2,2,4-trimethyl-1,3-pentanediol(2-methylpropanoate) (Texanol), di(propylene 

glycol) n-butyl ether (DPnB) and ethylene glycol ethyl ether acetate (EEA) (Figure 16). 

In the co-solvent experiments listed in this chapter, formulated fractions of latex 

contained 9% w/w co-solvent. The pH of latex as prepared (see Chapter 2) was raised to 7 

– 7.5 using ammonia. Next, the coalescing agent was added slowly with continuous 

stirring by a mechanical stirrer over 30 min to produce a stable formulation. To prepare 

100 g of 9 % w/w DPnB formulated S/EHA latex, 9 g of DPnB was slowly added to 91 g of 

S/EHA latex at pH 7 and stirred for 30 min by a mechanical stirrer. 
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ethylene glycol 2-ethylhexylether (EEH) 

 

di(propylene glycol) n-butylether (DPnB) 

 

Texanol 

 

Ethyleneglycol ethyl ether acetate (EEA) 

Figure 16. Co-solvents used for co-solvent partitioning experiments. 

3.6.2 Blend formation 

1 ml of each Emulsion (i.e., Emulsion I and II or Emulsion III and IV) was added into the 

quartz cuvet and the whole amount was sucked once in and out of the pipette to ensure the 

thorough mixing of the two Emulsions. Emission measurement was started within a 

minute after blending and emission spectra were recorded for one hour. The acquisition of 

each spectrum (200 points, 0.5 s/point) took 100 seconds. As the results show that the 

dynamics of interest are either much faster or much slower than the acquisition time, the 

small distortion of the spectrum due to changes occurring during a scan can be neglected. 

A trivial explanation of the fact that some of the trend lines of the two complementary 

experiments do not meet could be that the amounts of the two Emulsions that are blended 

are not well controlled.  We carefully checked this by weighing the sample cell with one 

emulsion and again with the mixture. The error in the pipetting was < 0.05 %. Another 

possibility that we considered was that some heat could be generated during the co-

solvent repartitioning, which will affect the emission maximum (see chapter 2).30 

Measurement of the temperature inside the blend during the experiment allowed us to 

exclude this as well. Each experiment was repeated three times to ensure the 

reproducibility. First time experiment was carried out as such i.e., without any extra 

monitoring whereas in second and third attempt amount of Emulsions added for blending 

and temperature inside the cuvet were monitored, respectively. Repetition produced 

similar results and in this chapter those results are reported which were obtained in first 

attempt when latex was fresh. 
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Abstract 

 

 

Repartitioning of co-solvent Texanol was observed in blends of latices having different co-

polymers and Tgs. Hydrophobic latices (styrene-co-ethyl hexyl acrylate; S/EHA) and 

hydrophilic latices (methyl methacrylate-co-ethylacrylate; MMA/EA) were employed in 

these experiments. Steady-state fluorescence spectroscopy was used to monitor the 

repartitioning of Texanol.  

Repartitioning of Texanol was found to be very rapid when it occurred from the low Tg 

latex irrespective of the nature of the co-polymer. In high Tg latices the repartitioning of 

Texanol was somewhat slower but still occurred within an hour. The final distribution of 

Texanol over the different polymer phases was found to be practically independent of the 

Tg and the chemical composition of the co-polymers. The Hansen Solubility Parameter 

(HSP) values of Texanol are closer to those of PMMA than to those of PS, but our 

observation is that Texanol has almost similar affinity for hydrophobic and hydrophilic co-

polymers. 
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4.1 Introduction 

To understand how the use of coalescents in aqueous coatings can be optimized, it is very 

important to have knowledge of the partitioning of co-solvents between the aqueous and 

polymer phases in latex materials. In latex formulations co-solvents diffuse into latex 

particles, soften the polymer and lower its Tg.1 Plasticization of the polymer depends upon 

the concentration of co-solvent in the polymeric phase. As we have shown in the preceding 

chapters the concentration of co-solvent in latex particles can be effectively studied using 

fluorescence spectroscopy.2-4  

In Chapter 3 we have described the co-solvent repartitioning of various types of co-

solvents ranging from moderate to fair water solubility in low and high Tg hydrophilic and 

hydrophobic latices. These studies were performed in the bulk latex. A co-polymerized 

solvatochromic and fluorogenic fluorescent probe (Maleimidofluorotrope; MFT)5 was 

used to estimate the amount of co-solvents in latices via the changes in the maximum 

wavelength and the intensity of its emission. Repartitioning of co-solvents was found to be 

very fast in low Tg latices. The order of the rate of co-solvent repartitioning was as follows: 

Low Tg hydrophilic = low Tg hydrophobic >> high Tg hydrophilic > high Tg hydrophobic 

In this chapter we applied the same concept and methodology as described in Chapter 3. 

In Chapter 3 the co-solvent repartitioning was studied between particles of the same latex. 

In this Chapter these studies were further elaborated to investigate the repartitioning of 

co-solvent when different co-polymer latices were mixed, which can be described as Cross 

Co-solvent Partitioning (CCP). 

It is worth mentioning that the co-solvent repartitioning experiments (Chapter 3) and the 

cross co-solvent repartitioning experiments (Chapter 4) differ in two respects. Firstly, in 

Chapter 3 emulsions of similar composition and Tg were mixed. In this Chapter, however, 

in one experiment four emulsions with entirely different composition and Tg were 

combined. Secondly, the repartitioning of four different co-solvents - namely EEH, 

Texanol, DPnB and EEA - was reported in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 only repartitioning of 

Texanol was studied. 

Latices employed in the study were hydrophilic MMA/EA and hydrophobic S/EHA Tg 20 

and 60 °C latices. The emulsion polymerization recipe for the preparation of these 

materials and method of formulation of these latices is described in detail in Chapter 2 

and 3 and will not be repeated here. All latices contained 2 wt-% acrylic acid (AA). It was 

added during emulsion polymerization to keep the emulsion stable. The emulsion 

polymerization was designed in such a way to obtain the final Tg of ca. 20 and 60 °C for 

low and high Tg latices, respectively. Theoretical Tgs were 20 and 60 °C but experimentally 
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observed values were slightly higher than these. The physical characterization of these 

latices is given in Chapter 2. For the sake of simplicity we will use the code of the latex 

showing its composition and Tg, e.g., S/EHA20 stands for S/EHA latex with predicted of 

Tg 20  °C. 

In the present studies ten experiments were performed, subdivided into three sets, which 

were based on different combinations of latices. In one set of experiments similar co-

polymer latices were blended, the difference being only in their Tgs. For instance 

S/EHA20 was mixed with S/EHA60 and in another experiment MMA/EA20 was blended 

with MMA/EA60. 

In another set of experiments repartitioning of Texanol was studied when blending latices 

that differ in composition as well as in their Tgs. Four combinations of low and high Tg 

hydrophilic and hydrophobic latices were prepared. For example S/EHA20 was mixed 

with MMA/EA60 in one experiment, and MMA/EA20 was blended with S/EHA60 in 

another, etcetera.  

The last set of experiments consisted of monitoring Texanol repartitioning in blends made 

only by the two high Tg latices. 

4.2 Cross Co-solvent Repartitioning Experiment 

Based on the co-solvent repartitioning scheme, illustrated in the previous Chapter, various 

combinations of latices were designed. These combinations are discussed in each 

experiment in the Results and Discussion section. Figure 1 shows the cross co-solvent 

partitioning scheme, which combines two latices that differ from each other in chemical 

composition or Tg of the material. These emulsions were mixed to get two blends. For a 

more extensive discussion of the co-solvent repartitioning scheme, the reader is referred 

to Chapter 3. For the sake of clarity the cross co-solvent partitioning scheme for each 

experiment is presented before the results. 

Briefly about the co-solvent repartitioning experiment: four emulsions were prepared to 

perform one experiment. Emulsion I consisted of non-dye labeled latex containing co-

solvent and emulsion III contained neither fluorescent label nor co-solvent. Emulsions II 

and IV both comprised the fluorescent label, the former without and the latter with the co-

solvent. In the cross co-solvent repartitioning experiments discussed in this Chapter 

emulsions II and IV consisted of the same co-polymer composition. The emission 

maximum of the fluorescent label attached to the polymer not containing co-solvent 

(emulsion II) shifted to longer wavelengths (bathochromic shift) when formulated latex 

was added. This happened in blend 1 obtained by the mixing of emulsions I and II. When 

formulated dye-copolymerized latex was diluted with the non-labeled and non-formulated 
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latex, this resulted in a hypsochromic shift in blend 2 that was the combination of 

emulsion III and IV. 

 

Figure 1. Cross co-solvent repartitioning scheme: big circles, red small dots and green color represent latex 

particles, fluorescent label and co-solvent Texanol, respectively. Emulsion I and III were nonlabeled latex 

particles. Emulsions II and IV were fluorescently labeled latex particles. Emulsion II fluoresces at shorter 

wavelength because it contains no co-solvent. Emulsion IV was at longer wavelength due to the presence of co-

solvent. Mixing of emulsion I and II was performed to obtain blend 1. Mixing of emulsions III and IV was done 

to get blend 2. 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

Repartitioning of the co-solvent Texanol was investigated in low and high Tg S/EHA and 

MMA/EA latices comprising 2 wt-% of acrylic acid. According to the co-solvent 

repartitioning scheme shown in Figure 1 two emulsions out of four contained co-solvent, 

i.e, emulsions I and IV. In all experiments emulsions I and IV were formulated with 9 % 

w/w Texanol, which was the only co-solvent studied in the present experiments. A 

solvatochromic fluorescent probe, Maleimidofluorotrope MFT was covalently linked to the 

co-polymer latices via emulsion polymerisation.2, 5 

Co-solvent repartitioning was monitored using steady-state fluorescence spectroscopy. 

The emission measurements were started immediately after mixing equal amounts of the 

two latex emulsions in a quartz cuvet. For each experiment two blends were formed and 

emission spectra of each blend were measured for one hour during which twenty-one 

spectra were obtained. Integration time of each measurement was 100 sec. Fluorescence 

emission spectra obtained in this study were fitted with a skewed Gaussian function (see 

Chapter 2, section 2.2.1).6 The emission maxima obtained from the fluorescence spectra 

were further plotted against time to see the repartitioning behavior of Texanol.  
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A set of ten experiments in total were performed, as shown in Table 1. CCPn is the code 

used for the cross co-solvent partitioning experiment number n. Cross (!) and circle (") in 

Table 1 present the experiments described in Chapter 3 and those not performed, 

respectively. It is worth mentioning that all experiments listed in Table 1 were performed 

twice to check the reproducibility and they provided similar results.  

Table 1. List of cross co-solvent partitioning (CCP) experiments described in this Chapter. 

Fluorescently labeled latices 

 MMA/EA20 MMA/EA60 S/EHA20  S/EHA60  

MMA/EA20 ! CCP1 " CCP7 

MMA/EA60 CCP2 ! CCP8 CCP10 

S/EHA20 " CCP5 ! CCP3 

 

 

Non 

labeled 

latices 

S/EHA60 CCP6 CCP9 CCP4 ! 

! : experiments described in Chapter 3. 

" : experiments not performed. 

 

The ten experiments shown in Table 1 were classified further in three sets by making 

various combinations of latices based on co-polymers and Tgs. Each of them will be 

explained under separate headings in the next sections. 

In the experiments described in chapter 3, identical latices were blended, so that at 

equilibrium an equal distribution of the co-solvent over the labeled and nonlabeled latices 

is expected, corresponding to a 4.5 % w/w concentration of the co-solvent in the 

fluorescent latex. 

In the experiments described here, the co-solvent may have a different affinity for the two 

polymers involved, which would lead to an unequal distribution. In the two 

complementary experiments (blends 1 and 2), the label is in polymers with the same 

chemical composition, so the two blends should give the same ultimate emission 

wavelength. 

4.3.1 Blending of Hydrophilic Latices 

The latices used in this first set of experiments were the hydrophilic MMA/EA latex 

materials with low and high Tg. Two experiments were performed in this category, CCP1 

and CCP2.  
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 A)  B) 

  

Figure 2. Steady-state fluorescence spectra of blends of MMA/EA Tg 20 and 60 °C latices; A) CCP1, B) CCP2. 

Spectra of emulsion II and IV were measured once. For blends 1 and 2 spectra were measured for 1 hour. !exc = 

380 nm.  

A) B) 

  

  

Figure 3. Emission maximum versus time plots for the blends of MMA/EA Tg 20 and 60 °C latices formulated 

with Texanol. A) CCP1: fluorescent label was present in MMA/EA Tg 60 °C. Emulsion I and III were MMA/EA 

Tg 20 °C and emulsion II and IV were MMA/EA Tg 60 °C, B) CCP2: fluorescent label was present in MMA/EA 

Tg 20 °C. Emulsion I and III were MMA/EA Tg 60 °C and emulsion II and IV were MMA/EA Tg 20 °C.  

In CCP1 emulsions I and III were made up of low Tg latex and emulsions II and IV were 

made up of high Tg MMA/EA latex. In CCP2, which was the reverse of CCP1, emulsions I 

and III were made up of high and emulsion II and IV were made up of low Tg MMA/EA 
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latices. Emulsion I and IV were formulated with the 9 % w/w Texanol. In Figure 3 the 

combinations are further visualized. 

Figure 2 presents fluorescence emission spectra of both experiments measured for one 

hour after the blend formation. Each experiment consisted of 21 measurements: 21 for the 

hypsochromic and 21 for the bathochromic shifts. Emission maxima were obtained by 

fitting the spectra with the skewed Gaussian function (Chapter 2, section 2.2.1) and 

plotted against time, shown in Figure 3.   

Blend 1 was formed by mixing emulsions I and II, which exhibited a bathochromic shift 

due to the migration of Texanol into the fluorescently labeled particles. Mixing of 

emulsion III and IV produced blend 2 which showed a hypsochromic shift as a result of 

migration of Texanol out of the fluorescently labeled latex particles. Cross co-solvent 

partitioning (CCP) scheme for each experiment is shown above the emission maximum 

versus time plots in Figure 3. 

In CCP1 (Figure 2A) emission maxima of the non-formulated emulsion II and Texanol 

formulated emulsion IV were observed at 467 and 478 nm, respectively. Blends 1 and 2 

showed the expected bathochromic and hypsochromic shifts, respectively (Figure 3A). 

Approximately after 5 minutes of blending both shifts coincided at 472 nm, the average of 

!max of emulsions II and IV.  

In CCP2, Figure 2B, emulsion II and IV were made up of low Tg MMA/EA latex, whose 

emission maxima were at 478 nm and 495 nm, respectively. After 1 h blends 1 and 2 were 

observed at two different emission wavelengths, 482 and 489 nm, respectively. Assuming 

an equal distribution, the curves should have met at a peak maximum of 487 nm. 

Repartitioning of Texanol was rapid in the first case (CCP1) when emulsion II and IV were 

made up of high Tg MMA/EA latex. Equilibrium was reached in ca. 5 min. In CCP2 it was 

slower and repartitioning of Texanol occurred in ca. 20 min. However, an equilibrium 

peak position that was the same for both blends was not reached within the time period of 

measurement, i.e., 1 h. 

4.3.2 Blending of Hydrophobic Latices 

Combinations of latices in this category consisted of only hydrophobic latices and they 

were mixed in the same way as hydrophilic latices described in the Section 4.3.1. Two 

experiments were performed, CCP3 and CCP4: in the former emulsion II and IV consisted 

of high Tg S/EHA and in the latter both these emulsions were made up of low Tg S/EHA 

latices. Fluorescence emission spectra are shown in Figure 4. 
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 A) B) 

  

Figure 4. Steady-state fluorescence spectra of blends of S/EHA Tg 20 and 60 °C latices; A) CCP3, B) CCP4. 

Spectra of emulsion II and IV were measured once and for blends 1 and 2 measured for 1 hour. !exc = 380 nm. 

A) B) 

  

  

Figure 5. Emission maximum versus time plots for the blends of S/EHA Tg 20 and 60 °C latices formulated 

with Texanol A) CCP3: fluorescent label was present in S/EHA Tg 60 °C. Emulsion I and III were S/EHA Tg 20 

°C and emulsion II and IV were S/EHA Tg 60 °C, B) CCP4: fluorescent label was present in S/EHA Tg 20 °C. 

Emulsion I and III were S/EHA Tg 60 °C and emulsion II and IV were S/EHA Tg 20 °C.  

In CCP3, Figure 4A, emulsions I, III and II, IV consisted of low and high Tg S/EHA latices, 

respectively. The emission maxima of the non-formulated emulsion II and Texanol 

formulated emulsion IV were observed at 448 nm and 460 nm, respectively. In CCP4, 

Figure 4B, emulsions II and IV were made up of low Tg S/EHA latex, whose emission 
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maxima were at 449 nm and 470 nm, respectively. 

Figure 5 presents the emission maxima versus time plots for CCP3 and CCP4. In the 

former case, after 40 min of blending hypsochromic and bathochromic shifts coincided at 

454 nm at the average of !max of emulsions II and IV. Like hydrophilic latex partitioning of 

Texanol was rapid in this case (Figure 5A). In CCP4, surprisingly, fluorescence maxima of 

both blends remained ca. 10 nm apart, i.e., at 453 nm and 463 nm, respectively. 

Repartitioning of Texanol was slow when emulsions II and IV consisted of low Tg S/EHA 

latices (Figure 5B). Blends 1 and 2 did not show convergence at a common equilibration 

point. Assuming an equal distribution, the curves should have met at a peak maximum of 

460 nm.  

4.3.3 Blending of Low and High Tg Different Copolymer Latices 

In this section those experiments will be discussed in which blends were prepared from 

emulsions of different co-polymers and different Tgs. In one case high Tg hydrophilic 

latices were blended with low Tg hydrophobic latices and vice versa (CCP5 and CCP6). In 

two more experiments high Tg hydrophobic latices were mixed with low Tg hydrophilic 

latices and vice versa (CCP7 and CCP8). In total four experiments were performed in this 

category.  

The first two experiments of this section, namely CCP5 and CCP6, were performed by 

mixing fluorescently labeled hydrophilic latex with the nonlabeled hydrophobic latex. 

Figure 6 presents the fluorescence emission spectra of these two experiments.  

Emulsions II and IV in CCP5 (Figure 6A) were observed at 465 nm and 477 nm 

respectively. In second experiment CCP6 (Figure 6B) emulsions II and IV were observed 

at 476 nm and 495 nm, respectively. Repartitioning of the co-solvent can be seen in the 

emission versus time plots of blends 1 and 2 for both experiments in Figure 7. In CCP5 

bathochromic and hypsochromic shifts of blends 1 and 2 headed towards a common 

equilibration point within an hour and exhibited emission maxima at 470 nm and 471 nm, 

respectively (Figure 7A). Assuming an equal distribution of coalescent, a value of 471 nm 

would have been expected. In experiment CCP6, migration of Texanol was observed by the 

shift of emission of blends 1 and 2 by the bathochromic and hypsochromic shifts of blends 

1 at 474 nm and blend 2 at 481 nm, respectively. However, the plot of the emission 

maxima showed rather erratic behavior, and the band maxima did not converge on a 

common equilibration point (Figure 7B). The expected average peak maximum for equal 

partitioning in this case was 486 nm. 
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 A) B) 

  

Figure 6. Steady-state fluorescence spectra of MMA/EA with S/EHA latices; A) CCP5: emulsions II and IV 

were high Tg MMA/EA latex, B) CCP6: emulsions II and IV were low Tg MMA/EA latices. Spectra of emulsions 

II and IV were measured once and for blends 1 and 2 measured for 1 hour. !exc = 380 nm.  

A)  B)  

  

 
 

Figure 7. Emission maximum versus time plots for blends of MMA/EA and S/EHA Tg 20 and 60 °C latices 

formulated with Texanol A) CCP5: fluorescent label was present in MMA/EA Tg 60 °C. Emulsions I and III 

were S/EHA Tg 20 °C and emulsions II and IV were MMA/EA Tg 60 °C, B) CCP6: fluorescent label was present 

in MMA/EA Tg 20 °C. Emulsions I and III were S/EHA Tg 60 °C and emulsions II and IV were MMA/E Tg 20 

°C. 
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 A) B) 

  

Figure 8. Steady-state fluorescence spectra of MMA/EA with S/EHA latices; A) CCP7: emulsions II and IV 

were high Tg S/EHA latex, B) CCP8: emulsions II and IV were low Tg S/EHA latices. Spectra of Emulsions II 

and IV were measured once and for blends 1 and 2 measured for 1 hour. !exc = 380 nm. 

 A) B) 

  

  

Figure 9. Emission maximum versus time plots for blends of MMA/EA and S/EHA Tg 20 and 60 °C latices 

formulated with Texanol A) CCP7: fluorescent label was present in S/EHA Tg 60 °C. Emulsions I and III were 

MMA/EA Tg 20 °C and Emulsions II and IV were S/EHA Tg 60 °C, B) CCP8: fluorescent label was present in 

S/EHA Tg 20 °C. Emulsions I and III were MMA/EA Tg 60 °C and Emulsions II and IV were S/EHA Tg 20 °C. 

Two further experiments of this series, CCP7 and CCP8, were those in which emulsions II 

and IV comprised S/EHA co-polymers. Fluorescence emission spectra of these 

experiments are shown in Figure 8. In experiment CCP7 emission maxima of emulsion II 
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and IV (S/EHA Tg 60 °C) were observed at 448 nm and 460 nm, respectively (Figure 7A). 

In CCP8 the starting emulsions (S/EHA Tg 20 °C) exhibited emission maxima at 449 nm 

and 470 nm, respectively (Figure 8B).  

Figure 9 shows the emission maxima versus time plot for experiments CCP7 and CCP8. In 

CCP7 experiment blends 1 and 2 showed a shift of emission maxima towards an essentially 

constant value but did not meet at a common wavelength within an hour and they 

remained at 454 nm and 457 nm, respectively (Figure 9A). Assuming an equal distribution 

of Texanol, the expected peak maximum was 454 nm. A similar situation was observed in 

experiment CCP8 (Figure 9B) where blends 1 and 2 showed emission maxima at 457 nm 

and 459 nm, respectively. Theoretically, the average peak maximum would have been 

expected at 460 nm. 

4.3.4 Blending of High Tg Latices 

The experiments described in this section were those in which the blending of high Tg 

hydrophobic and hydrophilic latices was studied. Two experiments were performed: in the 

first case (CCP9) emulsions I and III were made up of high Tg hydrophobic latex and 

emulsions II and IV were high Tg hydrophilic latex, whereas in the second case (CCP10) 

this combination was reversed. 

Figure 10 presents the fluorescence emission spectra of experiments CCP9 and CCP10. In 

CCP9 S/EHA Tg 60 °C was blended with MMA/EA Tg 60 °C. Emulsions II and IV were dye 

labeled latices of high Tg MMA/EA latex, they were observed at 465 and 478 nm, 

respectively. Repartitioning of Texanol occurred gradually: hypsochromic and 

bathochromic shifts showed almost complete convergence at a common emission 

maximum, i.e., 470 nm around 60 min of blend formation (Figure 11A). The final peak 

maximum was expected at 472 nm. 

Fluorescence emission spectra of CCP10 are presented in Figure 10B. Here emulsions II 

and IV comprised high Tg S/EHA copolymers and they were observed at 448 and 460 nm, 

respectively. Migration of Texanol was observed by hypsochromic and bathochromic 

shifts, although equilibration at a common wavelength was not observed. Blend 1 and 

Blend 2 remained at 452 and 456 nm, respectively (Figure 11B). For equal distribution of 

Texanol over the polymer phases, this value should have been 454 nm. 
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 A)  B) 

  

Figure 10. Steady-state fluorescence spectra of blends of high Tg MMA/EA with S/EHA latices; A) CCP9: 

emulsions II and IV were high Tg MMA/EA latex, B) CCP10: emulsions II and IV were high Tg S/EHA latices. 

Spectra of emulsions II and IV were measured once and for blends 1 and 2 measured for 1 hour. !exc = 380 nm.  

A)  B)  

 
 

  

Figure 11. Emission maximum versus time plots for blends of MMA/EA and S/EHA Tg 60 °C latices 

formulated with Texanol A) CCP9: fluorescent label was present in MMA/EA Tg 60 °C. Emulsions I and III 

were S/EHA Tg 60 °C and emulsions II and IV were MMA/EA Tg 60 °C, B) CCP10: fluorescent label was 

present in S/EHA Tg 60 °C. Emulsions I and III were MMA/EA Tg 60 °C and emulsions II and IV were S/EHA 

Tg 60 °C. 
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4.4 Discussion 

Repartitioning behavior of Texanol was observed in hydrophilic and hydrophobic latices 

when mixed in various ways. In experiments where all four emulsions were either 

hydrophilic (4.3.1) or hydrophobic latices (4.3.2) the repartitioning behavior of Texanol 

was found to be similar, i.e., when the fluorescently labeled emulsions II and IV were high 

Tg, a rapid repartitioning was observed, but when these two emulsions were low Tg, 

repartitioning occurred at a lower rate and did not lead to the expected coincidence of the 

emission maxima in the complementary experiments. In these experiments emulsions I 

and IV were formulated ones, in which the actual Tg of the latex particles was low due to 

the presence of co-solvent in it. Escape of co-solvent from such a latex (hypsochromic 

shift) was very rapid when it consisted of low Tg polymer and somewhat slower in the case 

of high Tg latex, as seen when comparing Figure 3A with 3B and Figure 5A with 5B. When 

emulsion I was made up of low Tg latex (CCP1, CCP3) it quickly released Texanol, which 

entered in the more viscous high Tg particles of fluorescently labeled Emulsion II, 

resulting in a bathochromic shift. Likewise, a low Tg emulsion III quickly absorbed co-

solvent and coincidence of emission maxima of hypsochromic and bathochromic shifts of 

blends was observed at a common wavelength.  

On the other hand when emulsions I and III were made up of high Tg latex (CCP2, CCP4), 

release of Texanol was relatively slow. In these experiments, the emission maxima of the 

probes in the labeled emulsions did not undergo the complete shifts to the average values 

within an hour. Especially the bathochromic shifts were smaller than expected. The reason 

for this is unclear at present. Possibly, there are slow components in the repartioning 

process in some cases. This issue is left to future investigations. 

In the second set of experiments where four emulsions in one experiment consisted of 

different co-polymers and different Tgs, diverse results were obtained. The first case was 

different from the remaining three. A rapid repartitioning of Texanol was observed in the 

experiment where fluorescently labeled emulsions II and IV were high Tg MMA/EA latex 

(CCP5, Figure 7). In the remaining three experiments both hypsochromic and 

bathochromic shifts showed migration of Texanol but they did not exhibit a common 

equilibration point.  

Only in CCP5 equilibration occurred at the expected equilibration point (471 nm). In CCP6 

behavior was somewhat erratic. Possibly, Texanol has a preference for the hydrophobic 

phase, because the hypsochromic shift “overshoots” and the bathochromic shift does not 

clearly occur. In CCP7 the equilibration point for equal partitioning was 454 nm. The 

bathochromic shifts led to this “equilibrium” value and the hypsochromic shift was 

incomplete. The difference, however, was only 3 nm. This might suggest a slight 
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preference of Texanol for the hydrophobic latex. In CCP8 the equilibration point was 460 

nm. The hypsochromic shift was faster than the bathochromic shift and here Texanol 

seems to have small preference for the high Tg material. 

In third set of experiments where only high Tg latices were blended, repartitioning of 

Texanol was observed in both situations when escape and entry of Texanol occurred from 

S/EHA or MMA/EA latices. However, escape of Texanol from MMA/EA latex (emulsion 

IV in CCP9) was much faster than from the S/EHA latex (emulsion IV in CCP10). Entry of 

co-solvent occurred at a relatively slow rate in both experiments. The affinity of the co-

solvent Texanol might be higher for the hydrophobic latex than for the hydrophilic latex.  

Generally, in these experiments one should not expect to find the equilibration point for 

blends 1 and 2 at a point corresponding to an equal fraction of co-solvent in both 

polymers, especially in cases when emulsions were different with respect to the chemical 

structure of the co-polymers and Tgs. The results presented here, unexpectedly, strongly 

suggest that neither Tg nor chemical composition of polymer strongly affects the 

thermodynamic equilibria of the Texanol in latex blends. There might be a slight 

preference for Texanol to soften the high Tg particles rather than the low Tg particles, and 

a small preference for the hydrophobic phase, but the preferences are weak in any case. In 

other words, the partitioning coefficient of Texanol over two chemically different polymers 

appears to be remarkably close to 1. 

A coalescent is a vital component of a paint formulation to obtain a high quality film.7, 8 

Due to the slow evaporating ability of a coalescing agent it swells the latex particles and 

softens them to lower the minimum film formation temperature. Texanol is known as an 

excellent coalescing aid for poly vinyl acetate latices, acrylic homopolymer latices, 

styrene/acrylic copolymer latices, etcetera.9, 10 In our experiment of detection of Texanol 

repartitioning we have observed that in entirely different compositions the repartitioning 

behavior of Texanol was quite similar. It showed a quick repartitioning in styrene based 

hydrophobic latex as well as highly polar methyl methacrylate based hydrophilic latex 

material. However, in the hydrophilic latex it was faster than in the hydrophobic one.  

Texanol is moderately soluble in water (858 mg/L at 20 °C) and the log Po/w 

(octanol/water) value of Texanol is 3.47.11 These values show that Texanol is likely to be in 

the polymeric phase of the latex. Our observations agree with this and our results show 

that Texanol is not very selective for the composition of the material, it efficiently and 

equally partitioned in hydrophobic as well as hydrophilic co-polymers.  

Texanol exhibited a dual character, it was found to be as good a co-solvent in hydrophobic 

as in hydrophilic co-polymers.9 Our results show that the affinity of Texanol for different 
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polymers is very similar. A commonly used approach to estimate the compatibility of a co-

solvent with that of a co-polymer is to compare the Hansen solubility parameters (HSP). 

Materials having similar Hansen solubility parameters (HSP) have a high affinity for each 

other.12 It is based on the rule “like dissolves like”: solvents with similar HSP values are 

miscible to a large extent. The solubility parameter (!) proposed by Hansen is the sum of 

three parameters: dispersion (!D), polar (!P) and hydrogen bonding (!H) (Equation 1).  

! 

" = "
D

+"
P

+"
H

     (1) 

The HSP values of pure solvents are measured via the heat of vaporization. For polymers 

and high boiling point substances experimental measurement of the heat of vaporization 

is not possible. Alternatively, the use of HSP values of monomers is a common practice.13 

Lewin et al. predicted the HSP values acrylate monomers and found close resemblance of 

experimental and predicted vales.14  

Table 2 presents the HSP (!) values for the monomers used, for the homopolymers 

polystyrene and PMMA, and Texanol. The values of HSP for Texanol are obtained from 

data sheets given by the provider.15 

Table 2. Hansen solubility parameter of monomers, homopolymers and co-solvent Texanol.16 

Hansen solubility parameter ! (cal/cm3)1/2  

Material !D !P !H 

Texanol 7.2 2.3 4.8 

MMA 7.7 3.2 2.6 

EA 7.6 3.5 2.7 

Styrene 9.1 0.5 2.0 

2-EHA 7.7 1.4 2.5 

PMMA 9.1 5.1 3.7 

PS 10.4 2.8 2.1 

 

The individual values of solubility parameters of Texanol most closely resemble those of 

MMA and EA monomers, but our results definitely show that it is nearly equally 

compatible with all four co-polymers used. The low polarity of Texanol favors interaction 

with the hydrophobic materials, the hydrogen bonding that with the acrylic esters. The 

large differences in the HSP values for the homopolymers and the corresponding 

monomers makes it questionable to predict the distribution of Texanol based on the 

available HSP values. 
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4.5 Conclusion 

Repartitioning behavior of Texanol was monitored as a function of time in various 

combinations of low and high Tg hydrophobic S/EHA and hydrophilic MMA/EA acrylic 

latices. In low Tg hydrophilic and hydrophobic latices the repartitioning was very fast and 

in high Tg latices it occurred at comparatively slower rate. Experiments were performed 

twice to check the reproducibility and similar results were found in both attempts. We 

infer that the thermodynamic equilibrium distribution of Texanol in latices is almost 

independent of the composition and the Tg of the materials. Still more experiments are 

needed to be done on a variety of materials to gather more data to have a global view. 

Different polymers such as polyurethanes, alkyds, and others can be a possible extension 

of this study. The application of the simple method developed here to the investigation of 

more solvents having low, moderate and high water solubilites may open a new horizon of 

information on the repartitioning of these solvents. 

4.6 Experimental details 

4.6.1 Co-solvents and Formulations  

Texanol (2,2,4-trimethyl-1,3-pentanediol(2-methylpropanoate)), was the only co-solvent 

used in the experiments described in this Chapter. In the co-solvent partitioning 

experiments, formulated fractions of latex contained 9 % w/w Texanol. The pH of latex as 

prepared (see Chapter 2) was raised to 7 – 7.5 using ammonia. Next, the coalescing agent 

was added slowly with continuous stirring by a mechanical stirrer over 30 min to produce 

a stable formulation. To prepare 100 g of 9 % w/w Texanol formulated S/EHA latex, 9 g of 

Texanol was slowly added to 91 g of S/EHA latex at pH 7. 

4.6.2 Blend formation 

Blend formation is explained in Chapter 3. Briefly, 1 ml of each emulsion (i.e., emulsion I 

and II or emulsion III and IV) was added into the quartz cuvet and the whole amount was 

sucked once in and out of the pipette to ensure the thorough mixing of the two emulsions. 

Emission measurement was started within a minute after blending and emission spectra 

were recorded for one hour. The acquisition of each spectrum (200 points, 0.5 s/point) 

took 100 seconds. The amounts of latex added and temperature (room temperature or the 

heat generated during mixing) have very little or negligible effect on the fluorescence of 

the MFT probe (Chapter 3).4 Each experiment was repeated twice to ensure the 

reproducibility and repetition produced similar results. 
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Abstract 

 

A methodology was developed to investigate latex film formation using confocal 

microscopy. Film formation of high Tg (69 °C) styrene-co-2-ethylhexylacrylate (S/EHA) 

copolymer was studied. Confocal imaging was employed to obtain two-dimensional (2D) 

and three-dimensional (3D) images of the latex. Contrast in the images was gained by 

labeling the co-polymer with the fluorescent dye Perylene Red, which was dissolved in the 

latex, without covalent linkage to the polymer. 

Imaging in 1D and 2D mode provided information on the thickness of the film, size and 

shape of latex particles, etcetera. Depth resolved images were obtained by taking x-y 

images at different z-steps. Integrity of dye labeled latex particles was investigated by 

imaging the films of containing different concentrations of co-solvent. The diameters of 

particles were measured to get quantitative information on the apparent particle size. An 

increase in the particle sizes as a function of co-solvent concentration was observed. By 

using confocal imaging technique we were able to see individual latex particles in fresh 

and several days old latex film. 
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5.1 Introduction 

The mechanism of film formation of water based organic coatings has been a topic of 

research since several decades. It refers to a dynamic process that transforms a 

heterogeneous mixture of colloidal polymer particles into a continuous and coherent film 

with superior mechanical properties. The evolution of microstructure in such a film is 

strongly dependent on the mechanism of film formation. It undergoes several stages 

including evaporation of water, particle deformation, void closure, coalescence and 

diffusion of polymer chains, etcetera.  Among these, coalescence and diffusion have been 

studied using fluorescence methods.1-4 

Many analytical techniques have been used to investigate the various stages of film 

formation and the morphology of the final film. Microscopy techniques have been used to 

characterize the morphology on sub-micron scales of many specimens in the life and 

materials sciences. These techniques include, but are not limited to, scanning5 and 

transmission6 electron microscopy (SEM and TEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM).7 

Other techniques such as small angle neutron scattering (SANS),8 Fourier-transform Infra 

red (FT-IR) spectroscopy9 and direct non-radiative energy transfer10 (DET) also known as 

F!"ster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) have also been widely used to investigate the 

morphology. The non-invasive techniques such as FRET have increased the 

understanding of various phenomena like coalescence and diffusion in real time. AFM and 

SEM provide surface analysis but do not give information in the bulk of the film. Contact 

mode AFM provides topographic images of the sample by moving the tip on the surface of 

the sample. A serious drawback is that force applied by the tip can destroy the surface 

layer of the sample.11 Rapid developments in the field of AFM have overcome this 

disadvantage. Non-contact (NC) mode AFM allows scanning without damaging the shape 

of the sample. Dynamic force mode, also known as intermittent contact mode or tapping 

mode, provides improved lateral resolution on soft samples. Phase imaging in AFM 

provides information beyond topography such as variation in compositions, adhesion, 

friction, viscoelasticity and many other physical properties.12 

TEM provides an opportunity to study the morphology of thin sections or freeze fractures 

in the bulk of the film down to submicrometer resolution, but the laborious procedure of 

the sample preparation and cost related issues have made it less popular. Ma et al. 

employed high-resolution cryo-scanning electron microscopy (cryo-SEM) to study the 

microstructure in latex film formation.5 Cryo-SEM consists of rapid cryogenic 

immobilization of hydrated samples at successive times of drying to arrest the structure 

without change in the arrangement and orientation. Unfortunately many artifacts related 
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to the cryo-SEM imaging can lead to the wrong interpretation of the images. The 

prominent artifacts described by Ma et al. are those which come from freezing, freeze 

fracture over sublimation and damage caused by the electron beam. 

Confocal microscopy is a powerful technique that provides information on the morphology 

on the surface as well as in the bulk of the film in a simple and quick way without extra 

tedious work of sample preparation. Confocal Raman microscopy has been used for depth 

profiling of polymer films. Marton et al.13 studied the consumption of unsaturated carbon-

carbon double bonds (C=C) during oxidative drying of alkyd coatings films containing 

unsaturated fatty acids. They measured the concentration of C=C bonds as a function of 

drying time and distance from the exposed film surface and related it to the onset of 

crosslinking. Marton et al. observed that chemical crosslinking was not homogeneous in 

the depth of the coating. The consumption of C=C bonds was slower in the deeper layers 

and the drying profile was influenced by oxygen penetration. 

In confocal fluorescence imaging contrast is obtained by introducing a fluorescent label 

into the sample. Optical sections at different depths can be obtained simply by moving the 

confocal plane in z-direction. Depending upon the thickness of the specimen 2D images 

are recorded up to few nanometer resolution and construction of these images provides a 

3D view of the sample.  Excitation light is from a laser source, which is guided through 

dichroic mirrors, filters and the microscope objective to the fluorescently labeled 

specimen. Light emitted by the sample then passes through the same objective, and 

through a pinhole towards the detector, which is generally an avalanche photodiode.  The 

pinhole is the unique feature on which the entire working of the confocal microscopy is 

based and distinguishes it from the traditional fluorescent and non-fluorescent 

microscopy techniques. A pinhole in the light path of the confocal microscope prevents the 

out-of-focus background fluorescence from reaching the detector, which gives the 

capability of optical sectioning.14 Thus, fluorescence emission that occurs above and below 

the confocal plane is not allowed to pass through the pinhole. This makes it possible to 

achieve high axial (z) resolution of the image. In the lateral plane (x-y) the resolution is 

limited by the diffraction law to ! !/2 where ! is the wavelength.15 

Due to the resolution limit of confocal microscopy it is not possible to resolve the image 

below ca. 300 nm. In practice, a point source of light will appear as a 3D Gaussian with a 

width of 1.5 µm in the z direction. Therefore, a cluster of two, three or more particles 

inside the detection volume will not be resolved as individual particles. Rather they would 

be visible as a single object (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1. Confocal volume showing the detection limit in xy and z directions. Objects smaller than the 

detection limit in the confocal volume could not be resolved. 

The high sensitivity of modern confocal set-ups in combination with appropriate 

fluorescent probes allows to provide significant information on structural features and 

dynamic processes.16 Most fluorescent dyes are aromatic organic compounds, which can 

be designed to be covalently attached to the specimen in specific locations. Due to the high 

degree of sensitivity of these molecules many structural features and dynamic processes 

are targeted in the biological and material sciences.16 The requirement on fluorescent dyes 

for confocal applications is that these molecules must exhibit an excellent brightness and 

signal strong enough to obtain the image without having problems of photobleaching or 

low signal-to-noise ratio. On the other hand, the irradiation of a fluorescent dye with a 

focused laser beam at high power densities increases emission up to the point of dye 

saturation. Furthermore the pinhole of the confocal set-up is responsible for 25 to 50 

percent loss of emission.17 A wide variety of fluorescent probes are available on the market 

or can be synthesized and modified according to the requirement. Environment-sensitive 

dyes have been developed to monitor changes in the microenvironment, for instance pH, 

solvent polarity, mobility, heavy metals, inorganic ion concentrations, etcetera. Quantum 

dots have been used as fluorescent tracers to characterize the polymer blend films on 

surface as well as in the bulk.18 

Beside steady-state and time-resolved ensemble techniques, confocal fluorescence 

microscopy can be very helpful in understanding the morphology at various depths during 

film formation.  There are some examples in the literature of the investigation of latex film 

formation by confocal microscopy, which show the use of confocal imaging to probe the 

surface and bulk morphology of solvent borne polymer films,19, 20 polymer blends and latex 

films. 

One of the early applications of confocal imaging to study the morphology of polymer 

films was reported by Lin Li et al. in the mid 1990s.20 Surface and depth resolved images 

of the film provided information about the distribution of particles and morphology of 

these blends. Furthermore they followed coalescence of polymer particles in the film by 

using confocal imaging21 (see chapter 1). Confocal microscopy is sometimes used in 

Z = 1.5 μm 

XY = 300 nm  
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combination with other microscopy techniques to investigate the morphology of polymers. 

In one such study confocal imaging was carried out to observe internal structure and AFM 

for the surface morphology of the dry latex films.22 Anthracene was used as fluorescent 

label in the experiments.23 

The morphology and the dynamics of semi interpenetrating networks (semi-IPNs) was 

investigated by imaging using confocal microscopy and two-photon laser scanning 

microscopy.24 Fluorescein dimethylacrylate and a Rhodamine dye linked with the polymer 

chains were used as fluorescent labels to perform confocal imaging. On the basis of 

information obtained on morphology the authors were able to study the fast kinetics of 

semi-IPN phase transition. Furthermore they ruled out the previous assumptions reported 

in the literature25, 26 about uniform distribution of the linear polymers in cross-linked 

hydrogel networks based on their depth resolved confocal images.  

Deng et al. employed confocal microscopy to investigate the annealing effect on 

morphologies and the miscibility of ternary blends of isotactic polypropylene (iPP), impact 

modifiers and adhesion promoters.27 Confocal imaging of the blends clearly displayed the 

evidences of extent of miscibility and phase separation of the polymer blends. They found 

LSCFM to be a powerful tool to characterize morphology with excellent image contrast.  In 

a recent paper Aloisi et al.28 reported the use of confocal imaging to directly visualize the 

3D dispersion of clay labeled with Rhodamine B in the polymer matrix. 

In this chapter we highlight the use of confocal imaging as a useful tool to obtain 

information on various stages of film formation. It offers insight into the real time events 

and allows an immediate visual analysis without the time-consuming phase of data 

processing. We aimed to develop a methodology for studying film formation using 

confocal microscopy and secondly application of this method to investigate the various 

stages of film formation. The first part will be the topic of discussion of the present 

chapter, which includes labeling of latex particles, 1D, 2D and 3D modes of imaging. A 

further application of the methodology will be discussed in the next chapter. 

The latex selected to perform experiments with confocal microscopy was styrene-co-ethyl 

hexylacrylate (S/EHA) Tg 69 °C prepared by emulsion polymerization. The preparation 

and characteristics of this latex have already described in detail in chapter 2. The ratio of 

solid content to water was 40 : 60 by weight and the size of the latex particles in aqueous 

emulsion was ca. 110 nm measured by dynamic light scattering. This latex material was 

used for all the experiments described in this chapter. Most of the studies reported on the 

latex film formation are performed with Tg < 20 °C.22, 23, 29-31 Film formation with low Tg 

latex material is faster and considerably easier than with a high Tg material. The reason to 
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use a high Tg latex in the experiments described in this chapter was to test the ability to 

monitor individual particles inside a drying film. If a latex is composed of low Tg particles, 

film formation might be too fast to record the changes that occur on the time scale of the 

measurement. 

5.2 Film Preparation 

For all experiments on the confocal microscope described in this chapter one method was 

used to cast S/EHA latex films. We cast films on glass cover slips of 20 ! 20 mm by gently 

dragging off extra latex by a metallic bar having channels on its surface. These channels 

control the thickness of the resulting film, i.e., bigger channels give thicker and narrow 

channels give thinner films. The laboratories of DSM NeoResins Waalwijk provided this 

film-casting metallic bar. The films prepared in these experiments were ca. 40 µm in the 

wet state and 15 µm in the dry state. Figure 2 shows how the film was cast using this 

metallic bar. 

 

Figure 2. The latex film was cast by placing a drop of latex emulsion on top of the substrate (glass cover slip) 

and gently dragging the metallic bar over it to get a smooth film.  

5.2.1 Labeling of Latex 

Perylene Red was selected as a fluorescent spy to be introduced into to the latex material. 

It is a very stable, non-ionic, non-polar, highly hydrophobic organic molecule and has a 

strong tendency to withstand the high laser power on the confocal microscope. This dye 

lases between 580 – 800 nm with a photostability much higher than that of Rhodamine 

dyes, which are well known for their photostability.32 Moreover the photostability of 

Perylene Red is found to be very high in solid matrices.33, 34 Chemical structure, absorption 

emission spectra of Perylene Red in dichloromethane, and S/EHA Tg 60 °C latex are 

displayed in Figure 3.  
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A) 

 

 

 

B) C) 

  

Figure 3. A) Chemical structure of Perylene Red fluorescent dye used to label the latex particles for confocal 

microscopy experiments. B) Absorption and emission spectra of Perylene Red in dichloromethane. C) 

Emission spectrum of Perylene Red in S/EHA Tg 60 °C latex. (!exc = 560 nm).  

Unlike co-polymerized latex, where a dye was built into the polymer chains during 

emulsion polymerization, as described in previous chapters, labeling with Perylene Red 

was carried out after the emulsion polymerization. It was not covalently linked to the co-

polymer; only mixing of dye into the latex material was carried out which resulted in the 

absorption of the dye in latex particles. For the preparation of Perylene Red labeled 

S/EHA latex, 10 ppm of Perylene Red was prepared with respect to the total number of 

moles of the monomers styrene and ethyl hexyl acrylate in the S/EHA latex. The dye was 

introduced into the latex with the aid of DPnB as a co-solvent. 

Because of the strongly hydrophobic nature of Perylene Red molecule there is no chance of 

its entrance into the aqueous phase of the latex so we assume that all the added dye got 

physically attached to the latex particle and none was left in the aqueous phase. Based on 

this assumption an average of 39 molecules of Perylene Red are present in each latex 

particle. When dye labeled latex is diluted with the non-labeled latex, this does not alter 

the number of dye molecules per particle, rather it reduces the concentration of labeled 

particles or increases the number of non-labeled particles around labeled one. These 

calculations are described in detail in Experimental section 5.8.2.  

This physically mixed dye labeled latex may give a good start to test the methodology of 
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confocal imaging for “seeing” latex particles. The idea was that if this worked well the next 

step would be the labeling of latex particles with a covalently linked fluorescent dye 

(discussed in Chapter 6). The excitation of Perylene Red was carried out at 560 nm and 

emission was collected from 580 – 800 nm. 

For confocal imaging experiments 10 ppm Perylene Red (moles of dye/moles of 

monomers) labeled S/HA latex was diluted several thousand times to achieve a contrast. 

To see individual latex particles dye labeled S/EHA latex was mixed with non-labeled 

S/EHA in the ratio of 1 : 104 and in some cases 1 : 105. Details of making dilutions for the 

confocal imaging experiments are described in section 5.4.  

Before imaging of the latex film we monitored reduction in the film thickness during film 

formation on the confocal microscope. The next section includes the description of this 

experiment. It is followed by those performed with confocal imaging. 

5.3 Thickness of Latex Film 

Using the confocal microscope we measured the thickness of the latex film as a function of 

time in a 1D mode i.e., moving the focal plane of the objective from air to glass interface 

and vice versa in a z-scan mode. Latex used in this experiment was S/EHA labeled with 10 

ppm Perylene Red (not diluted). The fresh latex film was allowed to dry and thickness was 

measured at various time intervals. Measurements were started on the freshly cast film 

and finished when it was 2 h old. Data obtained was in the form of points of intensity at 

given z-positions. The width of the peak was measured at half height. Figure 4 shows a 

representative example of the peak obtained after one measurement: it demonstrates the 

thickness of the film and shows air-latex and latex-glass interfaces. 

 

Figure 4. Scanning of S/EHA latex film in z-direction on the confocal microscope. Air-latex and latex-glass 

interfaces are present on the left and right side of the peak, respectively. The width of the peak gives the film 

thickness. Latex was labeled with 10 ppm Perylene Red fluorescent dye. (�exc = 560 nm, �det = 580 – 800 nm) 

glass air 

15 μm 
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Figure 5 presents the intensity profiles of a freshly cast S/EHA latex film labeled with 10 

ppm Perylene Red monitored in a climate control chamber at relative humidity (RH) of 60 

– 80 % for 2 h. Reduction in the film thickness was observed as a function of time. The 

first peak was much broader than the subsequent peaks due to the presence of a large 

amount of water in the fresh film. As water evaporated the film thickness rapidly 

decreased. 

A) B) 

  

Figure 5. Scanning of wet 10 ppm Perylene Red labeled S/EHA latex film in z-direction for 2 h on the confocal 

microscope, A) real intensity of the drying film, downward arrow shows decrease in emission intensity B) 

normalized intensity of graph A. (!exc = 560 nm, !det = 580 – 800 nm). First peak was made up of 20 points 

and subsequent peaks were composed of 16 points, z-step was 3 µm. The measurement time for one scan was 

ca. 2 min. 

Figure 6 presents the plot of thickness at various time intervals showing that freshly cast 

film thickness was 27 µm, which started to decrease, and reached to 14 µm after 1 h. Then 

it remained the same for the next hour. The freshly cast film was ca. 40 µm, transportation 

of the film to the stage of microscope and starting the measurement took almost 2 min. 

During this time initial water was lost from the film, therefore the first scan exhibited only 

27 µm thickness.    

 

Figure 6. Thickness of 10 ppm Perylene Red labeled S/EHA film at various time intervals plotted against time.  
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This result is comparable to the weight loss of S/EHA and MMA/EA latex films measured 

on a digital balance at room temperature. Films were freshly cast and weight loss 

measurement was started within 15 – 20 s. Results are shown in Figure 7.  

A) B) 

 
 

C) D) 

  

Figure 7.  Gravimetric analysis of fresh latex films at room temperature. Weight loss of latex films measured 

for 1 h on glass cover slip of 20 ! 20 mm; A) S/EHA Tg 20 °C latex formulated with 9 % DPnB, B) MMA/EA Tg 

60 °C latex formulated with 9 % DPnB. Weight loss of latex films measured for 2 h on glass cover slip of 60 ! 

40 mm; C) S/EHA Tg 20 °C latex formulated with 9 % DPnB, D) S/EHA Tg 60 °C latex formulated with 9 % 

DPnB.  

In these measurements films were cast on glass cover slip substrates of different 

dimensions: one was 20 ! 20 mm, same as used for the confocal microscopy experiments 

and other was 60 ! 40 mm. The former was cast by film casting bar that gave 40 µm in wet 

and latter with 150 µm in wet state. Tgs of both latices, nature of co-polymer, thickness of 

the film and surface area of drying were different but the evaporation of water in all cases 

follows the same trend, i.e., the water evaporation rate is very high in the first ca. 10 

minutes when film is ca. 40 µm thick and in case of 150 µm thicker films water 

evaporation was active for 40 min. At later times it still occurs but at a very slow rate. The 

solid content left on the substrate after 60 min of drying was in the range of 44 – 45 % for 

the four films (Figure 7). This shows that a one hour old dry latex film contains only 7 – 9 
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% water irrespective of the nature of the co-polymer, Tg of the latex material and thickness 

of the latex film.  

A strange feature in this 1D scanning experiment was the gradual decrease in the 

fluorescence intensity with the passage of time. One possible explanation for the decrease 

in fluorescence could be photobleaching. In photobleaching transformation of a 

fluorescent molecule occurs into a non-fluorescent one. Photobleaching does not affect the 

fluorescence lifetime of the fluorescent probe, because the photobleached molecules do 

not contribute to the signal. An alternative possibility is that quenching occurs by 

components that reside in the aqueous phase of the latex, but enter the polymer phase 

upon drying. In this case a reduction of the fluorescence decay time may be expected, and 

probably a heterogeneous, nonexponential decay. To investigate this, the decay profile of 

Perylene Red was measured at different timings during the film drying and it was found to 

be monoexponential. Lifetime was measured on each point in a peak that gives thickness 

of the film (Figure 5A). An average lifetime of 5.9 ± 0.1 ns was observed when lifetime 

fitting of sixteen points was performed in a fresh film (Figure 8A). In a 2 h old dry film the 

average lifetime decreased to a value of 5.1 ± 0.1 ns (Figure 8B).  

A) 

 

B) 

 

Figure 8. Decay profile of Perylene Red measured in 1D experiment was monoexponential in fresh and 2 h old 

dry film: A) after 1.6 s, lifetime ! = 5.9 ns, B) after 2 h, lifetime ! = 5.2 ns. 
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The decrease in the lifetime of Perylene Red molecule from a fresh to 2 h old dry film was 

0.8 ns. The exposure time was 100 s to complete one measurement and film thickness was 

measured for 44 times during 2 h time period. 

The decrease of the fluorescence intensity during film drying cannot be solely related to 

quenching of the Perylene Red molecules because we only see a small reduction in the 

lifetime of Perylene Red while we observe a drastic decrease in the emission intensity. On 

the other hand, photobleaching can also not be the main cause, because when a new spot 

of the film was measured, the intensity was the same. 

Discussion: These results show that film drying measured on the confocal microscope 

using the z-scan (1D) provided precise thickness of the film from which water evaporation 

can be determined. Major water evaporation occurred already before the film could be 

placed on the stage of the microscope for the measurement. The freshly cast film was ca. 

40 !m but at the first measurement it was only 27 !m. This shows that much of the water 

evaporated within the first two minutes after film casting. After 10 min most of the water 

was gone. This result agrees with the gravimetric analysis of films on 20 ! 20 mm glass 

cover slip (same substrate as used for the 1D confocal experiment), measured on the 

digital balance (Figure 7A and 7B), which shows that the first stage of film formation, the 

water evaporation stage, is almost finished in the first 10 – 15 minutes after casting the 

film. It is known that at early stage of drying the water evaporation is independent of the 

presence of polymer, i.e., it occurs at approximately the same rate as in pure water or 

dilute surfactant solution.35 The rate of evaporation depends upon the vapor pressure, the 

rate of airflow and ratios of surface area to the volume of film. There was further reduction 

in the film thickness after the initial phase but it was slow; this shows that evaporation of 

water is continuously but slowly occurring from the film after first stage. In another 

experiment latex films measured at room temperature (21 °C) without climate control 

chamber on the confocal microscope showed similar results, i.e., film thickness reduction 

was of the same order of magnitude showing that the relative humidity of 60 – 80 % 

created in the climate control chamber has no significant effect on the rate of film drying. 

These results show that it will be very difficult to obtain meaningful 3D data during film 

drying because it is very fast. A decrease in the fluorescence of Perylene Red with the 

passage of time was observed and the reason for this decrease is unknown at this moment. 

In the next section, we will discuss confocal imaging experiments on the S/EHA latex 

films performed in 2D and 3D modes and application of 2D to investigate the influence of 

co-solvent on the migration of dye in formulated latex film. 
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5.4 Confocal Imaging of Latex Film in a Stack of X-Y Planes (3D) 

Imaging of films in 3D mode involves recording images in the x-y plane at different z-

positions. This experiment can provide valuable information in real time at various depths 

in the film.  

Freshly formed S/EHA Tg 60 °C latex film was allowed to dry at room temperature and 

images of the film were recorded from the surface to various depths in the film. For these 

imaging experiments 10 ppm Perylene Red labeled S/EHA latex was diluted several 

thousand times to see the individual latex particles in the scanned volume. The 10 ppm 

labeled latex contained 10-5 M Perylene Red concentration with respect to the total moles 

of both monomers. This 10 ppm dye labeled S/EHA latex was used in all experiments 

stated in this Chapter. The only difference in the sample for 1D, 2D and 3D was that for 1D 

experiment (section 5.3) 10 ppm perylene red labeled S/EHA latex was directly used to 

measure the film thickness whereas for the 2D and 3D experiments it was diluted to 

several thousand times with the non-labeled S/EHA latex to decrease the concentration of 

the dye labeled particles in the confocal volume. 

Dilution: In S/EHA latex the ratio of water to solid content is 60 : 40 %, i.e, of 1 kg of 

latex 400 g constitute the co-polymer and 600 g is water. Calculations revealed that 5.7 ! 

1017 number of latex particles were present in a 1 kg latex batch. Furthermore an average 

of 39 dye molecules were present per latex particle. When a film with such a latex is cast, 

particles become closely packed after water evaporation. If every single particle contains 

such a number of dye molecules, which fluoresce intensely, it is not possible to see the 

individual latex particle because of the diffraction limit. To see the individual fluorescent 

latex particles we needed to have labeled particles against a dark background that was 

created by adding non-labeled latex to the labeled one. So 10 ppm Perylene Red labeled 

S/EHA latex was diluted with the non-labeled S/EHA latex in the ratio of 1 : 104 or 1 : 105. 

In these ratios the concentration of dye labeled particles was reduced although the 

number of dye molecules/per particle was not changed. (see section 5.8.2 for the 

calculations). 

Figure 9A illustrates the schematic presentation of this experiment and Figure 9B displays 

the z-stack of real x-y images of latex film recorded at different z-steps in 3D mode. 

Freshly cast latex film was placed on the stage of the confocal microscope and two 

interfaces, air-latex and latex-glass, were quickly searched which showed that the film was 

ca. 25 µm thick. For imaging, a 30 µm range in z-direction was selected so that 

information at surface and bottom of the film could be carefully collected. Imaging was 
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carried out on two different areas in the film starting from air-latex interface towards the 

latex-glass interface. Z-stacks of images were collected at a step of 2 µm or 5 µm in two 

different attempts. 

A) B) 

  

Figure 9. Confocal imaging in x-y planes at different z-step (3D); A) schematic illustration of 3D method, B) Z-

stack of real confocal images of S/EHA Tg 60 °C latex labeled with 10 ppm Perylene Red fluorescent dye. 

Labeled latex was diluted 104 times with non-labeled one to get these images. 

Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 

   

Image 4 Image 5 Image 6 

   

Figure 10. Z-stack of confocal images of freshly cast film of S/EHA Tg 60 °C latex labeled with 10 ppm Perylene 

Red fluorescent dye. Dilution was 104 times. Subsequent images are in 5 µm step going down into the sample. 

The size of each image is 10 ! 10 µm2. The focal plane is out of the film in Image 1 (above the surface). 
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Figure 10 presents the z-stack of six images taken at the z-step of 5 µm. Size of each image 

in Figure 10 was 10 ! 10 µm2. All images obtained were different from each other with 

respect to the particle distribution. The first image shows no particles because the focal 

plane was out of the film (in air). Image 2 was close to the surface and image 6 shows the 

layer of the film close to the glass cover slip. 

Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 Image 4 

    

Image 5 Image 6 Image 7 Image 8 

    

Image 9 Image 10 Image 11 Image 12 

    
 Image 13 Image 14  

 

  

 

Figure 11. Z-stack of confocal images of freshly cast film (ca. 25 µm) of S/EHA Tg 60 °C latex labeled with 10 

ppm Perylene Red fluorescent dye. Dilution was 104 times. Z-step is 2 µm in subsequent images. The size of 

each image is 10 ! 10 µm2. Image 1: focal plane in air above film. Image 14: focal plane in glass below film. 

Imaging of the same film was carried out on another area in the film with z-steps of 2 µm. 

Figure 11 displays fourteen images each at a step of 2 µm. First and last images showed no 
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latex particles because the focal plane was in air and glass, respectively. Distribution and 

arrangement of particles in each image was different.  

Confocal imaging in 3D mode showed individual latex particles in the area under 

investigation. In stacks of 3D images it was observed that particles have approximately the 

same density and distribution in the different z-positions i.e., there were no sharp 

differences near the air-latex interface, in the middle of the film and near the latex-glass 

interface. So in further experiments x-y (2D) images were recorded without changing the 

z-position. During film drying the air-latex interface moves downwards due to the water 

evaporation. So, the focal plane was placed in the middle of the film for measuring 2D 

images. 

The fluorescence decay time profile of Perylene Red was measured at various depths in the 

film and found to be ca. 5.9 ± 0.1 ns. There was no remarkable difference in the lifetime at 

different z-positions in the film. 

5.5 Confocal Imaging of Latex Films in X – Y Plane (2D) 

A freshly cast latex film was allowed to dry at room temperature and changes of the dye 

distribution were monitored by capturing snapshots at various times by using the confocal 

imaging technique. The dilution used in this experiment was 105. 

Film was cast by the bar that produces 40 µm thick film in the wet state. Imaging of the 

freshly cast latex film on the glass cover slip was obtained at various time intervals. Since 

this experiment was carried out at ambient temperature the film was directly placed on 

the stage of the microscope without using the climate control chamber. An area of 80 ! 80 

µm2 was measured in the image of 150 ! 150 pixels. Zooming in the image up to 10 ! 10 

µm2 provided clearly resolved latex particles against a dark background. 

We recorded images of 11.3 ! 11.3 µm2 at different times on the same day. Images obtained 

in this experiment are presented in Figure 12, which clearly show bright dye labeled latex 

particles against a dark background of non-labeled latex. In the images of the freshly cast 

film and 30 min later, spherically shaped latex particles having well defined boundaries 

were visible. These particles retained their shape and size during the whole day. When the 

same film was imaged three days later, however, the dye labeled latex particles appeared 

to spread out in the image. Particles, which formerly appeared as bright spots, were now 

larger in size and blurry with less defined boundaries (Figure 12, image 7, 8). After ten 

days the same film displayed a very different situation: there were no recognizable 
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particles in the images and the dye has spread out over the entire area of the image (Figure 

12, image 9). 

Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 

   

Image 4 Image 5 Image 6 

   

Image 7 Image 8 Image 9 

   

Figure 12. Confocal images of freshly cast film of S/EHA Tg 60 °C latex labeled with 10 ppm Perylene Red 

fluorescent dye. Labeled latex was diluted 105 times with non-labeled one. Images 1) freshly cast film, 2) 30 

min, 3) 1 h, 4) 3 h, 5) 4.5 h, 6) 6 h, 7 and 8) 3 days later, 9) 10 days later. Size of images: Image 1 - 6 = 11.3 ! 

11.3 µm2, Image 7 = 10.1 ! 10.1 µm2, Image 8 = 10.4 ! 10.4 µm2 and Image 9 = 10.6 ! 10.6 µm2 (Perylene Red: 

"exc = 560 nm, "det = 580 – 800 nm). 

Particle size calculations were carried out on confocal images using the computer program 

Igor. Cross-sections of images were taken which showed Gaussian peaks corresponding to 

fluorescent latex particles present in that cross-section. The height of the Gaussian peak 

depicted the intensity and the width of the peak showed the size of the particle. As an 

example Figure 13A shows an image that contains one bright latex particle.  Figure 13B 

presents the 3D plot of this image. The cross section of the peak provided its diameter 
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(Figure 13C). Following this method, many cross-sections in one image were taken to 

calculate the size of particles present in that image. 

 A) B) C) 

  

 

Figure 13. Particle size calculation was carried out by Gaussian fitting on the peaks, which presents the 

fluorescent particle in the image. (Perylene Red: !exc = 560 nm, !det = 580 – 800 nm) 

 A) B) C) 

   

D) E) 

 

 

Figure 14. Particle sizes in film of S/EHA Tg 60 °C latex labeled with 10 ppm Perylene Red fluorescent dye. 

Labeled latex was diluted 105 times with non-labeled one. Images A) freshly cast film (1 min) B) 15 min, C) 6 h, 

D) 3 days later, E). Plot of average particle size versus time. Size of images: Image A - C = 11.3 " 11.3 µm2, 

Image D = 10.4 " 10.4 µm2. (Perylene Red: !exc = 560 nm, !det = 580 – 800 nm). 

Figure 14 presents the confocal images selected from Figure 12, and particle sizes were 

calculated by applying the method described above. Particles encircled in the images in 
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Figure 13 are those whose size was calculated. Apparent average particle sizes in fresh 

film, after 30 min, after 6 h, and in the 3 days old film were 0.19 ± 0.04, 0.20 ± 0.04, 0.21 

± 0.03 and 0.6 ± 0.1 µm, respectively (± is standard deviation of the 12 measurements). It 

is worth mentioning that twelve particles selected in one image have no correlation with 

the particles in another image i.e., they were randomly selected. 

5.5.1 Effect of Co-solvent Concentration on Dye Migration 

Co-solvents play a significant role in latex film formation. They act as plasticizer, reduce Tg 

of the polymer and help in the film formation. We intended to study film formation as a 

function of co-solvent and time to directly observe the changes that occur during the film 

formation process. This experiment may reveal how a solid dye labeled particle retains its 

integrity in the presence of a co-solvent. 

S/EHA Tg 60 °C labeled latex was formulated with 2, 4, 6 and 8 % DPnB co-solvent and 

migration of the dye label was observed during first 2 h and when the film was one day 

old. The Perylene Red labeled latex was mixed in a ratio of 1 : 104. Unlike previously 

discussed experiments, here non-labeled latex was first formulated with the co-solvent 

DPnB and used to dilute the 10 ppm Perylene Red labeled S/EHA latex to achieve the 

desired dilution. In this way the co-solvent DPnB was homogeneously dispersed in the 

latex emulsion and films cast by these formulations contained DPnB. Four formulations 

i.e. 2, 4, 6 and 8 % w/w DPnB of 104 times diluted S/EHA latex were prepared. Figure 15 A 

– D presents confocal images of the corresponding four films. These images were recorded 

15 minutes after film casting.  

 A) B) C) D) 

    

Figure 15. Confocal images of four latex films of S/EHA Tg 60 °C labeled with 10 ppm Perylene Red fluorescent 

dye formulated with DPnB co-solvent A) 2%, B) 4%, C) 6%, D) 8%. Labeled latex was diluted 104 times with 

non-labeled one. Size of images A - C is 20 ! 20 µm2 and image D is 80 ! 80 µm2. (Perylene Red: "exc = 560 

nm, "det = 580 – 800 nm). 

The size of the latex particles in the 2 % w/w DPnB film was similar to those of the non-

formulated latex. In 4 % and 6 % DPnB films an increase in the particle size was observed 

and in 8 % w/w DPnB film no particles appeared on the confocal image.   
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Figure 16. Particle size calculation of confocal image of 2 % DPnB formulation of S/EHA Tg 60 °C latex film. 

Labeled latex was diluted 104 times with non-labeled one. Size of image is 20 ! 20 µm2.  

A) B) 

  

C) D) 

  

Figure 17. Particle size calculation of confocal images of latex films of 4 % and 6 % w/w DPnB formulations of 

S/EHA Tg 60 °C latex. A) 4 % w/w DPnB fresh film, B) 4 % w/w DPnB one day old film, C) 6 % w/w DPnB 

fresh film, D) 6 % w/w DPnB one day old film. Labeled latex was diluted 104 times with non-labeled one. Size 

of images of fresh and a day old films are 20 ! 20 and 10 ! 10 µm2, respectively.  

Results of the particle size measurement of various % formulations in fresh and one day 

old films are shown in Figure 17. 
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Figure 18. Average particle sizes in latex films of 2, 4 and 6 % w/w DPnB formulations of S/EHA Tg 60 °C 

latex. 10 ppm Perylene Red labeled latex was first diluted to 104 times and films were cast. 

The average sizes of the latex particles in the freshly cast and one day old film of 2, 4 and 6 

% w/w formulations are presented in the plot in Figure 18. In freshly cast and a day old 

film particle size calculation provided quantitative information about the particle 

diameter. Twenty particles in each image were selected and the particle sizes were 

calculated by taking cross sections and fitting Gaussians on the respective peaks. The 

graph in Figure 18 clearly reveals the increase in the apparent size of the latex particles 

when the film is one day old. 

5.6 Discussion 

Our aim of using confocal microscopy was to develop a methodology for measuring 

confocal images of latices in 2D and 3D fashions. This can help in the investigation of 

various stages of film formation and understanding of the microstructure arising in the 

film. Concomitantly it potentially offers examination of real time dynamics and provides 

images of surface as well as bulk of the film to make the sound judgment of the 

morphology of the film.  

In this chapter we highlighted the use of confocal imaging by studying the film formation 

of S/EHA Tg 60 °C latex labeled with 10 ppm Perylene Red fluorescent dye. Perylene Red 

provided clear contrast of dye labeled latex particles against the dark background of non-

labeled latex. Photostability of the dye proved good enough to withstand the high laser 

power for quite considerable amount of time. We observed freestanding bright spots in the 

image, which presented individual latex particles. Monitoring changes in the size and 

shape of particles over time shows that it will be possible to see the different steps of film 

formation. 
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3D imaging provided information at various depths in the film. Thin slices of film up to 2 

µm can be made to see in the depth of the film. Distributions of particles at various depths 

were clearly observed in x-y images. We applied this method to detect the changes that 

occur during film formation at various depths, which will be discussed in the next chapter. 

In x-y (2D) images the fluorescent dye labeled latex particles were seen against a dark 

background. Films of 105 times dilution of dye labeled latex showed individual latex 

particles with spherical shape and clear boundaries. In imaging of fresh latex film we 

observed that images of the scanned area changed due to high water content i.e., high 

mobility of fresh film. For the first the 10 – 15 minutes water evaporation was quite active 

and after that it slowed down. Images recorded after half an hour were similar to each 

other because latex particles became stagnant on the time scale of measurement showing 

that most of the water had evaporated from the film and viscosity became high enough to 

suppress the mobility of latex particles. It was observed that dye labeled latex particles 

retain their size and shape for more than a day i.e. particles seen in fresh film were the 

same as in a one day old film. However, a change in the particle shape and size was 

observed after three days. The films were cast at temperatures well below the minimum 

film formation temperature, so interdiffusion of the latex particles is unlikely to be the 

reason for the apparent size increase. Thus, the blurring of the particle images must be 

due to the dye diffusing out of the originally labeled particles. In the latex, a polar barrier 

exists between particles, formed by the acrylic acid groups and the surfactant.36 

Apparently, this does not prevent the migration of the hydrophobic dye after water 

evaporation. This may indicate that this barrier has disappeared at this stage of film 

formation. 

Experiments with different amounts of DPnB allowed seeing the changes in fluorescent 

particles. An increase in particle size was observed as the amount of co-solvent was 

increased in the latex. The size of fluorescent particles in fresh films of 4 and 6 % w/w 

DPnB was clearly larger than that of 2 % w/w DPnB formulation, which was more like a 

non-formulated latex film. Measurement of one day old films of 4 and 6 % w/w DPnB 

formulations showed a pronounced increase in the particle sizes.  

Based on these experiments we can confidently say that the bright fluorescent particles 

seen in the fresh or a few hours old samples present latex particles. However, when the 

film is days old the increase in the size of fluorescent particles cannot be related to the 

increase of the latex particle. Rather it is determined by dye diffusion. 

One of the surprising observations was the decrease in the fluorescence intensity in the 1D 

scanning experiment, that cannot be exclusively due to the photobleaching of Perylene 
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Red because we have observed in confocal imaging that photostability of this dye was 

excellent. The reason of decrease in emission of drying film is yet not known. 

High dilution allowed to view the individual particles, films cast by the latex diluted to 104 

and 105 times showed freestanding fluorescent latex particles, which were quite clearly 

visible against the dark background. 

One excellent feature of the Perylene Red label was its photostability. It showed a quite 

bright fluorescence in the films, which were even days old. Irradiation of the fresh film 

was carried out for ca. 3 – 4 minutes to record one image on the confocal microscope and 

many images were recorded for one film in the same day and many days later. Despite the 

long irradiation period Perylene Red label showed strong emission. 

5.7 Conclusion 

Using confocal fluorescence microscopy we have developed a methodology for the 

investigation of the morphology of films of S/EHA Tg 60 °C latex. Film thickness was 

successfully monitored as a function of time simply by repeated z-scanning. It was found 

that the rate of water evaporation was high in the first ten minutes, and 90 – 95 % of water 

was gone after an hour of film drying. The fluorescence emission intensity of Perylene Red 

during this film drying experiment decreased substantially. At present, it is not clear what 

the roles are of photobleaching and quenching by water-soluble quenchers (anti-oxidant, 

remaining initiators or monomers, antibacterial agent). 

Fluorescently labeled latex particles were seen as bright spots in the images. Changes in 

the size and shape of particles were observed during film aging. Particle sizes were 

measured and quantitative data were obtained about the increase of particle size. 2D and 

3D imaging provided images at various depths in the film. The influence of co-solvent 

DPnB on the migration of dye was monitored. It was observed that higher concentration 

of co-solvent results in faster increase in the apparent particle size. The increase in 

apparent size must be due to migration of the fluorescent label across the polar interfaces 

between the latex particles.  

There was a common feature observed in 2D and 3D imaging i.e., increase in the size of 

fluorescent particles in the confocal images. On one hand these findings have supported 

the working principle and we were able to see the individual latex particles, difference in 

the size and shape of particle in fresh and aged films, influence of co-solvent on dye 

labeled particles, with full confidence. However, on the other hand, these results have left 

many question marks. We are unable to explain the reasons for the apparent occurrences 
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such as: is it possible to correlate the increase in the size of the fluorescent spot with the 

actual latex particle size? Does spreading of fluorescent label in the image of an aged film 

mean that polymer chains are un-winding and undergo diffusion at the interface? These 

questions will remain unanswered unless a covalently linked fluorescent dye labeled latex 

particle would come into the scenario. Such an approach is described in Chapter 6.  

5.8 Experimental Details 

5.8.1 Confocal Set Up 

Confocal imaging was performed on a MicroTime 200 apparatus from PicoQuant GmbH. 

A Titanium : Sapphire laser (Chameleon ULTRA-II, Coherent) tuned to 835 nm was used 

to pump an optical parametric oscillator (Mira OPO) which delivered 380 mW at a 

wavelength of 560 nm.  

The excitation light was coupled into the adapted confocal unit via a polarization 

maintaining monomode fiber (PMC-620-4-NA011-3-XPC-P, Schäfter + Kirchoff). The 

excitation light passed through three filters: an excitation filter, a dichroic and an emission 

filter. An excitation filter (560/4x, Chroma Tech.) was the first one placed after the 

excitation beam. It cut light above and below the excitation wavelength !exc = 560 nm. A 

dichroic mirror (595 DCLP, Chroma Tech.) reflected excitation light to the sample and 

collected back the emission light from it. The emission light coming through the dichroic 

mirror passed through a pinhole of 50 µm and then via an emission filter to the detector. 

The emission filter (D645/110, Chroma Tech.) allowed only the light from 595 – 700 nm 

and reduced the chance of excitation light reaching the detector. In between the dichroic 

mirror and emission filter there were four mirrors, which guided light to the detector 

and/or spectrograph. The repetition rate was 80 MHz. The detector was a single photon 

avalanche diode (SPAD) with high detection efficiency of over 70 % at 630 nm and a time 

resolution of ca. 500 ps.  

Figure 19 presents the set up of confocal microscopy and Figure 20 shows the set of filters 

used for the excitation and emission of the Perylene Red fluorescent dye. 

Humidity controlled experiment was carried out in a climate control chamber (TOKAI 

HIT Co., Ltd. incubation system Model number INU-NI-F1 Nikon, Japan) provided with 

four heaters at top, stage, bath and lens. 

The digital weighing balance used to measure gravimetric analysis of films was a Mettler 

AE260 DeltaRange. 
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Figure 19. Schematic presentation of confocal microscopy set up. 

A) B) 

  

C) 

 

Figure 20. Filters used for the confocal microscopy experiments of Perylene Red fluorescent dye: A) excitation 

filter (560/4x, Chroma Tech.), B) dichroic mirror (595DCLP, Chroma Tech.) and C) emission filter (D645/110, 

Chroma Tech.). 
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Figure 20. Filters used for the confocal microscopy experiments of Perylene Red fluorescent dye: A) excitation 

filter (560/4x, Chroma Tech.), B) dichroic mirror (595DCLP, Chroma Tech.) and C) emission filter (D645/110, 

Chroma Tech.). !exc and !em of Perylene Red were 560 and 580 – 800 nm, respectively 

Humidity controlled experiment was carried out in a climate control chamber (TOKAI 

HIT Co., Ltd. incubation system Model number INU-NI-F1 Nikon, Japan) provided with 

four heaters at top, stage, bath and lens. 

The digital weighing balance used to measure gravimetric analysis of films was of 

DeltaRange series with model number Mettler AE260.  

5.8.2 Labeling and Dilution of 10 ppm Perylene Red Labeled S/EHA Tg 

60 °C Latex 

For the preparation of 10 ppm Perylene Red labeled latex the amount of Perylene Red was 

calculated on the basis of total moles of the monomers, styrene and ethyl hexyl acrylate, in 

the S/EHA Tg 60 °C latex. In a 1.5 kg latex batch 5.11 moles of both monomers are present. 

Based on the moles of monomers, the weight of Perylene Red for 10 ppm of 1.5 kg S/EHA 

latex batch was 55 mg (10-5 ! 1079.24 ! 5.11 = 0.055 g). We prepared 100 g of 10 ppm 

S/EHA labeled latex by carefully adding a solution of 4 mg of Perylene Red dye in 9 ml of 

DPnB with stirring it to the neutralized latex.  
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60 °C Latex 

For the preparation of 10 ppm Perylene Red labeled latex the amount of Perylene Red was 

calculated on the basis of total moles of the monomers, styrene and ethyl hexyl acrylate, in 

the S/EHA Tg 60 °C latex. In a 1.5 kg latex batch 5.11 moles of both monomers are present. 

Based on the moles of monomers, the weight of Perylene Red for 10 ppm of 1.5 kg S/EHA 

latex batch was 55 mg (10-5 ! 1079.24 ! 5.11 = 0.055 g). We prepared 100 g of 10 ppm 

S/EHA labeled latex by carefully adding a solution of 4 mg of Perylene Red dye in 9 ml of 

DPnB with stirring it to the neutralized latex.  
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Figure 20. Filters used for the confocal microscopy experiments of Perylene Red fluorescent dye: A) excitation 

filter (560/4x, Chroma Tech.), B) dichroic mirror (595DCLP, Chroma Tech.) and C) emission filter (D645/110, 

Chroma Tech.). !exc and !em of Perylene Red were 560 and 580 – 800 nm, respectively 

Humidity controlled experiment was carried out in a climate control chamber (TOKAI 

HIT Co., Ltd. incubation system Model number INU-NI-F1 Nikon, Japan) provided with 

four heaters at top, stage, bath and lens. 

The digital weighing balance used to measure gravimetric analysis of films was of 

DeltaRange series with model number Mettler AE260.  

5.8.2 Labeling and Dilution of 10 ppm Perylene Red Labeled S/EHA Tg 

60 °C Latex 

For the preparation of 10 ppm Perylene Red labeled latex the amount of Perylene Red was 

calculated on the basis of total moles of the monomers, styrene and ethyl hexyl acrylate, in 

the S/EHA Tg 60 °C latex. In a 1.5 kg latex batch 5.11 moles of both monomers are present. 

Based on the moles of monomers, the weight of Perylene Red for 10 ppm of 1.5 kg S/EHA 

latex batch was 55 mg (10-5 ! 1079.24 ! 5.11 = 0.055 g). We prepared 100 g of 10 ppm 

S/EHA labeled latex by carefully adding a solution of 4 mg of Perylene Red dye in 9 ml of 

DPnB with stirring it to the neutralized latex.  
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5.8.2 Labeling and Dilution of Perylene Red Labeled S/EHA Latex 

For the preparation of 10 ppm Perylene Red labeled latex the amount of Perylene Red was 

calculated on the basis of total moles of the monomers, styrene and ethyl hexyl acrylate, in 

the S/EHA Tg 60 °C latex. In a 1.5 kg latex batch 5.11 moles of monomers are present. 

Based on the moles of monomers, the weight of Perylene Red for 10 ppm of 1 kg S/EHA 

latex batch was 37 mg (10-5 ! 1079.24 g mol-1 ! 3.4 mol= 0.037 g). We prepared 100 g of 10 

ppm S/EHA labeled latex by carefully adding a solution of 3.7 mg of Perylene Red dye in 9 

g of DPnB with stirring to the preneutralized latex. For dilution 10 ppm dye labeled latex 

was diluted to 104 (or 105) times with the non labeled latex. This was done stepwise: first 

0.05 ml (50 µL) labeled latex was added t0 5 ml of non labeled latex to achieve 100 times 

dilution; 0.05 ml of this dilution was added to another 5 ml of non labeled latex which 

provided 104 times dilution and so on. 

Calculation of the number of dye molecules per latex particle: the volume of a single latex 

particle is 6.9 ! 10-4 µm3, calculated by 

! 

V
p

= 4 /3."R
3
 with the radius of particle of 55 nm. 

Multiplying the density of 1.1 g/cm3 with the volume provides the weight of a single latex 

particle, 7.7 ! 10-16 g. The non formulated latex batch consisted of 40 % solid content and 

60 % water meaning that 400 g was solid content in 1 kg latex. In 9 % w/w DPnB 

formulation the solid and water contents were 36.4 and 54.6, respectively. The number of 

latex particles in 40 % solid content is 5.2 ! 1017, equivalent to 8.7 ! 10-7 mole particles. 

Dividing dye moles/L i.e., 3.4 10-5 moles/L with the moles of particles (8.7 ! 10-7 mole) 

gives a value of 39 for the average number of dye molecules per latex particle. 
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Investigation of Coalescence of Latex 
Particles by Means of Confocal Microscopy 

  

 

 

Abstract 

 

Latex film formation was studied by confocal microscopy using highly photostable co-

polymerized fluorescent probes. Perylene Orange and perylene monoimide based organic 

chromophores 2 and 6, respectively, were covalently attached to the co-polymer in 

hydrophobic and hydrophilic acrylic latices. Film formation of several latex samples was 

investigated using co-solvents and heating above the minimum film formation 

temperature (MFFT). Two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) modes of 

imaging provided information in the bulk of the film at various depths. Addition of co-

solvent DPnB and heating at 50 °C of the high Tg hydrophobic latex film for 45 h did not 

result in the particles deformation. However, annealing at 90 °C of high Tg hydrophobic 

latex films formulated with the co-solvents DPnB and Texanol showed migration of the 

dye, which indicates that particle interdiffusion has occurred. It was found that film 

formation was not homogeneous at various depths. The apparent particle size increased 

faster, and particle disruption was faster in the surface and in bulk layers than in the 

bottom layers. After annealing for 30 h at 90 °C latex particles exhibited extensive 

interdiffusion across particles boundaries.   
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6.1 Introduction 

Latex film formation has been extensively investigated using a variety of techniques, 

including scattering, photon correlation spectroscopy and microscopy methods. The 

former include small angle neutron scattering (SANS), small angle X-ray scattering 

(SAXS) and latter include scanning near field optical microscopy (SNOM), atomic force 

microscopy (AFM), scanning and transmission electron microscopy (SEM and TEM). 

These techniques have been widely used to characterize the morphology of a diversity of 

polymers.1-3 Of the available fluorescence tools, mainly the energy transfer method has 

been applied to study coalescence of latex particles and diffusion of polymer chains that 

occur in the last stage of film formation.4, 5 

Film formation was studied using confocal microscopy by Winnik and co-workers. In the 

1990s they published articles about the use of confocal imaging to study the morphology 

of solventborne polymer films.6, 7 The same author investigated coalescence of latex 

particles in binary blends under the influence of shear forces. Anthracene was used as 

fluorescent label in the experiments and confocal imaging was performed at various 

depths in the films.8 Recently, Winnik and co-workers investigated the miscibility of 

chlorinated polyolefin (CPO) as adhesion promoter in isotactic polypropylene (iPP).9 

Fluorescent dyes benzothioxanthene and coumarine were covalently linked to the 

chlorinated polyolefin. These dyes were excited on the confocal microscope at 488 and 351 

nm, respectively. By confocal imaging Winnik and co-workers were able to observe the 

changes occurring in the morphology of films of polymer blends below the surface when 

films were annealed at high temperature such as 180 °C.  

We used confocal imaging to study latex film formation. In Chapter 5 we have described 

the methodology that was developed for this purpose. The application of this method to 

study latex film formation is the subject of this Chapter. Latex film formation is a 

multistage process. After the first stage, i.e., the water evaporation stage, particles come to 

an irreversible contact. Until this stage their shapes and sizes remain unaffected. Further 

evaporation of water occurs by diffusion and removal of remaining interstitial water that 

results in voids closure and deformation of particles. We focused to observe the 

coalescence of particles and instance when they loose their shape and are no more 

recognizable as spheres. To investigate this phenomenon using confocal microscopy the 

need of a co-polymerized fluorescent molecule is essential as described in the previous 

Chapter. To fulfill this requirement we selected two stable and strongly fluorescent 

aromatic chromophores, viz. a dissymmetric perylene bisimide “Perylene Orange” (2) and 

a perylene monoimide (6) (Figure 1). They were first functionalized in a few chemical 
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steps to get a covalent link with the polymer backbone. A terminal acrylic ester group was 

the point of attachment of these fluorescent molecules with the co-polymer. Based on  

these two fluorescent dyes employed to perform confocal microscopy experiments we split 

this Chapter into two major parts. The first includes the synthesis, and co-polymerization 

of Perylene Orange fluorescent dye and then confocal imaging experiments performed 

with the dye labeled latex. Next will be the discussion about the perylene monoimide 

based fluorescent probe co-polymerization and confocal imaging.  

The latices selected to perform confocal microscopy experiments with co-polymerized 

dyes were styrene-co-ethyl hexylacrylate (S/EHA) and methyl methacrylate-co-ethyl 

acrylate (MMA/EA) designed to get Tg 20 and 60 °C. As described in Chapter 2 in detail, 

the actual Tgs were slightly higher than the theoretical ones: 25 °C for low Tg S/EHA, 69 °C 

for high Tg S/EHA and 68 °C for MMA/EA. These latices were prepared by emulsion 

polymerization (Chapter 2). Each latex was prepared in two batches, one was labeled with 

the dye and the other was not labeled. For a co-polymerized latex the fluorescent dye was 

dissolved into the monomer feed tank and allowed to chemically react via free radical 

polymerization during emulsion polymerization of the latex. In this way both fluorescent 

dyes 2 and 6 were built in the polymer chains, in a ratio of 10 ppm with respect to the 

monomers. The ratio of solid content to water was 40 : 60 by weight in the latex, and the 

size of the latex particles in the aqueous emulsion was ca. 100 nm (Chapter 2).   

 

Figure 1. Perylene Orange (2) and perylene monoimide (6) based fluorescent dyes co-polymerized in latices. 

6.2 Perylene Orange  

Because of the well-known photostability of perylene dyes10, 11 we selected Perylene Orange 

to copolymerize it in the latex. It was first functionalized by a few chemical steps and then 

co-polymerized in the latex during emulsion polymerization. It was observed previously 

that Perylene Red labeled latex provided excellent contrast in the confocal images and we 
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were able to view individual latex particles with clear size and shape in 2D and 3D modes. 

Furthermore, changes occurring in the apparent morphology of the particles were also 

monitored (Chapter 5). Based on the same principle the covalently attached fluorescent 

dye can provide useful information about the coalescence of particles. For instance in an 

aged film the migration of the co-polymerized dye can demonstrate the diffusion of 

polymer chains and particle coalescence without any doubt. 

As discussed in Chapter 5, Perylene Red can be a good candidate for the co-

polymerization, but its functionalization is not a straightforward task. Perylene Orange, 

being a member of the same family, was selected for labeling of the latex because the 

precursor 1 was available in our laboratory. It was functionalized for co-polymerization by 

linking to an acrylic group, which took part in the free radical polymerization during the 

preparation of latex emulsions. Scheme 1 shows the functionalization of Perylene Orange 

by an acrylic group. We prepared high Tg S/EHA and MMA/EA latices covalently linked 

with the Perylene Orange fluorescent molecule (2).  

 

Scheme 1. Synthetic route of compound 2. 

Before confocal images of the latex films are presented it is worth to show the steady-state 

spectra of this dye in organic solvents and co-polymerized in hydrophobic and hydrophilic 

bulk latices. 

Figure 2 presents the excitation and emission spectra of Perylene Orange acrylate 2 in 

organic solvents toluene and dichloromethane (DCM). Copolymerized latex in bulk 

exhibited similar emission as was seen in the pure solvents, i.e., first, second and third 

vibronic structures in the band were observed at 533, 574 and 625 nm, respectively. On 

the confocal microscope films were excited at 488 nm and emission was collected in the 

range of 500 – 800 nm. 

For confocal imaging experiments, 2-copolymerized high Tg S/EHA labeled latex was 

diluted with the same non-labeled latex in a ratio of 1 : 103. Unfortunately, due a to a 
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fluorescent impurity present in the nonlabeled latex, the fluorescence of 2-copolymerized 

latex was overwhelmed by that of the impurity in higher dilutions. 

A) B) 

  

C) D) 

  

Figure 2. Absorption and emission spectra of Perylene Orange (2): A) in toluene, B) in dichloromethane 

(DCM), C) in toluene and DCM (for comparison), D) emission spectra of 2-copolymerized in Tg 60 °C S/EHA 

and MMA/EA latices in bulk. !exc = 490 nm. 

A spectrograph equipped with a highly sensitive CCD camera was attached to the confocal 

unit. Emission coming from the sample can be selectively sent to the detector of the 

confocal unit i.e., single photon avalanche diode (SPAD) or to the spectrograph to record 

images and time-resolved fluorescence data, and emission spectra, respectively. The 

spectrum of 2-copolymerized in S/EHA latex film measured on this spectrograph is shown 

in Figure 3A. The spectrum of 2-copolymerized S/EHA latex film showed three vibronic 

peaks at 527, 570 and 622 nm. This spectrum closely resembles that of 2-copolymerized in 

bulk latex, which showed maxima at 530, 570 and 622 nm (Figure 2). The fluorescence 

decay of 2 in 2% toluene/polystyrene spin coated film was found to be monoexponential 

with " = 4.5 ns (Figure 3B).  

Confocal imaging of the 2-copolymerized high Tg S/EHA and MMA/EA latices was 

performed in the 2D mode. Results showed latex particles dispersed in the area under 

observation, but the sizes and shapes of these particles were not very clear. They appeared 
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to be non spherical in shape unlike the observations made in the films of Perylene Red 

labeled latex films (Chapter 5). Due to the spherical shape of latex particles in the bulk we 

expect to see the similar shape in the confocal images of fresh film or aged film below 

MFFT. Films of both 2-copolymerized S/EHA and MMA/EA showed similar results.  

A) 

 

B) 

 

Figure 3. A) Spectrum of the film of 10 ppm 2-copolymerized in S/EHA Tg 60 C latex film on the confocal 

microscope. B) Decay profile of 2 in 2% toluene/polystyrene spin coated film, it was monoexponential with ! = 

4.5 ns. 

Confocal images of a freshly cast 2-copolymerized S/EHA latex film are shown in Figure 4. 

In a fresh film an area of 80 ! 80 µm2 was selected, shown in Figure 4A. Black lines 

appeared on the images due to cracks in the film. When the same film was zoomed in to 25 

! 25 µm2 (Image 3 in Figure 4) or to 10 ! 10 µm2 (Images 4 in Figure 4) bright particles 

appeared. Particles were recognizable individually but their size and shape were not well 

defined. When this film was aged for longer time, i.e., ca. 4 – 5 h and scanned, fluorescent 

particles appeared with reduced intensity. This was not due to the film formation process, 

but to photobleaching of the dye Perylene Orange 2 (Image 5 in Figure 4).  
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Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 

   

   Image 4   Image 5 

  

Figure 4. 2D Confocal images of high Tg 2-copolymerized S/EHA latex measured in 2D mode. The focal plane 

was in the middle of the film. Sizes of Image 1 and 5 are 80 ! 80 µm2, Image 2 and 3 are 41 ! 41 µm2 and 25 ! 

25 µm2, respectively. The Image 4 is 10 ! 10 µm2. Labeled latex was diluted 103 times with the non-labeled one. 

"exc = 488 nm, "det = 500 – 750 nm. Time for measuring one image was 3 min. The dark area in Image 5 is due 

to photobleaching. 

The dark area in Image 5 Figure 4 appeared after scanning the same area repeatedly for 2-

3 min, and is due to photobleaching of the dye molecules as a result of irradiation with 

excitation light. The photobleached molecules do not emit; therefore this patch was black.  

Figure 5A presents a confocal image of 2-copolymerized high Tg MMA/EA latex. Particles 

were highly crowded in an image and cross section of the image showed that there were 

many particles in one plane of the film (Figure 5B). Probably particles above and below 

the plane also showed their presence. The image provided a poor contrast and particles 

were not recognizable individually. 
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A) B) 

 

 

Figure 5. A) Confocal image of high Tg 2-copolymerized MMA/EA latex measured in 2D mode in the middle of 

the film. Image is 11 ! 11 µm2. B) Cross section of image (A) to view fluorescent particles present at this point. 

Perylene Orange acrylate (2): "exc = 488 nm, "det = 500 – 800 nm). Time for measuring one image was 3 min. 

Discussion: Confocal imaging performed on 2-co-polymerized high Tg S/EHA and 

MMA/EA latices presented fluorescent particles against a dark background. However, the 

background was high and noisy and the contrast was not very high (Figure 4 and 5). The 

spectrum of fluorescent particles in confocal images was measured with the spectrograph 

attached to the confocal microscope unit. It was observed that latex particles indeed show 

the spectrum of Perylene Orange 2, which means it was successfully copolymerized in the 

latex particles. The main concern was the photobleaching of 2 on the confocal microscope. 

When an area of 10 x 10 µm2 was illuminated to get images for 2 – 3 times, the emission of 

dye present in this area became weak (Image 8, Figure 4) leaving a black patch. If contrast 

of the images improved still photobleaching could complicate the situation and 

interpretation of results would not be an easier task. 

To overcome the above-mentioned issues, a new perylene monoimide based fluorescent 

dye was selected for co-polymerization with the latex. Before discussion of the perylene 

monoimide based dye it is worth showing the fluorescence of neat latex not labeled with 

fluorescent dye. 

6.3 Fluorescence of Neat Latex 

In neat (nonlabeled) latices of low and high Tg a fluorescent impurity was traced. The 

concentration of impurity was different in different latices. On steady-state fluorescence 

when neat latex in bulk was excited at two different wavelengths 320 and 490 nm 

emission was in the range of 340 – 600 nm and 500 – 800 nm, respectively (Figure 6). 
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A) B) 

  

Figure 6. Steady-state fluorescence of neat low and high Tg S/EHA bulk latices excited at: A) !exc = 320 nm, B) 

!exc = 490 nm. 

A) B) 

  

C) 

 

Figure 7. Neat S/EHA Tg 20 °C latex film: A) confocal image, B) spectrum, C) decay profile (biexponential, "1 = 

0.6 ns (A1 = 37 %), "2 = 2.8 ns (A2 = 63 %)). 

A confocal image of the neat latex film was measured and it showed no features in the 

image (Figure 7A). Spectra of the impurity were measured on different areas in the image 

and one is shown in Figure 7B. In neat S/EHA Tg 20 °C latex, the decay profile of the 

impurity was found to be multiexponential: it showed two lifetimes "1 = 0.62 ns, (37 %) 

and "2 = 2.80 ns (63 %) (Figure 7C). These findings show that the decay of this impurity 

can intermingle with that of the fluorescent dye of our interest and can create difficulties 

while interpreting the decay profile of dye labeled latices. 
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6.4 Perylene Monoimide 

To avoid the problem of photobleaching and poor contrast of the Perylene Orange (2) on 

the confocal microscope another fluorescent dye, compound 3, was synthesized. It was 

based on the perylene monoimide ether, having a terminal acrylic ester group linked via a 

–(CH2)6– chain. The chemical structure of 3 is shown in Figure 8. Compound 3 was, 

however, not successfully copolymerized in the latex due to its poor water solubility. For 

incorporation of a monomer in emulsion polymerization it must have sufficient water 

solubility in order to travel from monomer droplets to the micelles, which are the locus of 

polymerization, via the aqueous phase. Such a transportation of 3 was difficult due to its 

very poor water solubility. Styrene being the most hydrophobic out of four monomers 

used in emulsion polymerization of S/EHA and MMA/EA, has a water solubility of 0.03 

g/100 ml at 20 °C.12 Compound 3 is probably much less water soluble. 

 

Figure 8. Perylene monoimide based fluorescent dye (3) synthesized to copolymerize in the latex. 

To increase the water solubility of the label we synthesized another related compound 6 in 

which –(CH2)6– was replaced by a triethylene glycol unit. Incorporation of oxygen atoms 

in the alkyl chain enhanced the hydrophilicity and water solubility compared to compound 

3. The new dye was successfully built into the polymer backbone during emulsion 

polymerization.  Scheme 2 shows the synthetic route to 6.  

The synthesis of perylene monoimide based dye 6 was started with the bromine 

substituted perylene monoimide compound 4. Bromine was replaced with a triethylene 

glycol and in the next step an acrylic group was attached to it (Scheme 2). Compound 6 

was co-polymerized in the latex by the terminal acrylic double bond which takes part in 

the free radical polymerization and was built into the polymer backbone. This 

copolymerization was performed in the same way as Perylene Orange and 

Maleimidofluorotrope (MFT) (Chapter 2) were built into the polymer backbone.  
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Scheme 2. Synthetic route of compound 6. TEA = triethyl amine, DCM = dichloromethane. 

6-Copolymerized low and high Tg hydrophobic latices, i.e., S/EHA Tg 20 and 60 °C, were 

prepared via emulsion polymerization. The concentration of 6 was 10 ppm in these latices. 

Before discussion of film formation of low and high Tg S/EHA latices it is worth 

mentioning the steady-state fluorescence of 6 in various solvents and in copolymerized 

S/EHA Tg 20 and 60 °C bulk latices. Figure 9A presents the fluorescence emission of 6 in 

organic solvents of various polarities.  

The emission maximum was at 548 nm in cyclohexane and shifted to 607 nm in 

acetonitrile. In apolar or moderately polar solvents, the spectrum exhibited two vibronic 

bands. It was blue shifted in cyclohexane with two maxima at 548 and 590 nm.   The 

second vibronic feature at longer wavelength started to disappear with increasing polarity 

of the solvent. In acetonitrile, 6 showed one emission band with the maximum at 607 nm. 

Table 1 presents the absorption and emission maxima of 6 in various solvents.  The shift of 

emission from cyclohexane to acetonitrile was ca. 60 nm. Due to the presence of an 

electron donating ether substituent on the aromatic ring and an electron withdrawing 

imide unit, this dye shows the solvatochromism of a typical push-pull system,13, 14 which is 

not as remarkable as that of Maleimidofluorotrope (MFT) of Verhoeven and co-workers15, 

16 with a shift of ca. 250 nm (Chapter 2). On the other hand, compound 6 has the 

advantage that it can be used in the microscope because of the possibility of excitation in 

the visible, and it is rather photostable. 
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A) B) 

  

Figure 9. Steady-state emission spectra of: A) perylene monoimide based dye (6) in various organic solvents, 

B) 6 in toluene and 6-copolymerized in S/EHA Tg 20 and 60 °C bulk latices. !exc = 490 nm. 

Table 1. Absorption and emission maxima of 6 in various solvents. 

Solvents Absorption maximum 

(nm) 

  Emission maximum 

(nm) 

Cyclohexane 498  548 

Toluene 509  569 

Chloroform 518  586 

Dichloromethane 518  592 

Acetonitrile 520  607 

 

A) B) 

  

Figure 10. Excitation and emission spectra of 6-copolymerized in: A) S/EHA Tg 20 °C, B) S/EHA Tg 60 °C. 

Measurements were performed on bulk latex (in cuvets) (!exc 480 nm). !det for excitation spectrum 610 nm. 

Steady-state excitation and emission spectra of 6-copolymerized low and high Tg S/EHA 

latices are presented in Figure 10. In latices it exhibited two vibronic structures as was 

observed in the apolar solvents, these were at 566 and 603 nm. A shoulder in the emission 

peak of 6-copolymerized S/EHA Tg 20 °C latex was observed on the shorter wavelength 
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side, probably due to emission of the fluorescent impurity present in the latex. The 

emission of 6-copolymerized in latices was comparable to that of 6 in toluene (569 and 

616 nm, Figure 9B). 

Next, confocal imaging of 6-copolymerized S/EHA Tg 20 and 60 °C latices formulated 

with different co-solvents and annealed at different temperatures will be discussed in 

separate sections. First, film formation of low Tg S/EHA latex will be discussed followed by 

that of high Tg latex. 

6.4.1 Film Formation of Perylene Monoimide Co-polymerized S/EHA 

Tg 20 °C Latex 

Imaging of S/EHA Tg 20 °C labeled with 6 was performed at temperatures ranging from 

10 to 40 °C in a nitrogen atmosphere.  The focal plane was adjusted in the middle of the 

film and confocal images were measured in two-dimensional (2D) mode. In this 

experiment firstly the fresh film was scanned to see the individual latex particles and then 

annealing above the minimum film formation temperature (MFFT) was carried out to 

monitor the changes occurring in the fluorescent particles. The MFFT is the lowest 

temperature at which latex particles coalesce and form a clear transparent film when 

applied on a substrate. First of all, confocal images were recorded at ambient temperature 

(21 °C) and then the film was placed inside the climate control chamber to adjust the 

temperature for annealing. Dye labeled latex was diluted with nonlabeled one in a ratio of 

1 : 105. Figure 11 presents confocal images of the fresh film, after annealing at 30 °C, 40 °C 

and when it was two days old. The image of the fresh latex film was measured at a 

temperature of ca. 15 °C, and shows individual particles (Image 1 in Figure 11). Annealing 

at 30 and 40 °C resulted in the disappearance of fluorescent particles. Since the actual Tg 

of the latex particles was 26 °C, below this temperature no change in the shape of particles 

was expected nor observed.  

For annealing the temperature of the climate control chamber was adjusted at 30 and 40 

°C for four and two hours, respectively. Annealing at 30 °C for 4 h and 40 °C for 2 h did 

not cause any apparent change in the particles size or shape. The same film was then 

measured two days later, which showed no fluorescent particles and dye was spread in the 

whole area. 
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A) B) C) 

   

D) E) F) 

   

Figure 11. Film formation of S/EHA Tg 20 °C latex at various temperatures: A) at < 20 °C, B) at 23 °C, C) at 30 

°C, D) at 40 °C. E and F) two days old film. Dilution was 105 times. Size of all images is 19 ! 19 µm2. Time to 

record one image was 3 min. 

 

 

Figure 12. S/EHA Tg 20 °C latex film measured on confocal microscope at room temperature (21 °C): A) 

emission spectrum of latex particle in the image, B) Time profile of emission of latex particle. !exc = 488 nm. 
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In the image of the fresh film, spectra and lifetime of various fluorescent particles were 

measured and an example is presented in Figure 12. The spectrum shows the peak of 6 

having two vibronic features. The decay profile of 6-copolymerized exhibited two lifetimes 

!1 = 0.14 ns (3 %) and !2 = 4.7 ns (97 %). The longer lifetime component was of 6 and the 

short minor one might be from the impurity present in the neat latex.  

6.4.2 Film Formation of Perylene Monoimide Co-polymerized S/EHA 

Tg 60 °C Latex 

6.4.2.1 Annealing at 50°C 

Film formation with 6-copolymerized S/EHA Tg 60 °C latex was studied by applying co-

solvent DPnB and heat treatment. The particles labeled with 6 were diluted 104 times to be 

able to view the separate latex particles in the confocal images. To measure the spectrum 

and lifetime of 6 in the latex a film of 6-copolymerized S/EHA Tg 60 °C latex was cast and 

both characteristics were measured. Figure 13A presents the spectrum of 6-copolymerized 

latex. It closely resembles the spectrum of 6 in the bulk latex, but vibronic structures 

observed in the bulk latex were not well defined in the spectrum of the film and they 

appeared to be at ca. 570 and 620 nm. The differences may be in part due to the lack of 

correction for the wavelength sensitivity of the spectrograph/camera. The decay profile of 

6-copolymerized in labeled latex was measured and found to be monoexponential with a 

lifetime of 5.0 ns (Figure 13B). 

For confocal imaging experiments the thickness of the fresh film was ca. 40 µm in the wet 

state and the substrate was a 20 ! 20 mm glass cover slip. Latex was formulated with 6 % 

w/w DPnB co-solvent and it was done in two steps (i) neat latex was first formulated with 

the 6 % w/w DPnB and (ii) 6-copolymerized latex was then diluted with the former to 

achieve a dilution of 104 times. After casting, the film was immediately placed in the 

climate control chamber that was fixed on the stage of the confocal microscope. The focal 

plane was adjusted in the middle of the film and images were measured in 2D mode at 

room temperature (21 °C), which are presented in Figure 14. 

After the fresh film was scanned and individual latex particles were observed at room 

temperature (21 °C) the temperature of the climate control chamber was raised to 50 °C 

and the film was annealed at this temperature for 45 h. Confocal images were recorded at 

various times in 3D mode at a z-step of 3 µm, which provided a set of four images referred 

to as a z-stack. 
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A) 

 

B) 

 

Figure 13. 10 ppm 6-copolymerized S/EHA Tg 60 °C latex film: A) Spectrum of film measured using 

spectrograph attached to the microscope unit. B) Decay profile of film was monoexponential (! = 5.0 ns). 

A) B) C) 

   

Figure 14. 2D confocal images of fresh film of 6-copolymerized S/EHA Tg 60 °C latex formulated with 6 % w/w 

DPnB, at room temperature (21 °C). Dilution was 104 times. A) 80 ! 80 !m2, B) 15 ! 15 !m2, C) 15 ! 15 !m2 

another area in the film. Time for measuring one image was 3 min. 

For 3D imaging, scanning was from the surface towards the bottom of the film. Annealing 

of the film started 4 h after it was cast, during these 4 h imaging of the film was performed 

and fluorescent latex particles were clearly recognizable in these images. 3D imaging of 

the film was repeated after 2 h annealing at 50 °C. The film was ca. 15 µm thick and a set of 

four images was recorded with a z-step of 3 µm. Figure 15 shows the z-stacks of confocal 

images recorded during annealing of the film at 50 °C at various times. Each row in Figure 
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15 presents one z-stack of images of the film recorded at a particular time at 50 °C at a z-

step of 3 µm from the surface (left image) to the bottom (right image) of the film. 

Image 1 Image 2 Image 3  Image 4  

    

Image 5 Image 6  Image 7  Image 8 

    
Image 9 Image 10 Image 11 Image 12 

    
Image 13 Image 14 Image 15 Image 16 

    
Figure 15. Z-stacks of confocal imaging of 6-copolymerized S/EHA Tg 60 °C latex film (dilution 104 times, 6 % 

w/w DPnB) during annealing at 50  °C. Z-step was 3 µm. Images 1 – 4: after annealing of 8 h, Images 5 – 8: 

after annealing of 20 h, Images 9 – 12: after annealing of 25 h, Images 13 – 16: after annealing of 45 h. Sizes of 

all images are 15 ! 15 µm2. Time for measuring one image was 3 min. 

Particle sizes of the images presented in Figure 16 were measured by randomly selecting 

ten particles and applying Gaussian fitting to obtain the width of the peak, as explained in 

Chapter 5. Each point in the graph in Figure 16A presents the average size of ten particles. 

It was observed that there was no remarkable difference in the particle sizes at different z-
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positions in the film (Figure 16A). Figure 16B presents the average particle size in the film 

at various times showing a negligible change in the sizes of particles during 45 h. 

A) B) 

  

Figure 16. Average particle sizes of the 6-copolymerized high Tg S/EHA film; A) at various axial positions at a 

z-steps of 3 µm, B) at various annealing times. 

In the above mentioned experiment annealing of the film at 50 °C for 45 h was carried out. 

Particles deformation and coalescence was not observed during this experiment. It is well 

known that addition of coalescing agents lowers the Tg of latex particles and aids in 

coalescence. It was expected that the 6 % w/w co-solvent might lower the Tg to ca. 40 °C 

which may allow us to see the deformation and coalescence of latex particles. It was also 

anticipated that for constant heating at this temperature, interdiffusion of polymer chains 

might occur and a smooth film could be obtained. However, this was not the case, 

particles retained their shape after 45 h. Therefore, in the next experiment the annealing 

temperature of the film was increased.  

6.4.2.2  Annealing at 90 °C 

It was observed in the previously performed experiment that particles retain their shape 

and can still be identified as spheres with an apparent diameter of ~ 200 nm after 45 h of 

annealing at 50 °C. We performed another experiment in which a film of 6-copolymerized 

S/EHA high Tg latex was annealed well above its glass transition temperature. Like in the 

previous experiment, the latex used here was formulated with 6 % w/w co-solvent. The 

sequence of this experiment was such that after casting fresh film, it was scanned on the 

confocal microscope to see the individual latex particles. Afterwards the film was annealed 

in two episodes in an oven at 90 °C. Each period of annealing was 15 h. After the first 

episode of annealing the film was cooled down to room temperature and scanned to study 

the changes that occurred in the film at various depths. Then it was annealed at 90 °C for 

another 15 h, and cooled and scanned again. All images were recorded in the 3D mode to 
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obtain information at various depths in the film. This experiment was not carried out in 

the climate control chamber because heating at 90 °C was not possible in it.  

Two latex films were studied at high annealing temperature, namely 6-copolymerized 

S/EHA Tg 60 °C formulated with 6 % w/w DPnB and 6-copolymerized S/EHA Tg 60 °C 

formulated with 6 % w/w Texanol. The 6-copolymerized S/EHA latex was diluted with the 

nonlabeled formulated latex to achieve 104 times dilution. 

Figure 17 presents the confocal images of the fresh films of 6 % w/w DPnB and 6 % w/w 

Texanol formulated latex films. In these images latex particles were observed as 

fluorescent spots. 3D confocal images of the fresh film and after two times annealing at 90 

°C for 15 h are presented in Figure 18. 

A) B) 

  

Figure 17. 2D confocal images of 6-copolymerized S/EHA latex film formulated with 6 % w/w; A) DPnB, B) 

Texanol. Size of both images is 15 ! 15 !m2. Dilution of 104 times was used. Time for measuring one image was 

3 min. 

In the fresh film particles were round in shape and their apparent size was limited by the 

diffraction limit.  After annealing of the film at 90 °C migration of the dye was observed 

which gives indication of the fact that particles lost their shape as spheres and they were 

deformed. It was also observed that morphology of the film was not homogeneous at 

various depths in the film: on the surface and in bulk layers migration of dye was observed 

and apparent particles size was increased. In the bottom layer that was close to the glass 

substrate several particles still retained their identity and less dye migration was observed. 
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Image 1 Image 2  Image 3  Image 4 

    

Image 5 Image 6 Image 7 Image 8 

    

Image 9 Image 10 Image 11 Image 12 

    

Figure 18. Z-stacks of confocal imaging of film of 6-copolymerized S/EHA Tg 60 °C latex formulated with 6 % 

w/w DPnB. Images 1 – 4: Fresh film, Images 5 – 8: after 15 h of annealing at 90 °C. Images 9 – 12 after 30 h 

annealing at 90 °C. Sizes of all images are 15 ! 15 µm2. Dilution was 104 times. Time for measuring one image 

was 3 min. The first image in every z-stack was close to the air interface, the last close to the glass substrate.  

Figure 19 presents the z-stack images of the film of 6-copolymerized S/EHA high Tg 

formulated with 6 % w/w Texanol. First row of four images corresponds to the fresh film 

at various depths. The two subsequent rows present the same film after annealing at 90 °C 

for 15 and 30 h, respectively. 

Results obtained from Texanol and DPnB formulated films are similar, i.e., fresh film 

presented freestanding individual latex particles at various depths in the film. After 15 h of 

annealing migration of dye occurred that indicate the migration of polymer chains across 

latex particles. The bottom layer of the film that was close to the glass substrate still 

contained latex particles without any change in their shape. Whereas in upper layers, 

which include surface and bulk of the film dye spreading was more pronounced showing 

that extensive interdiffusion of the polymer chains has occurred. 
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Image 1 Image 2  Image 3  Image 4 

    

Image 5 Image 6 Image 7 Image 8 

    

Image 9 Image 10 Image 11 Image 12 

    

Figure 19. Z-stacks of confocal imaging of film of 6-copolymerized S/EHA Tg 60 °C latex formulated with 6 % 

w/w Texanol. Images 1 – 4: Fresh film, Images 5 – 8: after 15 h of annealing at 90 °C. Images 9 – 12 after 30 h 

of annealing at 90 °C. Sizes of all images are 15 ! 15 µm2. Dilution was 104 times. Time for measuring one 

image was 3 min. The dark areas in the last z-stack are attributed to a crack in the film. 

Spectra of the fluorescent particles in the images measured with the spectrograph attached 

to the confocal unit are shown in Figure 15A. The shape of the spectrum was clearly that of 

fluorescent dye 6. Spectra of particles were measured on many images in both films and 

they were found to be similar as shown in Figure 20A and B. Different shapes of the 

spectra might be due to the solvatochromism of this dye. Due to the heterogeneities 

present in the microenvironment of the dye the fluorescence emission could be affected. 

The decay profile of 6 was measured in DPnB and Texanol formulated S/EHA latex films 

and found to be monoexponential with the lifetime in the range of 3.1 – 3.3 ns on different 

particles (Figure 20C). 
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A) B) 

  

C) 

 

Figure 20. A – B) Spectra of fluorescent particles in 6-copolymerized S/EHA latex films formulated with 6 % 

w/w DPnB and 6 % w/w Texanol. C) Decay profile of 6-copolymerized S/EHA Tg 60 °C latex particles 

formulated with 6 % w/w DPnB: monoexponential ! = 3.15 ns. 

6.5 Discussion 

The application of the methodology of imaging of film formation on the confocal 

microscope was tested and various films were studied. The main goal was to investigate 

the film formation stages such as coalescence and interdiffusion. This is the instance when 

changes in the morphology of the film occur; latex particles de-shape into polyhedra and 

undergo coalescence. Particle interdiffusion was observed by the migration of the 

covalently attached fluorescent dye beyond the boundaries of the original latex particle. 

We tested the proof of methodology using co-polymerized dye labeled latex films. Two 

fluorescent molecules, a Perylene Orange and a derivative of Perylene monoimide, were 

first of all functionalized and terminal acrylate groups of these dyes took part in the 

emulsion polymerization. They were covalently attached with the polymer backbone 

during emulsion polymerization in separate batches. Both of these dyes 2 and 6 provided 

clear contrast against the dark background as seen in confocal imaging. 

Confocal images of S/EHA and MMA/EA latex films obtained by 2-copolymerized 

fluorescent dye (Perylene Orange) showed individual latex particles. Due to 

photobleaching the intensity of fluorescent particles decreased. For instance, when an area 
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of the film was imaged 2 – 3 times, the emission of fluorescent particles became weak and 

finally invisible. This situation complicated the interpretation of results. Moreover the 

contrast in the images was not sharp due to a fluorescent impurity present in the latex. 

Due to this reason it was hard to monitor the changes that occur in the particles size and 

shape for longer times. Although the photobleaching by itself is not a desirable property, it 

may be put to good use in so-called FRAP experiments: fluorescence recovery after 

photobleaching. These can be used to observe diffusion of a bleachable fluorophore.17, 18 

Perylene monoimide based fluorescent dye 6 provided good contrast in the confocal 

images. Fluorescence emission of 6 in various solvents exhibited a solvatochromic shift of 

ca. 60 nm going from nonpolar cyclohexane to polar acetonitrile. The spectra of the 6-

copolymerized S/EHA latex film exhibited an emission maximum at 570 nm (close to that 

in toluene) and this spectrum was slightly different from that of 6-copolymerized bulk 

latex. The two vibronic features recognizable in the latter case appeared as a single peak in 

the former. The decay profile of 10 ppm labeled 6-copolymerized film was single 

exponential with the lifetime of 5.0 ns. Confocal imaging of 6-copolymerized latex films 

provided good contrast. The size and shape of individual latex particles were seen in the 

fresh film and scanning the same film for longer time period (of days) still provided good 

contrast and fluorescent particles in the images showed the high chemical stability and 

photostability of this molecule. The photostability of this dye was much better than that of 

the Perylene Orange (2).  

Film formation of 6-copolymerized S/EHA Tg 20 °C latex was studied at different 

temperatures ranging from 15 – 40 °C. In the fresh film individual latex particles were 

observed and annealing at 30 and 40 °C for 6 h did not cause any apparent change in their 

size and shape. However, two days later no fluorescent particles were observed in the 

images. Migration of the dye in the entire area in the film indicated that extensive 

interdiffusion of the particles has occurred. Unfortunately, an impurity was present in the 

neat latex and since the dilution was prepared by adding neat latex to the labeled one the 

emission of impurity was an issue during these experiments. The presence of impurity in 

the neat latex was observed in the case of all latices, i.e., low and high Tg hydrophobic and 

hydrophilic latex, but its amount in low Tg hydrophobic latex was much higher than in the 

others. 

Monitoring film formation of perylene monoimide based 6-copolymerized high Tg 

hydrophobic latex films at annealing temperature well above the Tg of the latex provided 

significant results. The contrast was good and individual fluorescent particles appeared in 

the latex film at a dilution of 104 times. A film of 6 % w/w DPnB formulated S/EHA Tg 60 
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°C latex film was annealed at 50 °C inside the climate control chamber for 45 h, which 

showed no change in the shapes and sizes of the latex particles. Film formation was 

studied at various depths in the film and no change was observed at the surface or in the 

bulk of the film, i.e., apparent particle size was constant at different z-positions. The 

combination of heating at close to the Tg of the material, i.e., 50 °C for 45 h, and addition 

of 6 % w/w co-solvent did not cause any change in the morphology of the film. To observe 

the coalescence and diffusion of polymer chains we needed to increase the temperature. 

Thermal annealing above the Tg of the material increases the interdiffusion of polymer 

chains and promotes film formation.19, 20 The S/EHA Tg 60 °C latex films formulated with 

6 % w/w DPnB and Texanol were annealed at 90 °C for 30 h in two episodes. Confocal 

imaging was performed at various depths in the film. It was observed that migration of 

dye indeed occurred when the films were annealed at 90 °C for 15 h. This migration of dye 

clearly demonstrates the interdiffusion of polymer chains across latex particles. Further 

heating resulted in the extensive interdiffusion of polymer chains. Turshatov et al. 

described the existence of a thin layer between particles after the water evaporation 

stage.21 The thickness of this layer depends upon the drying time. Turshatov et al. 

observed that this layer hinders polymer diffusion unless the film is subjected to 

annealing. Our experiment of film formation at 50 °C shows that particle deformation was 

not observed, which might be because the annealing temperature was simply not enough 

to break the layers around the particles in order to start interdiffusion. An increase in the 

annealing temperature, however, resulted in the break up of this layer, which allowed 

interdiffusion of polymer chains across particle-particle boundaries. These results are in 

agreement with the observations of Turshatov et al. 

A striking feature was that film formation was not homogeneous in the film: migration of 

copolymerized dye particles appeared to be faster near the surface and in the bulk layers 

than in the bottom layers close to the substrate. The deformation of latex particles at the 

surface can be higher due to the interfacial surface tension. In a high Tg (34 °C) PBMA 

latex film Pérez et al.22, 23 observed that film flattening was higher at surface than in the 

bulk layers. Annealing at temperatures higher than Tg of the material resulted in the 

increase of fraction of mixing in the bulk of the film and decrease in the roughness of film, 

i.e., increase in the flattening of film surface. The latter phenomenon was found to be 

much faster than the former and it was not exclusively due to the extent of chain migration 

between adjacent particles. The main driving force was polymer-air surface tension. 

From these results it is inferred that after annealing for 30 h at 90 °C of a high Tg latex 

film in the presence of a coalescent, particles exhibited extensive interdiffusion. Film 

formation was faster in surface and layers close to the surface. In bottom layers latex 
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particle were still recognizable as spheres.  

6.6 Conclusion 

The application of the methodology of film formation on the confocal microscope, 

described in Chapter 5, was extended to use covalently linked dyes, and various films were 

studied. Monitoring of high and low Tg hydrophobic acrylic latex film formation with the 

covalently linked fluorescent dyes was carried out with 3D imaging. Perylene Orange (2) 

and perylene monoimide (6) based fluorescent molecules were co-polymerized in the latex 

and film formation was studied. The influence of annealing and co-solvent resulted in the 

particle interdiffusion.  

In high Tg hydrophobic latex film the interdiffusion of polymer chains was observed by 

heating the film well above its Tg, i.e., at 90 °C. Particles were disrupted and diffusion of 

polymer chains was observed by the spreading of the fluorescent dye in the entire x-y area 

of the film under investigation. Since the dye was copolymerized in the latex migration of 

the dye showed the polymer chains also migrated across particle boundaries. Furthermore 

film formation was found to be not homogeneous at various depths in the film. Surface 

and bulk layers of the film showed faster coalescence than the bottom layer close to the 

substrate. Constant annealing of high Tg hydrophobic latex film at 50 °C for 45 h did not 

cause any change in the morphology of the film. Particle deformation was not observed 

and they retained their shape as was found in the fresh latex film. Confocal imaging was 

found to be useful for studying latex film formation. 

6.7 Experimental Details 

6.7.1 Synthesis of Perylene Orange (2) 

Compound 1 was prepared according to the procedure described in the literature.24 To a 

stirred solution of compound 1 (200 mg, 0.32 mmol) in anhydrous dichloromethane (12 

mL) was added triethylamine (TEA) (101 mg, 0.96 mmol) and the solution was cooled to 0 

oC. A solution of methacryloyl chloride (67 mg, 0.64 mmol) in dichloromethane (12 mL) 

was added dropwise and the reaction mixture was allowed to stir at room temperature for 

10 h. The completion of the reaction was indicated by TLC (silica; petroleum ether : 

acetone (3 : 1). Water (5 mL) was added and the phases were separated. The organic phase 

was washed with NaHCO3 solution (3 ! 10 mL), dried over MgSO4 and the solvent was 

removed under reduced pressure. The resulting red solid was recrystallized from 

petroleum ether and dried at 80 oC. Yield: 0.19 g (85 %). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3), ! 

(ppm): 8.65 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 2H, ArCH), 8.41 (m, 4H), 8.28 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 2H), 7.62 (d, J = 

8.6 Hz, 1H), 7.51 (dd, J = 8.6, J = 2.0 Hz, 1H), 7.43 (d, J = 1.9 Hz, 1H), 6.05 (s, 1H), 5.52 (s, 
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1H), 4.55 (m, 2H), 4.47 (m, 2H), 1.87 (s, 9H), 1.40 (s, 9H), 1.30 (s, 9H); 13C NMR (100 

MHz, CDCl3), ! (ppm): 167.1, 164.0, 163.9, 162.8, 161.9, 150.0, 143.5, 136.1, 133.9, 134.1, 

134.0, 133.9, 132.51, 131.3, 131.2, 130.8, 130.7, 129.4, 128.74, 128.5, 128.0, 126.1, 125.9, 

125.7, 123.6, 123.5, 122.9, 122.8, 122.7, 122.6, 122.5, 122.4, 61.7, 39.1, 35.3, 34.2, 31.7, 31.6, 

31.5, 31.4, 31.3, 31.2. FAB-MS (3-NOBA matrix): m/z = 691.2808 [M+H]+ (Calcd for 

C44H38N2O6 + H+: m/z = 691.2730).  

6.7.2 Synthesis of Perylene Monoimide (6) 

To a solution of bis(triphenylphosphine) palladium (II) chloride (20 mg) and potassium 

carbonate (100 mg ) in triethylene glycol (30 mL) was added compound 425 (200 mg, 0.33 

mmol). The mixture was stirred for 16 h at 120 °C. After cooling to room temperature, ice 

water (100 mL) was added. The aqueous layer was extracted with MeOH (3 ! 10 mL). The 

combined organic phases were washed with brine, and dried over MgSO4, evaporated 

under reduced pressure to give compound 5 (165 mg, 76 %). Compound 5 was used 

directly without further purification. 

A mixture of compound 5 (152 mg, 0.23 mmol) triethylamine (TEA) (0.1 mL), 

methacryloyl chloride (0.05 mL, 0.47 mmol) in dichloromethane (10 ml) was stirred at 

room temperature for 16 h. After the reaction was complete (monitored by TLC), cold 

water (20 mL) was added. The aqueous layer was washed with MeOH (2 ! 20 mL), dried 

over MgSO4, and concentrated under reduced pressure. Compound 6 was obtained as a 

waxy solid (102 mg, 67 %). 1H NMR (400 MHz, Acetone-d6), ! (ppm): 8.26-8.22 (m, 4H), 

8.07-8.05 (m, 3H), 7.55 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H), 7.46 (t, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H), 7.41 (dd, J = 8.0, 4.0 

Hz, 1H), 7.27 (d, J = 4.0 Hz, 1H), 6.96 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H), 6.03 (s, 1H), 5.57 (s, 1H), 4.39 

(m, 2H), 4.24 (m 4H), 4.02 (m, 2H), 3.75-3.58 (m, 4 H), 2.78 (s, 3H), 1.78 (s, 9H), 1.54 (s, 

9H). FAB-MS (3-NOBA matrix): m/z = 726.343 [M+H]+ (Calcd for C46H47NO7 + H+: m/z 

= 726.335). 

6.7.3 Preparation of 2 and 6-Copolymerized Latices 

In total four sets of hydrophobic and hydrophilic latices were prepared which include high 

Tg S/EHA and MMA/EA copolymerized with 2, low and high Tg S/EHA copolymerized 

with 6. In each set one batch was without fluorescent dye (neat latex) and other was the 

same latex copolymerized with the fluorescent dye (labeled latex).  

The ratio of styrene and 2-ethyl hexyl acrylate was varied to obtain low and high Tg of the 

S/EHA latex according to the Fox-equation.26 The molar ratio of styrene and 2-ethyl 

hexylacrylate was 2.5 : 1 and 8 : 1, for low and high Tg, respectively. For high Tg 
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hydrophilic latex materials methyl methacrylate and ethyl acrylate monomers were used 

in the ratio of 2.75 : 1. In all cases 2 % acrylic acid (AA) was added during the emulsion 

polymerization with the monomers. The recipe of emulsion polymerization is described in 

detail in Chapter 2. 

For labeling of latex, 10 ppm of compound 2 (and 6) were co-polymerized (10 ppm 

mol/mol w.r.t. total monomers). In high Tg S/EHA and MMA/EA latices 36 and 40 mg 

of compound 2 were separately added in 1.5 kg latex batches, respectively. For 

preparation of 10 ppm of 6-copolymerized low and high Tg S/EHA latices 40 mg of 6 

was added. The fluorescent dye 2 (or 6) was dissolved in the monomer feed tank 

during the emulsion polymerization process, which was carried out as described in 

detail in Chapter 2.  

6.7.4 Formulation and Sample Preparation 

Formulation of dye labeled latex was carried in two steps. First nonlabeled latex was 

formulated with a co-solvent DPnB: 9 % w/w DPnB was slowly added to the nonlabeled 

latex having pH ca. 7 under continuous stirring. This formulation was then used to dilute 

the dye labeled latex for the confocal microscopy experiments. For the preparation of 

Texanol formulation similar method was followed. 

Samples were latex films and they were cast using a metallic bar having channels on its 

surface that provided thickness of ca. 40 and 15 µm in wet and dry films, respectively. 

Substrate was a 20 ! 20 mm glass cover slip and film was cast by gently dragging off extra 

latex by this metallic bar. For all experiments stated in this Chapter this method was used 

for film casting. In Chapter 5 a photograph (Figure 2) illustrates the method of film 

casting. 

6.7.5 Confocal Set Up 

Confocal imaging was performed on a MicroTime 200 apparatus from PicoQuant GmbH. 

A Titanium : Sapphire laser (Chameleon ULTRA-II, Coherent) was used (Chapter 5). The 

excitation wavelength was 488 nm, the excitation power Pexc 87 mW measured after 

objective. Repetition rate was 80 MHz. 

The excitation filter (HQ480/40x, Chroma Tech.) was placed after the excitation beam. 

The dichroic mirror (Z488RDC, Chroma Tech.) reflected excitation light to the sample and 

collected back the emission light from it. Emission light after coming from dichroic mirror 

passed through a notch filter (NF01-488U-25, Semrock) towards a pinhole of 50 µm and 

then via an emission filter (495FGL, Thorlabs) to the detector.  Spectra of filters and 

dichroic mirrors used for the experiments performed with 2 and 6-copolymerized latex 
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films are presented in Figure 22.  

Spectrograph: A spectrograph Spectra Pro-150, Acton Research Corp. was coupled with 

the confocal microscope. It was equipped with a grating blazed at 500 nm, 150 g/mm with 

optimal wavelength range from 330 – 950 nm. Spectra were recorded by sending 80 % of 

emission into the spectrograph where a high sensitivity EMCCD camera (PhotonMax 

512B, Roper Scientific) detected the spectrally dispersed signal. The integration time was 3 

s and gain was 3600. 

A) B) 

 
 

C) D) 

 
 

Figure 22. Filters used for the confocal microscopy experiments of Perylene Orange and perylene monoimide 

based fluorescent dyes 2 and 6: A) excitation filter (HQ480/40x, Chroma Tech.), B) dichroic mirror 

(Z488RDC, Chroma Tech.), C) notch filter NF01-488U-25 / Semrock and D) emission filter (495FGL, 

Thorlabs ). !exc and !em of both dyes were 488 and 500 – 800 nm, respectively. 
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Figure 16. Laser power measured after objective on confocal microscope. !exc = 488 nm. 
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Figure 17. Filters used for the confocal microscopy experiments of Perylene Orange and Perylene Monoimide 

based fluorescent dyes 2 and 6: A) excitation filter (HQ480/40x, Chroma Tech.), B) dichroic mirror 

(Z488RDC, Chroma Tech.), C) notch filter NF01-488U-25 / Semrock and D) emission filter (495FGL, 

Thorlabs ). !exc and !em of both dyes were 488 and 500 – 800 nm, respectively. 
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Abstract 

 

Dye labeled latex films were investigated during drying using steady-state and time-

resolved fluorescence spectroscopy. Unexpectedly, the emission decreased drastically with 

the passage of time, both with the solvatochromic probe MFT and with the inert Perylene 

Red dye. Many experiments were performed to resolve this issue such as film drying in 

nitrogen environment, functionalization of substrate, use of additive free latex, cleaning of 

the latex by dialysis, etcetera, but the reason for the decrease in intensity remained 

unclear. Removal of water-soluble components from the latex by dialysis led to slower 

decrease of fluorescence, so it it likely that water-soluble quenchers play an important 

role.  

The shift of emission of the solvatochromic probe, however, was hypsochromic when film 

was dry, as expected, because the medium cannot relax on the short time scale of the 

excited state lifetime. 
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7.1 Introduction 

Fluorescence spectroscopy has been found to be a useful tool to understand various 

phenomena in polymer science. Steady-state1, 2 and time-resolved fluorescence3, 4 have 

been extensively used for the characterization of various polymer properties and 

processes. The selection of an appropriate fluorescent molecule for an investigation is an 

important step. The mobility and viscosity of the medium can be efficiently detected by a 

mobility sensitive probe. Similarly, a solvatochromic probe is the first choice for the study 

of a system influenced by solvents.5, 6 

The photophysical properties of the fluorescent molecules provide valuable information 

about the local environment. The steady-state fluorescence spectrum can reveal 

information about the mobility, viscosity, rigidity, and polarity of the local medium of the 

fluorescent molecule. Time-resolved fluorescence is very helpful in understanding the 

dynamical processes occurring on the time scales of picoseconds to microseconds. 

Heterogeneity of the sample can be detected by this technique, as it can lead to 

multiexponential decay of the fluorescence.7  

Latex film formation is a complex and multistage process. Stages of film formation have 

been studied using fluorescence8 and other methods.9 Our approach is to investigate the 

film formation stages using steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence. By utilizing these 

techniques monitoring of latex film drying can be performed as a function of time, 

temperature and co-solvent. Increase in viscosity occurs when water evaporates and latex 

particles concentrate. At this point the use of a mobility sensitive dye can reveal significant 

information about the viscosity of the medium.  

As in Chapters 2 – 4 we used the solvatochromic fluorescent probe nicknamed 

Maleimidofluorotrope (MFT)6 1 covalently attached to the copolymer in the latices. Two 

other fluorescent dyes, which were added to the latex and have no covalent linkage to the 

polymer, were also used. These are MFT/n-butylamine adduct (2) a model compound of 1 

and Perylene Red (3) (Figure 1). Compound 1 was present in 6 ppm in low and high Tg 

hydrophobic and hydrophilic latices. In low Tg hydrophilic latex two batches of emulsions 

were prepared, one having 6 ppm and the other 18 ppm copolymerized dye 1 in the latex. 

Latices labeled with 10 ppm of 2 and 3 were prepared by dissolving the probes in a co-

solvent and mixing that with the latex. The excitation of 1 and 2 was carried out at 380 nm 

and detection of emission was in the range of 400 – 600 nm. Excitation and emission 

wavelengths for compound 3 were 560 and 580 – 800 nm, respectively. 
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Figure 1. Fluorescent probes used to label latices in film drying experiments. Maleimidofluorotrope (MFT) (1) 

shown as it was copolymerized in the latex. MFT/n-butylamine adduct (2) and Perylene Red (3), were added 

to the latex after emulsion polymerization having no covalent link to the polymer. 

Latex materials used in the film formation studies were the low and high Tg hydrophobic 

and hydrophilic acrylic latices that were described and studied in previous chapters. The 

preparation of these latices is described in Chapter 2. The co-solvents used in this chapter 

were 2,2,4-trimethyl-1,3-pentanediol mono(2-methyl propanoate) (Texanol) and 

di(propylene glycol) n-butyl ether (DPnB) having 2 and 5 % water solubility, respectively. 

This Chapter is divided in two main parts: one deals with the film drying experiments 

performed with the steady-state spectroscopy and the other with the time-resolved 

fluorescence. 

7.2 Film Drying on Steady-State Fluorescence 

For all experiments described in this Chapter the method of casting films was the same, 

i.e., with the metallic bar that produces a film of a specific thickness (see Figure 2 in 

Chapter 5). The channels present on the surface of this bar control the thickness of the 

film. In most of the experiments we cast the film with a metallic bar that provides a 

thickness of 150 µm in the wet and 60 µm in the dry state. In some cases 40 µm wet and 15 

µm dry film was studied.  The substrate was a glass cover slip of 60 ! 24 mm. In order to 

get a smooth and homogeneous film latices were formulated with co-solvents such as 
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DPnB and Texanol. The formulated latex was used to cast film for monitoring of film 

drying. After casting the fresh film it was placed in a chamber attached to the 

spectrofluorometer to study film drying. This chamber was equipped with an optical fiber 

attached to the spectrofluorometer. Its function was to bring excitation light from the 

lamp, and to collect the emission from the sample film and bring it to the detector. The 

film was placed horizontally on a sample holder and the optical fiber was adjusted to 

excite the film either from the top or from below. Figure 2A and 2B show the excitation 

carried from top or from bottom using the optical fiber.  

A) B) 

 

 

Figure 2. Schematic presentation of optical fiber exciting the horizontally placed sample latex film: A) from the 

top, B) from below. 

7.2.1 Low Tg Latex 

Film drying of low Tg hydrophobic latex was investigated by means of steady-state 

fluorescence. S/EHA20 latex was formulated with 9 % w/w DPnB and 9 % w/w Texanol 

co-solvents. The label was Maleimidofluorotrope 1 copolymerized in the latex. The 

concentration of this dye was 18 ppm in this latex. Films were cast by the metallic bar, 

which produced 150 and 60 µm thick film in wet and dry states, respectively. After casting 

fresh film it was immediately placed in the chamber attached to the spectrofluorometer 

equipped with an optical fiber for excitation and collection of emission from the sample. 

Excitation was done from the top of the film (Figure 2A). The excitation wavelength was 

380 nm and emission was collected in the range of 410 – 600 nm. Fresh films were turbid 

due to the scattering of incident light, but they quickly become transparent after 

evaporation of water from the film. Drying of films was measured for 1 hour. The duration 

of measurement of one spectrum was 95 s and 21 spectra were recorded during one 1 hour. 

Figure 3 presents the spectra of 9 % w/w DPnB and Texanol formulated latices S/EHA20 

films. The first curves in Figure 3A and 3B show the emission of fresh wet films and it was 

observed that the emission intensity decreased during film drying. In Figure 3B the drying 
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profile of Texanol formulated latex film followed the similar trend as shown with the help 

of arrows in Figure 3A. The shapes of the spectra were modeled as skewed Gaussian to 

obtain the emission intensity, emission maximum, width and skewness (Equation 1). 

       (1) 

A) B) 

 
 

Figure 3. Fluorescence emission spectra of drying films of low Tg 1-copolymerized S/EHA20 formulated with 

A) 9 % w/w DPnB, B) 9 % w/w Texanol. !exc = 380 nm. Excitation was from the top. 

Values of emission maximum, intensity, width and skewness of the peaks obtained from 

the fits were plotted against time and are presented in Figure 4. 

A drastic decrease in the emission intensity was observed as a function of time during film 

drying (Figure 4A and 4B). This was unexpected because the amount of dye in the 

illuminated spot is not expected to change. A striking feature was the sudden but 

temporary rise of the emission intensity at ca. 20 min. This dramatic increase must be 

related to the loss of water from the samples, which is almost complete at this time. 

During film drying the emission maximum first shifted towards longer wavelength. Then 

it moved erratically back and forth but after 1 h in comparatively dry film it exhibited a 

sharp hypsochromic shift. In DPnB and Texanol formulated fresh films the emission 

maximum was at 450 nm and after an hour of drying the films showed emission at 443 

and 448 nm, respectively.  
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  A) B) 

  

C) D) 

  

E) F) 

  

G) H) 

  

Figure 4. Emission maximum, intensity, width and skewness plotted against time for 1-copolymerized 

S/EHA20 latex films formulated with 9 % w/w: A, C, E, G) DPnB, B, D, F, I) Texanol. Excitation and detection 

was from the top. 
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7.2.1.1 Low Tg Latex Films in Nitrogen 
 

The emission of 1 might be quenched by the presence of oxygen.10, 11 To see the effect of 

oxygen on the fluorescence of drying latex films an experiment was performed in which 

same fluorescent latex film was monitored in nitrogen and oxygen (air) environments 

separately. 

Figure 5 shows the emission spectra of S/EHA20 formulated with 9 % w/w DPnB 

measured in air and in nitrogen atmosphere. Films were cast by the metallic bar that 

produced 40 and 15 µm thick film in wet and dry states, respectively. For oxygen no 

change in the experimental set up was made and experiment was performed on ambient 

condition. For nitrogen atmosphere nitrogen gas was continuously flushed through the 

chamber where the film was placed for drying. 

A) B) 

 
 

C) D) 

  

Figure 5. Fluorescence emission spectra of drying films of low Tg 1-copolymerized S/EHA20 formulated with 9 

% w/w DPnB: A) in air, arrow a = fresh film, b = 1 week later, B) normalized version of (A), B) in nitrogen, 

arrow a = fresh film, b = 60 min later C) excluding the first spectrum of (B). !exc = 380 nm. 

Both experiments showed emission of drying films decreased and no significant difference 

in case of nitrogen was observed. The decrease in fluorescence of film measured in air was 
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gradual and in nitrogen it showed a sharp decrease in intensity after first measurement. 

The large difference in the intensity of first and second emission spectra might be due to 

the faster drying due to the flushing of nitrogen in the chamber of spectrofluorometer. 

Moreover a thinner film was used than in the experiments described in Section 7.2.1. 

7.3 High Tg Latex Films 

High Tg hydrophobic and hydrophilic acrylic latices were measured in both ways: 

excitation light from the top (Figure 2A) and from below the film (Figure 2B). This was a 

test to see whether the way of film excitation has any effect on the emission of the drying 

films.  

7.3.1 Excitation From Above 

Fluorescence of high Tg hydrophobic and hydrophilic latices was measured. S/EHA60 and 

MMA/EA60 latices were copolymerized with fluorescent dye 1 and the concentration of 

dye was 6 ppm in these latices. Excitation of films was carried out from the top of the film 

such that optical fiber was ca. 1 centimeter above the film (Figure 2A). This experiment 

was performed in ambient conditions (23 °C was the room temperature on the day of 

measurement). Thicknesses of wet and dry films were ca. 150 and 60 µm, respectively. 

Figure 6 presents the fluorescence of drying films of S/EHA60 and MMA/EA60 latices 

formulated with 9% w/w co-solvents DPnB and Texanol, respectively. Each measurement 

took 95 s and first 60 scans were automatically measured in 95 min. First 60 spectra were 

measured while exciting the film on the same area. Films were then removed from the 

instrument and remeasured after 24 h and 10 weeks. Once the film was removed form the 

instrument the position of measurement in the film was changed.  

As in the case of the low Tg latices, we observed a decrease in the fluorescence during film 

drying in these high Tg latices. As seen in Figure 6 the shape of emission bands in S/EHA 

latex film was not constant but in the MMA/EA film the shape of the band in early 

measurements was similar. The decrease in the emission of both latices was a common 

observation. Remarkably, it was relatively slow in the beginning in the case of the 

MMA/EA/DPnB sample. 
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A) B) 

  

C) 

 

Figure 6. Fluorescence emission spectra of drying films of high Tg 1-copolymerized latices: A) S/EHA60 latex 

formulated with 9 % w/w DPnB, arrows: (a) = fresh film, (b) = 2 days old film, (c) = 10 weeks old film, (d) = 60 

min old film B) S/EHA60 latices formulated with 9 % w/w Texanol, C) MMA/EA60 latices formulated with 9 

% w/w DPnB, arrows: (a) = fresh film, (b) = 24 min old film, (c) = 2 days old film, (d) = 10 weeks old film. 

Fluorescence was measured in ambient conditions. !exc = 380 nm. Excitation was from above. 

Plots of emission maxima, intensities, widths and skewnesses versus time more clearly 

represent these results. In Figure 7 the plots of S/EHA and MMA/EA high Tg latices with 

DPnB are shown. In first 60 measurements the emission decreased but in later days it was 

higher than the last measurement of the 60 scans. This was more pronounced in S/EHA 

than in MMA/EA latex. The emission maxima of S/EHA60 in fresh and 10 weeks old film 

were observed at 455 and 449 nm, respectively, i.e., a 6 nm hypsochromic shift. The width 

and skewness of peaks decreased during drying. In MMA/EA60 fresh and 10 weeks old 

film emission maxima were observed at 477 and 463 nm, respectively. There was a 

hypsochromic shift of 14 nm. Like in S/EHA a decrease in the width and skewness of 

peaks was observed in the case of MMA/EA. In both DPnB and Texanol formulated films 

of hydrophobic and hydrophilic latices results were similar, i.e., a blue shift of the 

emission maximum and a decrease in intensity of dry films. Changes in the shape of the 

band, however, occur in ways that we cannot rationalize at this moment. 
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             (d) 
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C) D) 

  

E) F) 

  

G) H) 

  

Figure 7. Fluorescence of hydrophobic and hydrophilic latices: Emission maximum, intensity, width and 

skewness plotted against time of latex films of: A, C, E. G) S/EHA60 formulated with 9 % w/w DPnB. B, D. F, 

H) MMA/EA60 formulated with 9 % w/w DPnB. Excitation was from the top. 
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7.3.2 Excitation From Below 

Fluorescence of 1-copolymerized S/EHA60 latex formulated with DPnB and Texanol were 

measured on the steady-state fluorescence (Figure 8) with excitation from below (Figure 

2B). Wet film thickness was 150 µm. Each measurement was carried out in 57 s and 60 

measurements were performed, which took 57 min. First 57 measurements were 

automatically measured on the instrument and then films were removed and measured 

again after one week on another position in the film. 

A) B) 

  

Figure 8. Fluorescence emission spectra of drying films of high Tg 1-copolymerized S/EHA60 formulated with: 

A) 9 % w/w DPnB, B) 9 % w/w Texanol. Fluorescence was measured in ambient conditions. !exc = 380 nm. 

Excitation was from the bottom through the cover slip. 

Figure 9 presents the plots of emission maximum, intensity, width and skewness against 

time. These results are in many respects similar to those when the films were excited from 

the top. A decrease in the emission intensity was still observed in both films. The transient 

feature around 20 min observed in the low Tg hydrophobic latices (Figure 4) was clearly 

observed for the high Tg latex formulated with the Texanol but much less with the DPnB 

co-solvent. 

In DPnB formulated film the emission maximum of the fresh film was observed at 451 nm 

and in further measurements it was blue shifted to 446 nm. However, 1 week later it 

unexpectedly was at 453 nm in the same film (Figure 9C). A similar trend was observed 

for the width. In the fresh film it was 97 nm and it decreased in initial 30 measurements. 

After that it started to increase and in the 1 week old film it was at 122 nm (Figure 9E). 

Skewness decreased from 0.37 to 0.33 in fresh and 1 week old film, respectively (Figure 

9G).  
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C) D) 

  

E) F) 

  

G) H) 

  

Figure 9. Fluorescence of hydrophobic and hydrophilic latices: emission maximum, intensity, width and 

skewness plotted against time for S/EHA60 latex formulated: A, C, E. G) 9 % w/w DPnB. B, D. F, H) 9 % w/w 

Texanol. Excitation was form the bottom through the cover slip. 
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In the Texanol formulated film a decrease in emission intensity was observed which 

resembled that of low Tg latex films (Figure 4C, 4D). The emission maximum of dry film 

was red-shifted unexpectedly. In the fresh film it was at 453 nm, and in further 20 

measurements it exhibited a hypsochromic shift of 6 nm. In the 1 week old dry film, 

however, it showed a bathochromic shift to 458 nm. The width was increased and 

skewness was decreased in fresh and 1 week old dry films. 

The changes observed seemed smoother when the film was excited from bottom. The 

results obtained with 1-copolymerized low and high Tg hydrophobic and hydrophilic 

latices showed a similar trend, i.e., emission intensity was decreased as film undergoes 

drying. There was no remarkable difference in the results obtained for low and high Tg 

latices of hydrophobic and hydrophilic nature.  

7.3.3 Change of Fluorescent Label 

Considering the possibility that the decrease in fluorescence emission of the drying films 

was caused by photodegradation, or in any other way related with the photophysical 

characteristics of MFT, it was decided to change the label to an inert and photostable 

fluorophore. For this we selected Perylene Red (3), which is known to be a stable and very 

strongly fluorescent dye. The photostability of Perylene Red is even higher than that of 

Rhodamine dyes, which are well known for their photostability.12 For the experiments of 

film formation on the confocal microscope, we used Perylene Red and observed that the 

photostability of this dye was extraordinary (see Chapter 5). The laser power of excitation 

light on confocal microscope is many times higher than that in the steady-state 

experiments. So, the use of Perylene Red as label can rule out the speculation of 

photobleaching of 1-copolymerized latex film on the steady-state. Moreover the 

fluorescence of the model compound of 1 was found to be quenched in the presence of 

hydroxylic solvents. So aqueous phase of latex might affect the fluorescence of 1-

copolymerized latex films. 

A film of S/EHA60 latex was labeled with 10 ppm Perylene Red, and formulated with 9% 

w/w DPnB and studied with steady-state fluorescence spectroscopy. The results are shown 

in Figure 10. The method of excitation and collection of spectra was similar to that of the 

1-copolymerized latex films. The excitation was at 560 nm and the detection wavelength 

was from 580 – 800 nm. Time for one measurement was 66 s. The instrument 

automatically took first 5o measurements during 55 min. After 1 week emission of dry film 

was measured and found to be very low. 
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A)  B) 

  

Figure 10. Fluorescence emission spectra of drying films of high Tg S/EHA Perylene Red (2) labeled latex film 

formulated with 9 % w/w DPnB. !exc = 560 nm. Excitation was from the bottom through the cover slip. 

Thus, the change of label did not solve the problem. The decrease in emission intensity 

was observed in low and high Tg latices and results of 1-copolymerized or 3 physically 

added dye were similar. This shows that the role of photobleaching of the dye, during 

drying is unlikely to be important. Also, when the films were taken out of the sample 

chamber and measured again later, different spots in the sample were observed. If 

photobleaching would be strong, the later experiments should have shown fluorescence 

recovery. Another possibility of the decrease in fluorescence could be the inhomogeneous 

surface of the film. The film casting of the Texanol formulated latex provided more 

homogeneous and smooth films than a DPnB formulated latex.  

7.3.4 Functionalization of Substrate 

The latices used in the film drying experiments contained 60 % water, and in many cases 

it was observed that films of the dry latex did not have a smooth surface. Due to -OH 

groups present on the surface, the glass cover slip is hydrophilic, which may lead to 

dewetting phenomena. The contact angle between water and the surface is a measure of 

hydrophilicity of the surface. The contact angle of a clean glass cover slip was found to be 

15° ± 2°. To increase the hydrophobicity of the glass cover slip it was functionalized with 3-

aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APS) (Figure 11). Following the standard procedure of 

functionalization of glass surfaces a monolayer of APS was formed on the surface.13 The 

APS-functionalized substrate was then used to cast films for monitoring of film drying on 

the steady-state fluorescence. 
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Figure 11. Functionalization of glass cover slip by 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APS) to increase the 

hydrophobicity of the surface. 

Contact angle measurement revealed that functionalization of glass cover slips was 

successful and the water contact angle increased from 15 ± 2° to 71 ± 2 °(Figure 12).  

A) 

   

B) 

  
 

Figure 12. Contact angle measurement of water on APS-functionalized surface of substrate glass cover slip on 

three different positions in the film, A) before ! = 15 ± 2°, B) after ! = 71 ± 2°. 

Latex film drying was monitored on the functionalized glass cover slip with steady-state 

fluorescence and results are presented in Figure 13. A film of 1-copolymerized S/EHA60 

formulated with 9 % Texanol was cast on the APS functionalized glass cover slip of 60 ! 24 

mm having a thickness of 150 and 60 µm in wet and dry states, respectively. Fluorescence 

of fresh film was measured for 1 h and each measurement took 100s. Plots of emission 

maximum, intensity, width and skewness against time were similar to those observed in 

the previous experiments. Functionalization of substrate was not found to be helpful in 

solving the mystery of decrease of fluorescence of drying films. This shows that surface 

non-smoothness was probably not the reason for the decease of fluorescence of drying 

films. 
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 A) 

 

B) C) 

  

D) E) 

  

Figure 13. Fluorescence emission of drying film of S/EHA60 formulated with 9 % w/w Texanol: A) emission 

spectra, B) intensity versus time, C) emission maximum versus time, D) width versus time and E) skewness 

versus time. Substrate was APS-functionalized glass cover slip. !exc = 380 nm. Excitation was from the bottom 

through the cover slip. 

7.3.5 Additives Free Latex Material 

Film formation involves evaporation of water followed by particle deformation and 

coalescence. Interdiffusion of polymer chains is the final step for the completion of film 

formation. After water evaporation, all solid material remains on the substrate, which 

includes polymer and a number of additives present in the latex. In our emulsions 

additives include surfactant, iso ascorbic acid, tert-butyl hydroxyperoxide (t-BHPO) and 
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proxel ultra 10, which is an anti microbial agent that contains 9% 1,2-benzisothiazolin-3-

one (BIT). During emulsion polymerization a post reaction treatment was carried out by 

adding a reducing agent (iso-ascorbic acid) together with t-BHPO. They work in 

combination to reduce the amount of free monomers. The level of free monomers in a 

latex emulsion must not exceed 500 ppm. In our low and high Tg hydrophobic latex free 

monomers of styrene and 2-ethyl hexyl acrylate were in the range of 3 – 15 ppm and 6 – 

200 ppm, respectively (see Chapter 2). In MMA/EA latex methyl methacrylate and ethyl 

acrylate were found in the range of 4 – 90 and 3 – 17 ppm, respectively. These numbers of 

free monomers in the latices were after the addition of iso-ascorbic acid and t-BHPO. To 

achieve the safe limit of free monomers (< 500 ppm) in latex without addition of iso-

ascorbic acid and t-BHPO, an extra amount of initiator ammoniumpersulfate was added 

to reduce the amount of free monomers present at the end of emulsion polymerization. 

Absorption and emission of Proxel ultra 10 were measured (Figure 14). BIT exhibited 

emission from 350 – 600 nm, which might interfere with the apparent photophysical 

properties of the fluorescence dyes 1 and 2. 

A)  B)  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14. Proxel ultra 10 (9% BIT), absorption spectrum (dashed line), emission spectrum (solid line, !exc = 

320 nm). B) Chemical structure of 1,2-benzisothiazolin-3-one (BIT). 

To monitor film drying with steady-state fluorescence the additives free MMA/EA latex 

was labeled with two different fluorescent dyes, namely Maleimidofluorotrope 2 and 

Perylene Red 3. Both were not chemically linked to the copolymer but just added to the 

latex after emulsion polymerization. These molecules being hydrophobic in nature it is 

expected that there is no chance for them to go into the aqueous phase, hence they were 

absorbed in the latex particles. Films were cast by the metallic bar to get wet and dry films 

of 150 and 60 µm thickness, respectively. Texanol and DPnB formulations were prepared 

(9 % w/w) of additives free MMA/EA60 latex. Fluorescence of drying films is presented in 

Figure 15. Surprisingly, the removal of additives produced very similar results as was 

observed with the additives containing latex. 

S

NH
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A) B) 

  

C) D) 

  

Figure 15. A) Fluorescence emission of additives free MMA/EA60 latex labeled with 10 ppm MFT/n-

butylamine adduct and formulated with 9 % w/w Texanol (!exc = 380 nm). B) Fluorescence of additives free 

MMA/EA60 latex labeled with 6 ppm Perylene Red and formulated with 9 % w/w DPnB (!exc = 560 nm). C) 

and D) intensity versus time plots of both films. Excitation was from the bottom through the cover slip. 

Both films were measured for one hour and they exhibited the usual decrease in the 

fluorescence when films were drying. Apparently, the antimicrobial agent and the post-

reaction treatment with iso-ascorbic acid were not the main causes.  

7.3.5.1 Dialysis of Latex Material 
 

Dialysis of additives free latex materials was carried out to remove water-soluble 

fluorescence quenchers as much as possible. The method of dialysis of latex is explained in 

section 7.8.2. After dialysis the fluorescence of neat additives free latex was measured. It 

was excited at two different wavelengths, i.e., 320 and 480 nm and spectra are shown in 

Figure 16.  

After dialysis of additives free neat MMA/EA60 latex was formulated with co-solvent 

DPnB and labeled with fluorescent dyes 2 and 3 separately. These dyes were added to the 

latex by dissolving them in the co-solvent and formulation of latex was then carried out 

with this dye-loaded co-solvent. The concentration of 2 and 3 in the latex was 10 ppm. 
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A) B) 

  

Figure 16. Steady-state fluorescence emission of neat (nonlabeled) additives free MMA/EA60 latex: A) !exc = 

320 nm, B) !exc = 480 nm. 

A) B) 

  

C) D) 

  

Figure 17. Fluorescence emission of films of additives free MMA/EA60 latex after dialysis: A) formulated with 

9 % DPnB labeled with 10 ppm compound 2. B) Formulated with 9 % DPnB labeled with 10 ppm compound 3. 

Formulation and labeling was carried out after dialysis of latex. Excitation was from the bottom through the 

cover slip. 

Fluorescence of drying films of the additives free latex further cleaned by dialysis was 

measured on the usual glass cover slip of 60 " 24 mm. The thickness of wet and dry film 

was 150 and 60 µm, respectively. Results are shown in Figure 17. After dialysis there was 

still a decrease in the fluorescence during film drying, but this decrease was rather smooth 
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as compared to previous experiments. Cleaning of the original latex that contained 

additives by dialysis was also performed, and results obtained were similar, i.e. a decrease 

of fluorescence was observed during film drying. 

These experiments show that the decrease of fluorescence is slower when the latex has 

been cleaned. This suggests that water-soluble quenchers may play a crucial role in the 

decrease of fluorescence during drying. 

7.4 Film Drying Studied with Time-Resolved Fluorescence 

Film drying of latices was studied on the streak camera to investigate the fluorescence 

time profiles of the co-polymerized dye 1 in the latex. High Tg hydrophobic and 

hydrophilic latices were employed in this experiment. Films of S/EHA and MMA/EA Tg 

60 °C formulated with 6 % DPnB were studied. In this experiment the original latex that 

contained additives was used. Films were cast by using the metallic bar producing 150 and 

60 µm wet and dry film, respectively. After casting, the film was placed in the excitation 

beam path and the measurement was started. Drying of film was monitored for 30 min 

and 60 min in two different experiments. Decay profiles of 1-copolymerized S/EHA60 

latex film were measured in 10 sequences on the streak camera. Time for each sequence 

was 3 min. During one sequence 18 scans were measured and exposure time was 10 s. 

Each sequence demonstrated an average lifetime of 18 measurements. During 30 min 10 

sequences were measured in the wavelength range of 400 – 600 nm and during 60 min of 

film drying 20 sequences were measured. The excitation was done with a diode laser at 

375 nm (pulse width ca. 50 ps). Biexponential models fitted the decay profiles well and 

yielded two lifetime components.  

 

 
 

Figure 18. Fluorescence decay of 1-copolymerized S/EHA60 6 % w/w DPnB formulated latex film on the 

streak camera for 30 min. A) Typical streak image of decay of 1 in drying latex film, B) decay profiles of 1 

integrated over the whole emission band. !exc = 375 nm. 

In the first experiment 1-copolymerized S/EHA Tg 60 °C formulated with 6 % w/w DPnB 

was employed. Table 1 presents the lifetime of the latex film during drying. A long time 
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component !1 was ca. 9 ns with small contribution (A1 = 1 – 11 %) and a short time 

component !2 was 2 ns with large contribution (A2 = 89 – 99 %). The decay profile was 

integrated over the wavelength range of the emission band. Figure 18 presents the decay 

profiles of 1-copolymerized S/EHA60 formulated with 6 % DPnB.  

Table 1. Data obtained after fitting a biexponential model for decay of 1-copolymerized S/EHA60 6 % w/w 

DPnB formulated latex film on streak camera for 30 min (Figure 18). Fluorescence decay times were obtained 

by fitting the intensity integrated over the whole emission band. 

Time constant 1  Time constant 2  Sequence 

!1 (ns) A1 (%)  !2 (ns) A2 (%)  

!av
a f1

b f2
c 

1 8.3 6.6  2.1 93.4  3.5 0.2 0.8 

2 8.8 11.4  2.5 88.6  4.5 0.3 0.7 

3 8.5 5.3  1.9 94.7  3.2 0.2 0.8 

4 7.6 1.3  1.4 98.7  1.8 0.1 0.9 

5 8.2 4.2  1.8 95.8  2.9 0.2 0.8 

6 7.7 1.7  1.5 98.3  2.0 0.1 0.9 

7 8.2 4.7  1.9 95.3  3.0 0.2 0.8 

8 7.5 3.0  1.6 97.1  2.3 0.1 0.9 

9 7.7 3.1  1.7 96.9  2.5 0.1 0.9 

10 7.9 2.4  1.6 97.6  2.3 0.1 0.9 

 

a)!av = (!1!1
2+!2!2

2)/(!1!1+!2!2), b)f1
 = !1!1/(!1!1+!2!2) and c)f2

 = !2!2/(!1!1+!2!2) 

 

 

Figure 19. Fluorescence decay of 1-copolymerized S/EHA60 6 % w/w DPnB formulated latex film on the 

streak camera for 60 min. "exc = 375 nm, "det = 420 – 580 nm. 
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Table 2. Data obtained after fitting biexponential model for decay of 1-copolymerized S/EHA60 6 % w/w 

DPnB formulated latex film on streak camera for 60 min (Figure 19). Fluorescence lifetime was obtained by 

fitting in the wavelength range of 420 – 580 nm. 

Time constant 1 Time constant 2 Sequence 

!1 (ns) A1 (%) 

 

!2 (ns) A2 (%) 

 !av
a f1

b f2
c 

1 9.9 8.2  2.0 91.8  4.4 0.3 0.7 

2 10.3 12.4  2.3 87.6  5.4 0.4 0.6 

3 9.5 9.5  1.9 90.5  4.5 0.3 0.7 

4 10.1 8.1  1.9 91.9  4.5 0.3 0.7 

5 9.7 7.9  1.9 92.1  4.3 0.3 0.7 

6 9.1 3.4  1.5 96.6  2.8 0.2 0.8 

7 10.3 20.7  2.8 79.3  6.4 0.5 0.5 

8 9.8 5.2  1.7 94.8  3.7 0.2 0.8 

9 10.3 11.8  2.2 88.2  5.3 0.4 0.6 

10 9.1 6.0  1.8 94.0  3.6 0.2 0.8 

11 9.3 2.6  1.5 97.4  2.6 0.1 0.9 

12 9.2 6.3  1.7 93.7  3.7 0.3 0.7 

13 9.7 8.5  2.0 91.5  4.4 0.3 0.7 

14 9.6 5.5  1.8 94.6  3.6 0.2 0.8 

15 9.3 0.6  1.2 99.4  1.6 0.0 1.0 

16 10.9 10.9  2.6 89.1  2.5 0.3 0.7 

17 8.6 1.4  1.3 98.6  5.4 0.1 0.9 

18 8.7 1.8  1.3 98.2  2.1 0.1 0.9 

19 10.1 10.6  2.3 89.4  5.0 0.3 0.7 

20 9.2 5.2  1.8 94.8  3.4 0.2 0.8 
 

a)!av = (!1!1
2+!2!2

2)/(!1!1+!2!2), b)f1
 = !1!1/(!1!1+!2!2) and c)f2

 = !2!2/(!1!1+!2!2) 

 

Another film of the same latex, i.e., 1-copolymerized S/EHA60 formulated with 6 % DPnB 

was studied for 60 min and the decay profiles of the drying film were measured in 20 

sequences. Data obtained are shown in Table 2. The fluorescence decay of S/EHA60 latex 

film studied for 60 min also showed two lifetime components. An average lifetime was 

calculated and found to vary from 2 to 5 ns.  

The polymer phase in which the probe is covalently integrated is not microscopically 

homogeneous so it is not surprising to see non-exponential decay. 
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Compound 2, which is a model compound of 1, exhibited monoexponential decay in 

various organic solvents and biexponential decay in co-solvents. The lifetime was higher 

(ca. 14 ns) in nonpolar solvents and lower (0.17 ns) in polar acetonitrile. In DPnB and 

Texanol decay of 2 was biexponential: !1 = 2.2 and 2.5 and !1 = 0.5 and 0.4 ns, 

respectively. The decay profile of 1-copolymerized latices were measured in the bulk and 

the results are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Fluorescence decay of 1-copolymerized latices measured in bulk (cuvet) on the streak camera. A 

biexponential model was applied to fit the intensity profile integrated over the emission band. 

S/EHA Latex / Co-solvent 

 

Copolymerized 1 

(ppm) 

"max (nm) !1 (ns) A1 !2 (ns) A2 

Tg 20 °C / 3 % DPnB 6 454 10 0.8 2.5 0.2 

Tg 20 °C / 9 % DPnB 6 470 11 0.8 2.7 0.3 

Tg 20 °C / 3 % Texanol 6 457 11 0.8 3.2 0.2 

Tg 20 °C / 9 % Texanol 6 471 11 0.7 2.9 0.3 

Tg 20 °C / 3 % DPnB 18 454 11 0.8 4.5 0.2 

Tg 60 °C / 3 % DPnB 6 453 11 0.7 3.2 0.3 

Tg 60 °C / 9 % DPnB 6 463 11 0.7 2.9 0.3 

 

The decay times found in the wet latex are similar to those found in the drying films, but 

in the wet state the long lifetime component is more important.  

Results of film drying on the streak camera showed that 1-copolymerized latex exhibits 

two lifetimes: the long lifetime component was found to have a small contribution and the 

short lifetime component was prominent. Most importantly, the decrease of the average 

lifetime during drying does not match the decrease in the fluorescence intensities. There is 

no indication of a change in the dynamics of fluorescence quenching during drying. Thus, 

it seems that an increasing fraction of the probe molecules becomes non-fluorescent 

during drying. 

7.5 Discussion 

Drying of low and high Tg hydrophobic and hydrophilic latices was studied by means of 

steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy.  

The co-polymerized probe MFT (1) and its model compound (2) are solvatochromic 

fluorophores, which are very sensitive to the polarity and mobility of the medium. These 

probes are sensitive to viscosity because the stabilization of the excited state dipole 

requires medium reorganization.14-16 Therefore, the increase in the rigidity of the medium 

results in the blue shift of 1 and 2 when films are dry. 
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The fluorescence intensity of a dry latex film is expected to remain essentially the same as 

that observed in the fresh film. Since the total amount of fluorescent label in the observed 

area remains the same when the thickness of the film decreases, only intrinsic changes of 

the fluorescence of the probes should be observed. The strong decrease in fluorescence 

intensity of labeled latex films during drying, as observed by steady-state and time-

resolved emission, was therefore unexpected.  

In the steady-state fluorescence measurements a remarkable feature was the rise of 

emission intensity at ca. 20 min of drying time for the low Tg latices (Figure 4A, 4B), which 

lasted for a short time, but then was followed by a gradual decrease. In high Tg latices this 

feature was pronounced for the Texanol (Figure 9B) formulated latex but in the case of 

DPnB it appeared as a small shoulder in the intensity versus time plot at ca. 20 min 

(Figure 9A). From the film drying experiments performed on the confocal microscope in 

one dimensional mode (1D) and those of gravimetric analysis we observed that > 90 % 

water has evaporated from the film at 15 – 20 min drying time (see section 5.3 Chapter 5). 

The rise and fall of emission intensity in film drying around 20 min is probably related to 

the end of the water evaporation stage.  

We performed several experiments to find the cause of the decrease in emission intensity 

as a function of time during film drying. To avoid oxygen, a potential quencher of 

fluorescence, an experiment was performed in a nitrogen atmosphere, but it produced 

similar results. A more photostable and inert fluorescent label was tried to avoid all effects 

that might be caused by the photobleaching or to the photophysical peculiarities of 

copolymerized 1, such as quenching by water.4 For this purpose, Perylene Red (3) was 

used, which provided nice results when used to observe individual latex particles on the 

confocal microscope (Chapter 5) due to its excellent photostability. Unfortunately labeling 

with 3 did not help and fluorescence intensity still decreased in drying films. The same 

observation was made in the 1D scanning experiments in Chapter 5 in which the thickness 

of the film during water evaporation was monitored.  

The drying of films from latex that contain surfactant is not homogeneous: the drying 

proceeds by a propagating front. The drying process is faster on the edges than in the 

middle of the film.17-19 We observed that drying films have transparent and turbid regions 

due to the propagating front and inhomogeneous drying. We considered the possibility 

that the change of surface texture of the film during drying might change the amount of 

scattered light and thereby affect the observed fluorescence intensity. This should be much 

less of a problem when the film is observed from below, through the cover slide. When 

observed in this way, the fluorescence seemed to change in a smoother way than when 

observed from above, but the overall intensity decrease was still dramatic.  
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Another possibility is that partial dewetting occurs during film drying, which may lead to a 

smaller amount of fluorescent label in the observed area. In an attempt to change the 

wetting properties of the substrate, functionalization of the glass cover slip with 3-

aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APS) was performed. The water contact angle of the 

functionalized glass cover slip was > 70° showing that its surface was less hydrophilic. 

However, the results of films drying obtained using the functionalized substrate were not 

very different from those in which the substrate was not functionalized.  

When a film is drying, water evaporates, leaving the solid content on the substrate. In our 

latices water to solid content ratio was 60 : 40 %. In addition to polymer, the solid content 

consisted of surfactant and additives. The addition of additives is crucial to carry out post-

reaction to suppress the residual monomer content, and to produce a more stable 

emulsion with longer shelf life. Additives include iso-ascorbic acid, t-BHPO and Proxel 

ultra 10 which is a formulation containing 9 % BIT against microbial attack. The ions from 

initiator also remain in the solid content of the film. It is not well known what happens 

with the additives during film formation. After application of wet latex on the substrate, 

water evaporates and additives might come in close contact with the dye, which might lead 

to quenching of its fluorescence. In particular, the fluorescence of dyes 1, 2, and 3, can 

relatively easily be quenched by electron transfer from an electron donor. A batch of 

additives free hydrophilic latex was prepared and labeled (non-covalently) with MFT/n-

butylamine adduct (2) and Perylene Red (3) in separate batches. During film drying of 

such a latex, however, we still observed decrease in the fluorescence. To further clean the 

latex, dialysis was carried out to get rid of any water-soluble quenchers that might be 

present. The film drying experiment of “clean” additives free latex still showed a decrease 

in intensity however it was markedly slower than in the case of the standard latices, 

showing that water soluble quenchers might be one of the possible reason of decrease in 

intensity. 

Time-resolved experiments showed that the average lifetime of the 1-copolymerized 

hydrophobic latex films is shorter than in the wet latex, but does not change much during 

drying. This means that if quenching is the main cause of intensity decrease, it is of a static 

nature, not dynamical quenching. 

The surfactant is one aspect that must not be neglected. It hinders and disrupts the 

particle ordering during film drying and there is a possibility that the surfactant causes the 

quenching of fluorescence during film drying.20 More experiments need to be performed 

to further investigate this matter. One option to be explored is film drying with surfactant 

free latex films. 
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7.6 Conclusion 

Film drying of low and high Tg hydrophobic and hydrophilic acrylic latices was studied 

with steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy. A solvatochromic probe 1 

and its derivative 2 were polarity and mobility sensitive probes. Perylene Red 3 was a 

position sensitive probe. A strong decrease in the fluorescence intensity of drying films 

was observed. Low and high Tg latices showed similar results and the reason for this 

decrease is not yet fully understood. Various experiments showed that the uneven texture 

during drying may play a role, but water-soluble additives or contaminants present in the 

latex appeared to be the main reason for the decrease in emission. The surfactant present 

in the latex remains in the dry film, even after dialysis, which might be a possible cause of 

fluorescence quenching.  

7.7 Experimental Details 

7.7.1 Preparation of Additives Free Latex 

Hydrophilic methyl methacrylate-co-ethyl acrylate co-polymers (MMA/EA) high Tg 

additives free latex was prepared via emulsion polymerization. The Tg of final latex was 

designed to be 60 °C according to the Fox equation (Chapter 2). 

The ratio of monomers was 2.75 : 1 and water to solid ratio of the final latex was 60 : 40 %. 

This latex was prepared without labeling of fluorescent dye. Table 4 presents the recipe of 

emulsion polymerization. 

Table 4. Emulsion polymerization recipe for the preparation of additives free nonlabeled high Tg methyl 

methacrylate-co-ethyl acrylate (MMA/EA). 

Component  Weight (g) 

Water 885 

Sodium laurylsulfate (SLS) 19.7 

Ammonium persulfate (APS) 118 + 1.2 

Acrylic acid 11.8 

Methyl methacrylate (MMA) 425.1 

Ethyl acrylate (EA) 154.2 

 

Emulsion polymerization was carried out in a 2 L reactor equipped with mechanical stirrer 

with variable speed (100-1000 rpm) and reflux condenser, all under N2 atmosphere. The 

reactor was charged with water and 1.3 % sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS). 

Ammoniumpersulfate (APS) 0.12 % was used as initiator in the emulsion polymerization. 

5% Of the monomers was introduced at once to the solution of water and SLS in the 
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reactor at 50 °C and 30 % of initiator solution was added to the reactor at once at 70 °C. 

Then the temperature of the reactor was increased up to 85 °C and the remaining 

monomer and initiator feeds were added to the reactor over a period of 90 min at this 

temperature. After finishing monomer and initiator feeds polymerization was allowed to 

continue for 30 min. This latex was free from additives (iso-ascorbic acid, tert-butyl 

hydroxy peroxide (t-BHPO) and Proxel ULTRA10) therefore post reaction was performed 

by dissolving 1.2 g ammoniumpersulfate (APS) in 30 ml of demi water and added to the 

reactor. After 30 min the reaction mixture was cooled down from 85 °C to room 

temperature. Finally the latex was filtered through a 75 !m filter cloth and stored in clean 

bottles. 

7.7.2 Dialysis of Latex  

Dialysis of additives free latex was carried out to clean it from water-soluble fluorescence 

quenchers. Dialysis tubes Platgem 26 mm Visking, (TWT-400-050S, 30 m) were filled 

with 10 ml of additives free MMA/EA60 latex and left for 36 hours in a cylinder filled with 

milli-Q water, equipped with a magnet bar for slow stirring. Milli-Q water was refreshed 

twice during this experiment to maximize the removal water-soluble material. 

7.7.3 Steady-State Fluorescence 

The fluorescence emission spectra of labeled latex films were recorded on glass cover 

slip of 60 ! 24 mm on a Spex Fluorolog 3 spectrofluorimeter equipped with two double 

monochromators. The excitation and emission wavelengths of 1-copolymerized and 2-

labeled latices were 380 nm and 400 – 600 nm, respectively. For 3-labeled latices 

excitation was at 560 nm and detection at 580 – 800 nm. The detector was a Peltier-

cooled R636-10 (Hamamatsu) photomultiplier tube. Spectra were corrected for the 

wavelength dependence of the detection system. Mesaurements carried out in steady-

state fluorescence were at room temperature (20 °C). 

The spectral shape was characterized by fitting the spectra I(") with a skewed Gaussian 

function (equation 1). Fore more details see Chapter 2. 

7.7.4 Streak Camera 

Time-resolved fluorescence of 1-copolymerized latex was studied with a Hamamatsu 

streak camera system consisting of a Chromex IS250 spectrograph, a M5677 slow-speed 

sweep unit, a C4792 trigger unit, a C5680 blanking unit and C4742-95 digital CCD 

camera. Excitation was from a diode laser (50 ps FWHM, 375 nm). Excitation and 

emission light were guided via optical fibers in a front-face geometry. 
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 Summary 
 

 

Waterborne organic coatings are an attractive alternative to solventborne coatings. Due to 

environmental and health concerns, the demands of waterborne coatings are continuously 

increasing. Achieving a high tech film with superior mechanical properties is still one of 

the major challenges faced by the paint industry. Film formation of waterborne coating 

material is less straightforward than with solventborne paints. It is a rather complex 

multistage process, challenging from an academic perspective, and of immediate practical 

interest for the industry. This research work aims at improving the understanding of film 

formation by means of fluorescence methodologies. 

Chapter 1 illustrates the use of fluorescence spectroscopy for the investigation of a diverse 

set of questions in polymer science. Because of the extreme sensitivity of fluorescence, and 

its high spatial and temporal resolution, it can reveal information on a wide variety of 

length and time scales. The investigation at the molecular level is one of the major 

advantages of fluorescence methods, which is not possible with other techniques. 

Chapter 2 describes the investigation of coalescing agents (“co-solvents”) in waterborne 

latex emulsions using a co-polymerized environment-sensitive fluorogenic fluorophore 

nicknamed Maleimidofluorotrope (MFT). A molecular model compound of this 

fluorophore was prepared by adding n-butylamine to the maleimide double bond. The 

adduct thus obtained showed an enormous shift of its emission maximum of ca. 250 nm to 

longer wavelength going from nonpolar to polar solvents. Low and high Tg hydrophobic 

and hydrophilic latices were prepared via seeded emulsion polymerization. A set of latex 

batches was prepared which include dye co-polymerized (labeled) latices and neat 

(nonlabeled) latices. Five coalescing agents of industrial use were studied in these latex 

materials. The co-polymerized MFT quantitatively detected the amount of coalescing 

agents present in the latex materials. Its emission maximum was red shifted by up to 20 

nm by the presence of co-solvent (0 – 9%) in the latices. This was primarily the effect of 

softening of the material, which allowed structural relaxation on the nanosecond timescale 

of the fluorescence. These findings form the basis for the investigation of the 

repartitioning of coalescing agents in latices in the next chapters. 

Chapters 3 and 4 deal with the repartitioning behavior of coalescents in latices having 

different Tgs and chemical compositions. The MFT-copolymerized latices described in 
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Chapter 2 were employed in this study. It was observed that repartitioning of co-solvents 

differing in their polarity and water solubility was very fast in the low Tg latices (< 1 min) 

and slower (< 1 hour) in high Tg latices. Repartitioning was a bit faster in high Tg 

hydrophilic latices than in high Tg hydrophobic ones. These experiments were further 

elaborated in latex blends of different compositions and Tgs, which are discussed in 

Chapter 4. Texanol was the co-solvent selected to perform these studies. Blending of 

different compositions and Tgs revealed that the distribution of Texanol over the different 

polymers was essentially independent of the composition and Tg of the latex materials. 

Texanol is poorly soluble in water, but apparently equally compatible with hydrophobic 

and hydrophilic latices.  

Chapter 5 describes the development of a methodology to investigate latex film formation 

using confocal microscopy. A chemically inert and photostable fluorophore, Perylene Red, 

was used to label the latex. This dye was added to the latex after emulsion polymerization 

and has no covalent link with the copolymer. Due to the highly hydrophobic nature of this 

fluorophore it was assumed that the dye would reside exclusively in the polymer phase. 

Experiments were performed in one, two and three-dimensional modes to investigate 

various phenomena occurring during latex film formation. The 1D z-scanning experiment 

served simply to monitor the thickness of the drying film demonstrating the loss of most 

of the water within !" 20 min. Confocal imaging provides a quick and visual analysis of the 

real time information on the surface as well as in the bulk of the film. The x-y (2D) images 

obtained at various z-positions revealed information about the size and shape of 

individual latex particles in the films. Different amounts of co-solvent were added to the 

latex. The apparent particle size was found to be increased slightly as a function of co-

solvent concentration, but at 8% w/w of co-solvent, the noncovalently attached dye was 

quickly spread out throughout the latex. For lower co-solvent concentrations, the 

interparticle boundaries apparently prevented such a rapid diffusion. Only after prolonged 

drying and annealing the Perylene Red dye diffused out of the originally labeled latex 

particles. Importantly, the confocal imaging technique enabled us to clearly “see” 

individual latex particles in fresh and aged latex films.  

Chapter 6 deals with the application of the methodology developed in Chapter 5. The aim 

of this part of our study was to investigate the interdiffusion of polymer chains during the 

last stage of film formation. To achieve this goal a covalently linked fluorophore was 

required. The synthesis of perylene monoimide and diimide based fluorophores was 

carried out that could be co-polymerized in low and high Tg hydrophobic and high Tg 

hydrophilic latices. Latex film formation with these co-polymerized dye latices was studied 

using 2D and 3D imaging modes. The effect of co-solvent and of annealing of the films 

above the minimum film formation temperature (MFFT) of the latex was investigated. No 
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changes in the film morphology were observed when high Tg hydrophobic latex film was 

annealed at 50 °C for 45 h. 

The interdiffusion of polymer chains was observed, however, in the high Tg hydrophobic 

latex films when heated well above their Tg, i.e., at 90 °C. The disruption of particles was 

observed by the migration of the covalently linked fluorophore over the x-y area of the 

films. The annealing of high Tg hydrophobic latex films for 30 h at 90 °C showed that 

further extensive interdiffusion of polymer chains had occurred. The depth resolved 

imaging provided some interesting information. It was observed that film formation had 

not evolved to the same extent at various z-positions. The surface and bulk layers of the 

film showed faster coalescence, and in the bottom layers close to the glass substrate 

spherical particles were still observed after 30 h of annealing at 90 °C. 

Chapter 7 describes preliminary studies aimed at the monitoring of latex film drying by 

means of fluorescence spectroscopy. It was expected that photophysical properties of co-

polymerized dye in latex could reveal information about the progress of film formation. 

Unfortunately, and unexpectedly, we observed a drastic decrease in the emission intensity 

of fluorescent labels in drying latex films. The emission maximum of the solvatochromic 

emitters, however, exhibited the expected the hypsochromic shift when the medium 

became rigid in the dry film. 

Many experiments were performed to resolve this issue. We tried film drying under 

nitrogen, different ways of excitation and collection of the fluorescence, change of 

fluorescent label from MFT to highly stable and inert Perylene Red, functionalization of 

the substrate to change its wetting properties, film formation from additives free latex, 

and removal of water soluble components of the latex by dialysis. None of these fully 

resolved the issue. Because the dialysis gave the best results, we assume that water soluble 

fluorescence quenchers were mostly responsible for the decrease of emission.  
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Samenvatting 
 

 

Organische coatings op waterbasis zijn een aantrekkelijk alternatief voor coatings die 

organische oplosmiddelen bevatten. Als gevolg van milieu- en gezondheidsoverwegingen 

worden de eisen die gesteld worden aan watergedragen coatings voortdurend 

aangescherpt. Het verkrijgen van een technisch hoogwaardige deklaag met superieure 

mechanische eigenschappen is nog steeds één van de belangrijkste uitdagingen voor de 

industrie. De watergedragen coatings bestaan uit een emulsie van polymeer-nanodeeltjes 

in water (“latex”), en de filmvorming hiervan is lastiger dan die van polymeren in 

organische oplosmiddelen. Filmvorming is een complex proces dat in meerdere stappen 

verloopt. Het is uitdagend vanuit een academisch perspectief en van direct praktisch 

belang voor de industrie. Het onderzoek beschreven in dit proefschrift is gericht op 

vergroting van het inzicht in de filmvorming van latex materialen door gebruik te maken 

van fluorescentiemethoden. 

Hoofdstuk 1 illustreert het gebruik van fluorescentiespectroscopie voor het onderzoeken 

van diverse problemen in de polymeerwetenschappen. Vanwege de extreme gevoeligheid 

van fluorescentie en de hoge ruimtelijke en tijdsresolutie kan deze techniek informatie 

geven over een grote variëteit aan ruimte- en tijdsschalen van een breed scala van 

processen. Het onderzoek op moleculaire schaal is één van de grote voordelen van 

fluorescentiemethodes, wat niet mogelijk is met andere technieken. 

Om in de laatste fase van filmvorming de polymeerdeeltjes te doen samenvloeien 

(coalescentie) zijn organische cosolvents onmisbaar. Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft het onderzoek 

aan cosolvents in emulsies van verschillende copolymeren waarin de kleurstof 

maleimidofluorotroop (MFT) is ingebouwd. MFT is een fluorescerende marker die 

gevoelig is voor de omgeving waarin hij zich bevindt. Een moleculaire modelverbinding 

van deze fluorofoor werd bereid door additie van n-butylamine aan de maleïmide dubbele 

binding van MFT. Het verkregen product vertoonde een enorme verschuiving van het 

emissiemaximum van ca. 250 nm naar langere golflengte, gaande van apolaire naar 

polaire oplosmiddelen. Hydrofobe en hydrofiele latices met lage en hoge glasovergangs-

temperaturen (Tg) werden bereid via emulsiepolymerisatie. Een serie latex monsters werd 

gesynthetiseerd met gecopolymeriseerde fluorofoor (“gelabeld”) en zonder fluorofoor 

(ongelabeld). Het gecopolymeriseerde MFT bleek kwantitatief de hoeveelheid van de 

coalescerende middelen in de latex materialen te kunnen detecteren via een 
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roodverschuiving (tot 20 nm) van de emissiemaxima. Deze verschuiving werd 

voornamelijk veroorzaakt door het beweeglijker worden van het materiaal, waardoor een 

structurele relaxatie mogelijk wordt op de nanoseconde tijdschaal van de fluorescentie. 

Deze bevindingen vormen de basis voor het onderzoek van de herverdeling van 

coalescerende middelen in latices in de volgende hoofdstukken. 

Hoofdstukken 3 en 4 behandelen de herverdeling van cosolvents in de met MFT gelabelde 

latices met verschillende Tg’s en chemische samenstellingen. Waargenomen werd dat 

herverdeling van cosolvents erg snel was in latex materialen met lage Tg (< 1 min) en 

trager (< 1 uur) in materialen met hoge Tg. De herverdeling was iets sneller in hydrofiele 

dan in hydrofobe latices met hoge Tg. Deze experimenten werden verder uitgevoerd met 

latexmengsels van verschillende samenstellingen en Tg’s (hoofdstuk 4). Texanol werd hier 

gekozen als cosolvent. De verdeling van texanol over verschillende polymeren in latex 

mengsels bleek vrijwel onafhankelijk van de samenstelling en de Tg van de materialen. 

Texanol is blijkbaar even compatibel met hydrofobe als met hydrofiele latices. 

Hoofdstuk 5 beschrijft de ontwikkeling van een methodiek om latex filmvorming te 

onderzoeken met behulp van confocale fluorescentiemicroscopie. Het chemisch inerte en 

fotostabiele Peryleen Rood werd gebruikt als fluorescerend label. Deze kleurstof werd 

toegevoegd aan de latex na emulsiepolymerisatie en heeft geen covalente binding met het 

copolymeer. Vanwege zijn hydrofobe karakter bevindt deze fluorofoor zich uitsluitend in 

het polymeermateriaal, niet in de waterfase. Experimenten werden uitgevoerd met een-, 

twee- en driedimensionale metingen om de verschillende verschijnselen die optreden bij 

latex filmvorming te onderzoeken. Met een 1D z-scan werd de dikte van de drogende film 

bepaald, waarmee kon worden aangetoond dat het grootste gedeelte van het water binnen 

~ 20 minuten uit de latex film verdampt. Met confocale beeldvorming kan men een snelle 

en visuele analyse verkrijgen van het tijdsverloop van de processen aan de oppervlakte 

maar ook in de bulk van de film. De 2D beelden verkregen door x-y scans op verschillende 

z-posities gaven informatie over de groottes van individuele latex deeltjes in de films. 

Verschillende hoeveelheden cosolvent werden toegevoegd aan de latex. De schijnbare 

deeltjesgrootte bleek iets verhoogd te worden bij een hogere concentratie van het 

cosolvent, maar bij een concentratie van 8 % werd de niet-covalent gebonden kleurstof 

snel verspreid over de hele latex. Bij lagere cosolvent concentraties verhinderden de 

polaire grenslagen tussen de deeltjes kennelijk een dergelijke snelle diffusie. Alleen na 

langdurige drogen en verwarmen diffundeerde het Peryleen Rood uit de oorspronkelijk 

gelabelde latex deeltjes. Belangrijk is dat de confocale beeldvormende techniek ons in 

staat stelt om duidelijk en direct te "zien" hoe de individuele latexdeeltjes zich gedragen in 

vers bereide en verouderde latex films.  
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Hoofdstuk 6 behandelt een toepassing van de methodologie ontwikkeld in hoofdstuk 5. 

Het doel van dit deel van onze studie was om de interdiffusie van polymeerketens te 

onderzoeken gedurende de laatste fase van de filmvorming. Om dit doel te bereiken was 

een covalent gebonden kleurstof nodig. Fluoroforen gebaseerd op peryleenimide en 

peryleen diimide werden gebonden aan hydrofobe en hydrofiele latex materialen met 

zowel hoge als lage Tg. De filmvorming van deze latices werd bestudeerd met behulp van 

2D- en 3D-beeldvorming. Het effect van cosolvent en het verwarmen van de films boven 

de minimale filmvormingstemperatuur van de latex werd onderzocht. Er werden geen 

veranderingen in de film morfologie waargenomen wanneer een hoge Tg hydrofobe latex 

film werd bewaard bij 50 ° C gedurende 45 uur. 

De interdiffusie van polymeerketens (coalescentie) vond echter wel plaats bij verhitting 

ruim boven Tg (90 ° C). Het uiteenvallen van de gelabelde deeltjes leidde tot de 

verspreiding van de aan de polymeerketens gebonden fluorofoor door de films. De 

beeldvorming in de diepte leverde ook interessante informatie. Waargenomen werd dat de 

filmvorming op verschillende z-posities zich niet in dezelfde mate had ontwikkeld. Aan het 

oppervlak en in het midden van de film bleek er een snellere coalescentie op te treden dan 

in de onderste laag dicht bij de glazen onderplaat waar bolvormige fluorescerende deeltjes 

nog steeds werden waargenomen na 30 uur verwarmen bij 90 ° C. 

Hoofdstuk 7 beschrijft initiële studies gericht op het volgen van het drogen van latex films 

met behulp van de fluorescentiespectrometer. Verwacht werd dat de spectrale respons van 

de fluorofoor in het copolymeer in de latex informatie zou geven over de voortgang van 

filmvorming. Helaas, en onverwacht, zagen we een drastische vermindering van de 

emissie-intensiteit van de fluorescerende labels bij het drogen van latex films. De 

emissiemaxima van de solvatochrome kleurstof MFT vertoonden wel de verwachte 

verschuiving naar kortere golflengte wanneer het medium in de gedroogde film vast werd. 

Verschillende experimenten werden uitgevoerd om het probleem van de onverwachte 

fluorescentiedoving op te lossen, zoals film drogen onder stikstof, verschillende manieren 

van excitatie en meting van de fluorescentie, vervanging van het fluorescerende label door 

Peryleen Rood, functionalisering van het substraat om de hechting te veranderen, 

filmvorming door latex zonder extra toevoegingen, en verwijdering van in water oplosbare 

bestanddelen van de latex door dialyse. Geen van deze wijzigingen loste het probleem 

volledig op. Omdat de dialyse de beste resultaten opleverde, veronderstellen we dat in 

water oplosbare bestanddelen van de latex de fluorescentie doven, en dus grotendeels 

verantwoordelijk zijn voor de afname van de emissie. 
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